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ABSTRACT 

In vivo monitoring of mouse models of colon cancer promises to reduce the cost of 

research by improving sacrifice timing and allowing serial studies that observe the 

progression of disease and drug efficacy in a relatively small set of animals. Optical 

coherence tomography (OCT) is an optical analog of ultrasound imaging, capable of 

minimally-invasive mapping of light scatter intensity up to 2 mm deep in tissue. In this 

work, factors limiting resolution in OCT were examined and devices were created and 

applied to mouse colon imaging that extended the state-of-the-art in endoscopic 

ultrahigh-resolution OCT. First, axial chromatic aberration of the objective optics acts as 

a spectral filter in the sample arm limiting the effective bandwidth of the system. An 

achromatized endoscope design was demonstrated that achieved axial resolution of 

2.3 µm in tissue and 4.4 µm lateral spot diameter with 101 dB sensitivity when interfaced 

with a time domain OCT system utilizing a 10-femtosecond laser (∆λ=150 nm FWHM, 

λc=800 nm). Second, dispersion matching between the sample and reference arms 

presents the practical resolution limit to endoscopic implementations including a 

separate, fiber-based reference arm. A second endoscope incorporated the reference arm 

into the tip of the endoscope using a novel custom beamsplitter prism and achieved 

2.4 µm axial resolution in tissue without adjustments for pathlength or dispersion 

matching when interfaced with a spectrometer-based frequency domain OCT system and 

a similar laser. Third, non-linear dispersion of the sample media with respect to 

wavelength causes distortion and broadening of the axial point spread function when data 
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are sampled uniformly in optical frequency. An experiment was performed on high 

dispersion glass to demonstrate that dispersion artifact free imaging can be achieved 

without post process corrections if the samples are acquired at equal intervals of media 

index of refraction divided by vacuum wavelength. Finally, other microscopic modalities 

that depend on tissue scatter intensity are used to find the origins of scatter in the mouse 

colonic mucosa. These observations are used to explain unexpected features found in 

ultrahigh-resolution tomograms collected with the two endoscopes presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The problem 

Colon cancer is responsible for nearly 10% of American cancer deaths making it the 

second most fatal cancer in our society1. Inflammatory bowel diseases decrease the 

quality of life for 1 of every 245 persons2. Mouse models are a critical element in the 

study of these diseases due to relatively short breeding times, inexpensive maintenance, 

ease of creating genetic knockout strains, and well documented genetic homology to 

humans3,4. In vivo monitoring of the disease process via colonoscopy promises to 

improve our ability to create new mouse models. Consider a researcher developing a new 

breed of mouse which should spontaneously develop tumors in the colon; when should 

the researcher sacrifice these mice? If sacrificed too early, no disease will be found and 

the breed assumed a failure. If sacrificed too late, the mouse may die of complications 

associated with the disease, and lysis of the tissues will destroy the histological evidence 

of a new model in a fraction of an hour. An in vivo monitoring method would allow the 

researcher to watch the disease develop until it has reached a convincing status, but allow 

the researcher to halt the experiment before excessive suffering has occurred or risk of 

death is imminent. In vivo monitoring also promises to improve the information we can 

gain from existing models. Without such monitoring, disease progression studies 

typically must sacrifice many animals at a series of time-points and conclude that disease 

has “typically” followed a course which proceeds from the average state of the first 

group, to the average state of second group, and so on until the last time-point. 
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Monitoring allows the same piece of tissue to be observed as it develops disease. This 

direct correlation from one time-point to the next provides the hope that statistically 

significant results may be obtained with far fewer mice in an experiment. 

It is best to understand the features one is trying observe before specifying the instrument 

to observe those features. According to accepted dogma, colon cancers start with 

mutations of single cells which have a growth advantage over their normal neighbors. 

These first cells may be identifiable by molecular markers of gene expression, but are not 

identifiable in isolation by routine hemotoxylin and eosin histology. The first observable 

sign of neoplasm, aberrant crypt foci (ACF) appear as groupings of elongated crypts with 

thickening of the epithelia. ACF distort the regular spacing, and shape of the opening of 

crypt pits. The presence of ACF has proven to be a reliable correlate to the future 

development of adenoma which is generally accepted as the starting point for invasive 

colon cancers.5 Adenoma may be pedunculated lesions which are raised above the 

surface of the surrounding tissue or they may be sessile, flat lesions.6 (figure 1) Counting 

both ACF and adenoma are frequently used measures of neoplasm incidence in mouse 

models of colon cancer. Counting ACF has the advantage that disease is noted much 

earlier and that tens or hundreds of abnormalities are typically found in each mouse, 

whereas it is not uncommon to find only one or two adenomas in the colon of a 

“successful” colon cancer model at full term.3 
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Figure 1. Longitudinal cross sections of cancer precursors in mouse colon stained 
with hemotoxylin and eosin. Normal mouse colon (top) shows regular crypts and a 
consistent thickness of the mucosa. Gastrointestinal intraepithelial neoplasia (GIN) 
corresponds to the superficial endoscopic observation of aberrant crypt foci. Crypts 
in GIN are longer and the epithelium is thicker. Adenoma (Ad) are significantly 
dissordered and may be noticeably raised above the surface. 

Visual colonoscopy in mice was first demonstrated in 2002 with a traditional pediatric 

cystoscope (2mm diameter, rigid) to identify raised tumors by surface topology alone.7 

This may be sufficient for well developed raised tumors, but is insufficient for sessile 

tumors. Topical application of methylene blue dye highlights the pattern of crypt 

openings at the surface and therefore identifies aberrant crypt foci which allows earlier 

detection of potential disease sites.8 Molecularly targeted infrared fluorescent dyes have 

also been used with colonoscopy in mice to identify enhanced Cathepsin-D protease 
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action in large, well developed adenoma.9 The above mentioned tools function by 

imaging the surface of the colon onto a CCD detector. This task is challenging and 

requires an experienced endoscopist: the interior surface of the colon should be clean and 

relatively dry, the lubricated instrument should be inserted in the mouse colon without 

soiling its frontal optical surface, the colon must be inflated with air to hold open a clear 

path, and the position of the endoscope held at the correct working distance from the 

tissue for an in focus image. The mentioned conditions must be maintained as the 

endoscopist works the scope through the distance of the colon. If images are to be 

compared between time points, each image must be recorded with careful manual 

annotation of the depth of insertion and aiming direction of the endoscope.  

In this work, we develop endoscopic optical coherence tomography (OCT) as tool that 

provides an alternative perspective on diseased colon tissue. OCT is an imaging modality, 

analogous to ultrasound, that uses singly scattered near infrared light to gather 

information about the subsurface structure of biological tissue.10 High signal-to-noise 

allows useful non-invasive imaging of endogenous scatter to a depth of little more than a 

millimeter at resolutions ranging from 1-20 µm.11 This depth of penetration makes OCT 

well suited to non-invasive measurements of epithelial tissues and has promise for the 

detection and monitoring of cancers in these tissues. The resolution element, is small 

enough to observe structures on the order of cells, but is typically incapable of 

differentiating normal cells from dysplastic ones. Cancer diagnoses are made based on 

the observation of larger structures such as the shape of colonic crypts or the thickness of 

mucosa. Because OCT depends on the intrinsic scatter of the tissue, it has low contrast 
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compared to techniques that use dyes targeted to molecular signatures of tissues. Besides 

the ability to look deep below the surface, endoscopic OCT also provides an advantage in 

ease of use in the mouse colon. The transparent probe tip needs only to be lubricated and 

inserted to the specified depth and internal scanning optics translate and rotate to sample 

the entire space of the distal colon. Computer controlled data collection provides 

automatic annotation of sample position for comparison between timepoints. 

The most basic dataset in OCT is the axial scan or “a-scan.” The a-scan is a depth 

resolved measure of backscatter along the axis of a narrow probe beam into the sample 

biological tissue. Typically, a two dimensional image (“b-scan”) is built up as a 

tomogram from many closely spaced a-scans as the probe beam translates laterally across 

the target. Lateral resolution traditionally depends on the lateral focused spot size12, 

similar to confocal microscopy. On the other hand, the signal is coherence gated in the 

axial direction, allowing much finer axial resolution than is defined by the numerical 

aperture of the objective.  

Coherence gating is achieved either in the time domain (TD-OCT) or in the frequency 

domain (FD-OCT). In either case, broad bandwidth illumination reflected from the many 

scattering surfaces within the sample is combined with a single strong reflection from a 

surface in a reference arm of an interferometer. Each color of the broad bandwidth source 

encodes the strength of scatter located on a sinusoid of spatial frequency determined by 

the wavenumber (wavelength-1) of the light. The sinusoids associated with each 

wavenumber are in phase at the zero delay, the position in the sample equivalent to the 
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location of the reference mirror. As the delay away from the reference grows longer, the 

sinusoids of interference associated with different colors of light grow out of phase 

linearly as short wavelengths gain phase faster than long wavelengths.  

In the time domain, all of the colors of the broad bandwidth source are integrated onto a 

single detector. Because the above mentioned sinusoids go out of phase with distance 

away from the zero delay, this integrated measurement is modulated only when a 

scatterer is located at nearly the same depth as the reference arm. The maximum depth 

difference between the sample and reference where the light of different colors is 

sufficiently in phase to observe interference in an integrated measurement is referred to 

as the coherence length of the source. Wider source bandwidth causes the sinusoids to de-

phase faster and thus results in higher axial resolution. The a-scan is formed as the 

reference arm is scanned in depth and the modulation on the detector corresponds to the 

intensity of tissue scatter at the corresponding depth. 

In the frequency domain, the colors of the broad bandwidth source are measured 

individually, such as in a CCD spectrometer. This spectral separation prevents the de-

phasing of the interference of each color from canceling out the signal. Now the intensity 

of light received at each color is the product of the scattering profile of the tissue with the 

sinusoid in spatial frequency associated with that wavenumber. Performing the Fourier 

transform across the spatial frequencies represented by the spectrum yields the spatial 

locations of the scatters. In the frequency domain, wider source bandwidth means that a 

wider range of spatial frequencies will be recorded which results in better axial resolution 
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of scatter in the spatial domain. In both acquisition methods, better axial resolution 

requires wider source bandwidth. Axial resolutions in the range of 5-20 µm are generally 

considered conventional (or “high”) resolution, while those between 1-5 µm are the realm 

of “ultrahigh-resolution” (UHR).13 

Fiber based OCT is particularly suited to small diameter endoscopes.14 Such an 

endoscope can easily fit in the instrument channel of a standard colonoscope with 

minimal risk to the patient, and therefore colonic adenoma was examined in humans 

before more difficult trials in small animals were performed.15-17 As part of a master 

thesis, this author designed and constructed an endoscope combining conventional 

resolution OCT with a laser induced fluorescence probe to perform in vivo colonoscopy 

to investigate colon cancer in mice.18 The small size of the mouse requires both a 

compact endoscope, and scaled down features, such as crypts, which had been visible 

with conventional resolution in humans were unresolved at the same resolution in mice.19  

In 2004, Herz et al. demonstrated endoscopic tomograms of crypt structure in rabbit 

colon with a resolution of 5 µm axial by 15 µm lateral.20 

It is tempting to oversimplify the problem of increased axial resolution in OCT as the 

necessity for larger source bandwidth. Complexity arises largely from the fact that 

different colors of the spectrum propagate with different velocities through optical 

materials, an effect known as spectral dispersion. As the spectrum becomes very wide, 

the effects of dispersion grow dramatically. Firstly, dispersion generates geometrical 

focusing errors in the sample arm which result in non-uniform transmission to and from 
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the sample. Secondly, it also generates non-linear phase errors between the sample and 

reference arm. The result of both the uncorrected geometrical and phase errors is a broad 

axial point spread function with lower than ideal signal-to-noise ratio, and therefore a 

limit on the bandwidth usable in an endoscopic device that is considerably lower than 

what is available from state-of-the-art laser sources.21 A majority of the work in this 

dissertation centers on mitigating the effects of dispersion for endoscopic ultrahigh-

resolution optical coherence tomography. 

Thesis format and role of author 

The methods and key results of this author’s contribution to the above described problem 

are summarized in the next chapter titled “Present Work,” and are presented more 

completely as a collection of appendices according to the guidelines established by the 

Graduate College of The University of Arizona for the inclusion of published or 

publishable work as part of a dissertation. Each of the published papers includes a list of 

many coauthors.  As required by The University of Arizona, the role of the dissertation 

author is defined for each paper below. 

The first appendix centers on the paper “In vivo ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence 

tomography of mouse colon with an achromatized endoscope” published in the Journal 

of Biomedical Optics. The dissertation author is responsible for the concept of the 

achromatized endoscope, its design, analysis, construction, in vivo testing, as well as 

writing the text of the paper. He owes thanks to his coauthors for development of 

antecedent portions of the instrument including portions of the motion control, the 
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entirety of the broadband laser light source, and the time domain data acquisition engine. 

Coauthors were also instrumental, through many instructive conversations, in the 

integration of the endoscope to the existing time domain engine, and the collection and 

interpretation of collected images as well as many useful comments during the editing of 

the final manuscript. 

The second appendix forms around the Optics Express publication, “Endoscope-tip 

interferometer for ultrahigh resolution frequency domain optical coherence tomography 

in mouse colon.” In this case also, the author was responsible for concept of the 

endoscope, its design, analysis, construction, in vivo testing, as well as writing the text of 

the paper while coauthors had previously developed the broadband laser light source and 

the frequency domain data acquisition engine. Boris Povazay contributed to early 

discussions about design alternatives as well as to the editing of the draft manuscript. 

Rainer Leitgeb assisted with details of the FD-OCT noise model which closely follows 

the model presented in an earlier paper of his. 

The third appendix focuses on the paper to be submitted to Applied Optics, “Inherent 

media dispersion compensation by frequency domain optical coherence tomography.” In 

this work, the dissertation author is responsible for the concept, simulation work, and 

writing of the manuscript text. Amy Winkler assisted with checking of the mathematical 

formalism. Bernd Hofer and Boris Povazay are responsible for the performance of the 

experiment using the discretely tunable light source. 
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The fourth appendix “Microscopic techniques to identify contrasting mucosal structures 

in ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence tomograms of mouse colon” will be published 

as a conference proceedings and may be restructured in the future for submission to a 

peer reviewed journal. In this work, the dissertation author shared the development of the 

idea with coauthor Lida Hariri, as well as used some tissues and slides prepared by her. 

The theory, imaging, and manuscript writing were performed independently by the 

dissertation author.  

Jennifer Barton and Wolfgang Drexler performed mutually as primary advisors 

throughout the period of the development these works.  It is impossible to enumerate the 

many ways in which they have contributed directly and subtly to the concepts and their 

developments. 
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PRESENT STUDY 

The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the papers appended 

to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the most important findings in this 

document. 

GRIN materials used for the focusing element of traditional OCT catheter endoscope 

designs are known to have significant axial chromatic aberration. A simulation of 

roundtrip optical coupling from the fiber, through the endoscope optics, to a mirror 

located near the focal plane, back through the endoscope optics, and into the fiber 

indicates that loss of bandwidth results when GRIN materials are used at high numerical 

aperture (lateral spot size = 5 µm) and large bandwidths (∆λ=200 nm FWHM, 

λo=800 nm). Simulation of achromatized optics shows that bandwidth can be preserved 

under similar conditions at very wide bandwidths (∆λ>400 nm FWHM). An endoscope 

with achromatized optics was built. Through focus bandwidth preservation was 

experimentally verified (∆λ=260 nm FWHM). This endoscope was interfaced with a time 

domain OCT system utilizing a 10-femtosecond laser (∆λ=150 nm FWHM) to achieve 

axial resolution of 3.2 µm in air and 4.4 µm lateral spot diameter with 101 dB sensitivity. 

Microscopic features too small to see in mouse tissue with conventional resolution 

systems, including some showing probable correlation to colonic crypts, were clearly 

resolved. 
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Problems matching dispersion and polarization between the sample and reference arms 

provided the effective limits of bandwidth on the above endoscope. Frequency domain 

optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT) allows a static reference arm, which then 

allows the placement of the beamsplitter and reference arm in the endoscope tip. The 

above problems are mitigated when long paths of flexible glass are so removed from the 

difference path of the interferometer. A common path set-up22, using a reference 

reflection originating from the inside surface of the glass envelope at the distal end of the 

endoscope, and an alternative approach with more efficient collection of the reference 

light using a novel beamsplitter design were developed. High speed (20,000 Alines/s) 

ultrahigh axial resolution (2.4 µm) tomograms of mouse colon were acquired using a 

2 mm outer diameter endoscope in vivo.  

Sample dispersion in optical coherence tomography has traditionally been described as a 

depth dependant phase error that causes an associated depth dependant broadening of the 

axial point spread function. This phenomenon and its post-processing correction have 

been described in both time domain and frequency domain OCT literature23,24, yet current 

literature still identifies sample dispersion as a critical limit for high speed imaging.25 It is 

here shown that homogenous media dispersion does not create a broadening of the axial 

point spread function when the traditional mathematical formalism is correctly applied. 

Uniform sampling in spatial frequency requires that we consider the wavelength in the 

media. Homogeneous media dispersion artifacts disappear when samples are uniformly 

spaced in circular wavenumber (wavelength in media)^-1, as opposed to samples which 

are uniform in optical frequency (wavelength in vacuum)^-1. The magnitude of this 
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sampling error in aqueous media is demonstrated by simulation. Dispersion artifact free 

imaging of specular reflections in highly dispersive glass without dispersion removal 

postprocessing is experimentally demonstrated using a discretely tunable wavelength 

source to create samples spaced at <neff>/(wavelength in vacuum). Also, a method of 

triggering swept source implementations of frequency domain OCT that inherently 

samples uniformly in spatial frequency is proposed. 

Finally, other microscopic techniques that derive contrast from the intensity of 

endogenous tissue scatter, including 3D optical coherence microscopy (OCM), 

reflectance confocal microscopy, and darkfield microscopy, were used on unstained 

mouse colon tissue to discover the relative amount of backscatter occurring at different 

structures within the colonic mucosa. This information was used to confirm the 

hypothesis that hyperintense vertical structures observed with in vivo UHR-OCT in 

mouse colon correspond to scattering that occurs at the boundary of crypt epithelia with 

the surrounding lamina propria. Additionally it was observed that the scatter coming from 

the epithelia is not uniform but is diffusely intense in the cytoplasm, and weak from the 

region of the nucleus. In normal epithelium the nuclei tend to line up at the basal surface 

in the case of crypts, and at the midline in epithelial cells not associated with crypts. This 

creates a line of hypointense scatter. The lack of scatter from the epithelia at the location 

of the nuclei explains hypointense features observed in optical coherence tomograms. 

This experiment demonstrates a template of experiments, especially including darkfield 

microscopy of frozen tissue, that may be used on any tissue type to provide greater 

understanding of optical coherence tomograms from that tissue.  
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Abstract. Endoscopic ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence tomog-
raphy �OCT� enables collection of minimally invasive cross-sectional
images in vivo, which may be used to facilitate rapid development of
reliable mouse models of colon disease as well as assess chemopre-
ventive and therapeutic agents. The small physical scale of mouse
colon makes light penetration less problematic than in other tissues
and high resolution acutely necessary. In our 2-mm diameter endo-
scopic time domain OCT system, isotropic ultrahigh-resolution is sup-
ported by a center wavelength of 800 nm and full-width-at-half-
maximum bandwidth of 150 nm �mode-locked titanium:sapphire
laser� combined with 1:1 conjugate imaging of a small core fiber. A
pair of KZFSN5/SFPL53 doublets provides excellent color correction
to support wide bandwidth throughout the imaging depth. A slight
deviation from normal beam exit angle suppresses collection of the
strong back reflection at the exit window surface. Our system
achieves axial resolution of 3.2 �m in air and 4.4-�m lateral spot
diameter with 101-dB sensitivity. Microscopic features too small to
see in mouse tissue with conventional resolution systems, including
colonic crypts, are clearly resolved. Resolution near the cellular level
is potentially capable of identifying abnormal crypt formation and
dysplastic cellular organization. © 2006 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2399454�

Keywords: ultrahigh resolution optical coherence tomography �UHR-OCT�;
endoscope; catheter; mouse; gastrointestinal �GI�; colon; achromatic.
Paper 06092RR received Apr. 6, 2006; revised manuscript received Aug. 21, 2006;
accepted for publication Aug. 21, 2006; published online Nov. 28, 2006. This paper
is a revision of a paper presented at the SPIE conference on Advanced Biomedical
and Clinical Diagnostic Systems, Jan. 2005, San Jose, Calif. The paper presented
there appears �unrefereed� in SPIE Proceedings Vol. 5692.

1 Background and Introduction
1.1 In Vivo Monitoring of Colon Disease in Mice
Many mouse models for studying human colon pathology ex-
ist and are under continual development �see Table 1�. It is
interesting to determine the state of disease in vivo for serial

studies in which the progress of disease is monitored and to
determine, prior to sacrifice, if disease has occurred. Mini-
mally invasive methods promise to reduce the cost and time to
develop new breeds of disease model mice and to evaluate
chemopreventive and therapeutic agents. A slightly modified
pediatric cystoscope �2.1-mm diameter� has been used by
other groups to visualize the luminal surface of the murine
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descending colon �distal 3 cm� and shows crypt detail when
exogenous dyes are used.1,2 Optical coherence tomography
�OCT� provides minimally invasive, cross-sectional images
that indicate the thickness and scattering density of underlying
tissue and is readily adapted to small diameter endoscopic
applications. This technology has been shown to differentiate
pathology from normal states in the human gastrointestinal
�GI� tract.3 The minute scale of the mouse presents a chal-
lenge, not only in packaging but also in resolution. Standard
resolution OCT endoscopy in the mouse has clearly shown the
layered structure of the colon wall and gross tissue abnormali-
ties but has failed to resolve smaller features such as the co-
lonic crypts where adenoma are believed to develop.4,5 We
aim to create an endoscopic ultrahigh-resolution OCT �UHR-

OCT� system capable of resolving colonic crypt structure in
the mouse.

1.2 Optical Considerations in Ultrahigh-Resolution
OCT Endoscopes

To date, the majority of side-firing OCT endoscopes have uti-
lized a similar optical design consisting of a single-mode fiber
glued directly to a gradient index �GRIN� lens, which is in
turn cemented to a prism that redirects the light out the side of
a transparent window. The light then comes to a focus at a set
distance outside the endoscope window. Advantages of this
design are low cost, ease of manufacture, and mechanical sta-
bility due to its monolithic, alignment free construction. Herz
et al. have pushed the limits of axial resolution in the conven-
tional GRIN lens–based endoscope design to 5 �m in air by
extending the bandwidth of the source �centered at 1300 nm�
and carefully matching the dispersion in the reference arm.
These improvements have allowed improved visualization of
rabbit GI tissues including the crypts in the colon.6 Unfortu-
nately, the lateral point spread function �PSF� of this �and
other� traditional GRIN lens–based endoscopes is relatively
poor, with spot diameters on the order of 15 �m. The imaging
conjugates are greater than 1:1 because one end of the fiber is
in contact with the GRIN lens and a positive working distance
is required to focus at some depth within the tissue; therefore
the lateral resolution is larger than the mode field diameter of
the fiber.

Utilizing a shorter central wavelength simultaneously im-
proves the theoretical axial resolution for a given bandwidth
and improves the lateral resolution for a given numerical ap-
erture. However, the linear and nonlinear dispersion of mate-
rials including silica fibers and GRIN lenses increases sub-
stantially as wavelengths are shortened from 1300 nm toward
800 nm. Additional nonlinear dispersion suggests that greater
care should be taken when matching dispersion in the sample
and reference arms, while greater linear dispersion dictates
improved management of axial chromatic error in the objec-
tive lens. The intensity of the light collected by an OCT sys-
tem is strongly dependent on how near �in the axial direction�
the scattering surface is to the beam focus. Uncorrected axial
chromatic aberration causes each wavelength to be focused at
a different depth. Usually, shorter wavelengths are focused at
a shorter distance than longer wavelengths. If a scattering
surface lies closer to the focal plane of one color than another,
the intensity of the reflected spectrum is skewed toward that
color. The resulting effective bandwidth of the light returned
from any particular depth will usually be narrower than that of
the source, thereby reducing axial resolution.7 Although mi-
crooptic systems are more forgiving than larger systems, be-
cause chromatic aberration scales with the focal length of the
lens, chromatic aberration must be considered to advance past
the current state of the art in UHR-OCT endoscopy.

A further optical consideration is the suppression of un-
wanted reflections in the optical system. Back reflections in
the sample arm limit the usable detector range and may cause
disturbing image artifacts if they lie close to the target tissue.
The specular back reflection of the inner surface of the win-
dow between the imaging optics and the tissue can be very
strong because it lies close to focus. Herz et al. used index
matching fluid inside the endoscope to suppress this

Table 1 Mouse models of cancer large intestine/colon/rectum. Sum-
marized from Boivin et al. �Ref. 17� unless otherwise noted. �AOM,
azoxymethane; DMH, dimethylhydrazine; DSS, dextran sodium sul-
fate; MNG, N-methyl-N�-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine; PI, phosphoi-
nositide; NR, not reported.�

Name of Model Predominant Neoplasm Metastasis

MMR genes

APCmin/+ Adenoma No

APCmin/+ w/argininea Adenoma No

APC1638/+ Adenoma/carcinoma No

TGF-� models

Rag2−/−Tgf�1−/− Mucinous carcinoma No

Rag2−/−Tgf�1+/− Adenoma No

Smad3−/− Mucinous carcinoma Yes

Immunodeficient

Interleukin-10−/− Colitis/carcinoma No

Interleukin-2 Carcinoma No

Tcr�−/− Colitis

G�i2
−/− Colitis/carcinoma No

Carcinogen-treated

AOM �DMH� Adenoma/carcinoma NR

AOM w/DSSb Adenoma/carcinoma

MNG Adenoma/carcinoma NR

Other models

Cdx2+/− Gastric and intestinal heteropia No

Muc2−/− Adenoma/carcinoma No

PI 3-kinase�−/− Carcinoma Peritoneal
aReference 18.
bReference 19.
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reflection.6 A design by Li et al. used a beam that exited the
envelope at an oblique angle for better Doppler flow resolu-
tion in an artery.8 An off-normal beam exit angle also sup-
presses the collection of specular back reflection from the
window surface.9,10

1.3 Current Work
In the current work, we demonstrate an achromatized UHR-
OCT endoscope optimized for use in the mouse colon with
800-nm center wavelength. We compare the theoretical cou-
pling efficiency of this endoscope with a GRIN lens design
using commercial ray tracing software. The constructed endo-
scope was characterized for through-focus bandwidth, axial
resolution, signal to noise, and lateral spot diameter. This en-
doscope maintains a stable wide bandwidth centered around
800 nm, while achieving a small beam waist—a task we be-
lieve cannot be achieved by the conventional GRIN design. In
vivo performance is demonstrated in mouse colon.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Endoscopic UHR-OCT Setup
A previously described time domain UHR-OCT engine was
employed in the present study.7,11 The system consists of a
sub-10-fs mode-locked titanium:sapphire INTEGRAL PRO laser
source �800-nm center wavelength, up to 150-nm full-width-
at-half-maximum �FWHM� optical bandwidth� integrated in a
fiber-optic–based Michelson interferometer employing a high
speed scanning reference mirror �up to 250 Hz, 400 mm/s�,
dual balanced detection, and phase resolved data sampling.
All components of the fiber-optic interferometer were de-
signed to support the propagation of greater than 250-nm
bandwidth light throughout the OCT system and to compen-
sate for polarization and dispersion mismatch between the
sample and reference arms of the interferometer �see Fig. 1�.

A new endoscopic sample arm was designed and con-
structed for use with the above system and mouse colon im-
aging. The working distance was selected to be 200 �m in
air, corresponding approximately to half the normal thickness
of a mouse colon, at the base of the mucosal layer. An imaged
spot diameter of 4.4 �m provides a good balance between
high lateral resolution at focus and acceptable defocus

through a 400-�m imaging thickness without a dynamically
focusing element. This lateral dimension is approximately the
mode field diameter of the single-mode fiber used, so a sym-
metric 1:1 imaging conjugate system was designed. The fo-
cusing optics �Fig. 2�, a pair of KZFSN5/SFPL53 doublets
�custom manufactured by Bern Optics, Westfield, Massachu-
setts�, provide excellent primary and secondary color correc-
tion as well as diffraction limited on-axis imaging �Fig. 3�, to
maintain wide bandwidth through the imaging depth. Two ap-
proaches are used to suppress back reflection in the air-spaced
tip optics. First, at the fiber output interface, a 1-mm-thick
fused-silica spacer is cemented. The resulting index matching
suppresses the initial back reflection at the fiber interface; in a
design with an angle polished fiber, the mating silica spacer
can be used to minimize beam deflection and allow the design
to be built with on-axis alignment in a tube �Fig. 4�. Second,
a slight deviation from normal beam exit angle avoids collec-
tion of the strong back reflection at the uncoated exit window
surface. The endoscope operates mechanically like other
push-pull longitudinally scanning endoscopes4,12 by translat-
ing an inner lumen connected to the focusing optics relative to
an outer lumen connected to sealed window at the endoscope
tip.

Ideally, both arms of the interferometer consist of identical
materials so that, for each wavelength, an equal time is re-
quired to traverse the sample and reference arms. Our sample
arm consists almost entirely of germanium-doped silica
single-mode fiber, with small thicknesses of exotic glasses
used in the doublets, and a minimal amount of air separation
between optical elements. The reference arm consists of a
fiber of identical material to the endoscope, an achromatized

Fig. 1 Optical subsystem diagram. Endoscopic sample arm is butt coupled to a time domain OCT system using a sub-10-fs Ti:sapphire laser source
�800-nm center wavelength, 150-nm FWHM bandwidth� and a fiber beamsplitter which directs 10% of the source light into the interferometer and
90% of the return light to the dual balanced detector. The reference arm utilizes a short distance of higher second-order dispersion materials to
allow a greater air space than is found in the sample arm.

Fig. 2 Optical model of the beam path in the endoscope tip. Two
identical KZFSN5/SFPL53 doublets image the source fiber into the
tissue at 1:1 conjugates. A 1-mm silica spacer at the fiber output and
a 6-deg off-normal beam path at the exit window suppress back
reflections.
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collimator, a section of dispersion compensating glasses, and
a translating reference mirror. The fiber length on the refer-
ence arm side was made 6 cm shorter than the endoscope and
replaced with glass with a higher second-order dispersion
�BK7�. This glass compensates second-order dispersion while
allowing the insertion of a short air gap in the reference arm
for the collimator and the translating reference mirror.

2.2 Evaluation of Spectral Transmission by Endoscope
Sample Arm through Focus

A key parameter to judge performance of an achromatized
sample arm design is the variation in spectral throughput as
sample depth changes. Software simulation was performed on
the achromatized endoscope as well as a GRIN lens–based
endoscope with a proximal glass spacer to yield comparable
1:1 imaging conjugates. Experimental verification of through-
focus transmission was performed with the constructed
achromatized endoscope.

CODE V lens design software �Optical Research Associates,

Pasadena, California� was used to calculate the wavelength-
dependent coupling efficiency associated with propagating a
Gaussian spatial distribution of light through an optical sys-
tem, to a mirror located near focus, back through the optical
system, and back into a fiber.13,14 The distance to the mirror
was varied through the imaging depth of the endoscope to
predict the change in coupling efficiency in each design. This
analysis took into account chromatic and pupil aberrations, as
well as diffraction from apertures but did not consider losses
due to reflections or transmission of the materials. The cou-
pling efficiency function was then multiplied by a spectrally
Gaussian source function to demonstrate how the sample arm
optics distort the spectrum as a function of image depth.

A 1:1 imaging conjugate GRIN endoscope was modeled
with the following prescription: the source fiber �800-nm cen-
ter wavelength, 260-nm FWHM bandwidth, 5.4-�m mode
field diameter, numerical aperture �NA�=0.13� was in contact
with a 2.0-mm BK7 spacer, cemented to a 0.21-pitch GRIN
lens �using the CODE V built-in glass definition for SLW 1.0
from NSG America� that was further cemented to a 1.0-mm
prism of BK7, and then separated by a 0.4-mm airspace to
the 0.1-mm-thick fused-silica cylindrical window with an
outer diameter of 2.0 mm, which finally resulted in a focus
0.2-mm deep in a water media. The achromatic doublet de-
sign was prescribed with an identical source and fiber, the
fused-silica spacer and doublet pair shown in Fig. 3, and an
identical window and water media. In both cases, the small
deviation from normal incidence at the fused-silica window
was omitted from the simulation for simplicity.

The ability of the achromatized endoscope to maintain a
260-nm FWHM bandwidth through focus was verified ex-
perimentally. Light from a sub-5-fs Ti: sapphire laser source
�800-nm �0, 260-nm �� �FWHM�� was coupled into the en-
doscope via a fiber beamsplitter and subsequently focused by
the endoscope onto a mirror that translated axially through
focus. The light was coupled back into the endoscope, through
the fiber beamsplitter and subsequently measured by a spec-
trometer. Through-focus spectra were measured in 50-�m
intervals from contact with the endoscope outer window
�focus −200 �m� to the far side of focus �focus +380 �m�.

2.3 Measurement of PSF
The lateral focused spot dimension predicted by lens design
software was tested for a single wavelength ��830 nm� using
a microscope to magnify the focused spot across an inexpen-
sive complementary metal-oxide semiconductor image array.
The microscope magnification was calibrated with a test tar-
get placed at focus. This microscope also allowed measure-
ment of the working distance to focus. The axial PSF was
characterized as the FWHM of the interference fringe enve-
lope resulting from a mirror near focus in air. This result was
corrected for a resolution in tissue by dividing by the average
index of refraction of 1.4.

2.4 Sensitivity Measurement
Sensitivity was measured with a slight modification to a com-
mon method.15 Typically, power in the sample arm is strongly
attenuated by placing a neutral density �ND� filter in the
sample arm optics so that a weak, but clearly distinguishable
peak can be measured from a mirror placed at focus. The

Fig. 3 Ray fan plots show geometrical aberrations much smaller than
the diffraction limited spot diameter. Chromatic aberration is very
small over the designed range of wavelengths and pupil aberrations
are dominated by astigmatism from the cylindrical window immersed
in water. The horizontal axis is pupil position, while the vertical axis is
transverse ray error at an image plane. The horizontal axis in the
sagittal ray fan �left� is plotted from the bottom of the pupil to the top
of the pupil, while the tangential ray fan �right� is, because of symme-
try, plotted only from the center of the pupil to the extreme right �or
left� side. The extrema of the horizontal axis corresponds to the edge
of the 0.13 numerical aperture over which the plot was calculated.
For more detail, see Ref. 20.

Fig. 4 Solid model shows the mechanical construction of the endo-
scope tip. The outer dimension of the tubing is 2 mm. The scanning
range is 35 mm. All parts are designed to be aligned by location in
tight tolerance polyimide tubing.
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signal strength is determined by the maximum height of this
interferogram �SOCT�. The target mirror is removed and the
noise is estimated from the variance of the remaining col-
lected data ��2�. The sensitivity is increased by a factor ac-
counting for the attenuation of the ND filter, yielding an equa-
tion for sensitivity ���

� = 10 log10� SOCT
2

�noise
2 � + 20ND . �1�

In the endoscope, however, no neutral density filter can be
placed in the beam path due to physical limitations. The effi-
ciency of coupling to the sample arm was therefore reduced
by loosening the fiber butt coupling. The magnitude of attenu-
ation was calibrated by measuring the power exiting the
sample arm before and after attenuation. The signal was mea-
sured with the attenuated arrangement. Because some noise
may be introduced by back reflections at the misaligned butt
coupler or from reflections in the endoscope, the noise was
measured with the fiber efficiently coupled but with no target
at the sample plane.

The tomogram’s dynamic range was calculated by com-
parison of the brightest pixels found near focus to the variance
of the noise in the region near the top of the tomogram occu-
pied by the clear glass window.

2.5 Measurements in Tissues
Two normal mice were imaged once each with the above-
described endoscope. All procedures were approved by the
Medical University of Vienna Animal Use Committee. The
mice were first anesthetized with a Ketamine-Xylazine mix-
ture �100 mg/kg+10 mg/kg� delivered by intraperitoneal in-
jection, yielding approximately 30 min of working time. The
endoscope and anus were thoroughly coated with water-based
lubricant before inserting the device to a depth of 33 mm.
B-scans of length 30 mm and depth 0.5 mm were collected at
a lateral imaging speed of 1.9 mm/s with 900-�W power
incident on the tissue. Shorter, partial length scans were col-
lected with a lateral imaging speed of 0.5 mm/s.

3 Results
3.1 Transmission of Spectra by Endoscope Sample

Arm through Focus
Comparison of the simulations of the GRIN-based endoscope
and the achromatized endoscope �Fig. 5� illustrates the benefit
of using achromatized optics. The transmitted spectrum of the
GRIN system shows large changes in spectral shape and peak
wavelength through focus. In the current design, using a pair
of achromatic doublets, the expected shape of the transmitted
spectra is essentially the same as the source and is flatly at-
tenuated away from focus. The lenses are chromatically cor-
rected over a very wide range and good performance is pre-
dicted for bandwidths in excess of 400 nm.

The experiment to verify through focus transmission for
the achromatized endoscope demonstrated a FWHM band-
width of 260 nm passed with minimal distortion though the
imaging depth of the endoscope �Fig. 6�. Some of the distor-
tion that is seen in this experiment, which is not seen in the
theoretical curves of Fig. 5, can be attributed to the more

Gaussian shape of the idealized source function, which tends
to smooth out differences at the tails of the spectrum.

3.2 Axial, Lateral Resolution, and Sensitivity
The lateral spot dimension was measured �Fig. 7�b�� with a
calibrated microscope to be 4.4-�m FWHM at focus. Axial
resolution with a 150-nm FWHM bandwidth laser �1.9-�m
theoretical axial resolution in air� was measured �Fig. 7�a�� to
be 3.2 �m in air corresponding to 2.3 �m in tissue. The
broadening of the axial PSF is primarily a result of high-order
dispersion resulting from glass type mismatch in the reference
arm. Sensitivity of 101 dB was measured at an imaging
sample arm power of 900 �W. Dynamic range found in tis-
sue tomograms �47 dB� is consistent with this estimate of
sensitivity.

3.3 In Vivo Imaging
Ultrahigh-resolution tomograms of normal mice �Figs. 8 and
9� show sensitivity to features unresolved by standard resolu-
tion systems. Most striking in the comparison between histol-
ogy of normal mouse colon and our tomograms is that we
appear to be able to resolve the boundaries between crypts.
These show up as slightly off-vertical lines of hyperintense

Fig. 5 Comparison of theoretical transmitted spectra by GRIN lens–
based endoscope �top� and achromatized endoscope �bottom�. The
outer dotted line indicates a Gaussian source spectrum with center
wavelength at 800-nm and 260-nm FWHM bandwidth. Each solid
line represents theoretical transmitted spectra given by multiplying the
source spectra by the wavelength-dependent coupling efficiency for a
particular placement of a mirror near focus. The axial location of the
mirror relative to the focusing optics is encoded in the line shading as
indicated by the legend. Lines are separated by 30 �m of mirror
displacement.
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scatter contained wholly within the mucosa. These real struc-
tures contrast to shadowing artifacts observed within the mus-
cular layers that present as perfectly vertical �axially oriented�
hypointense stripes that persist beyond tissue boundaries
to the bottom of the image. A thin hypointense band about
30-�m-thick caps most of the simple columnar mucosa. This
feature is absent in the stratified squamous epithelia of the
anal region �Fig. 8�. Comparison with histology suggests this
may correspond to a single cell layer of absorptive cells lining
the luminal surface �Fig. 9�. Resolution of the layers of the
colon—colonic mucosa, muscular mucosa, submucosa, mus-
cularis externa �inner circular layer and outer longitudinal
layer�, and serosa—is also clear. We also see lymphoid aggre-
gates either in the mucosa, where they may disrupt the normal
distribution of crypt glands or in the submucosa, where they
do not disturb the glandular organization but distort the rest of
the tissue.

4 Discussion
UHR-OCT images obtained using a 800-nm center wave-
length source penetrate the entire thickness of mouse colon
tissue and exhibit higher axial and lateral resolution than
could be achieved with similar bandwidth and numerical ap-
erture near 1300 nm. We believe these advantages outweigh
the disadvantages of higher dispersion in the fiber and optics,

the smaller fiber core diameter that makes efficient fiber cou-
pling more difficult, and the lack of commercial broadband
fiber circulators. While we are extremely excited with the im-
provement in information content in the in vivo mouse colon
tomograms, there is still room for improvement in axial and
lateral information content of our tomograms. For example,
Herz et al. demonstrate a direct approach to better match the
dispersion by including an air gap in the coupling to the en-
doscopic sample arm,6 which may allow us to achieve the
axial resolution potential made possible by achromatized op-
tics and sub-5-fs laser systems at 800-nm center wavelength.
The tomograms presented in this work are slightly under-
sampled in the lateral direction. Memory limitations of the

Fig. 7 The axial coherence function �a� indicates an axial resolution
of 3.2 �m in air �FWHM�. A line profile through an image of the
focused spot �b� indicates a 4.4-�m lateral spot diameter �FWHM�.

Fig. 8 In vivo UHR-OCT tomogram of the distal 30 mm of normal
mouse colon �full-length scan, 1.9-mm/s lateral imaging speed�. The
vertical dimension is 0.4 mm �about 10	 stretched�. A lymphoid ag-
gregate in the mucosa �LM� disturbs the glandular structure, while a
lymphoid aggregate in the submucosa �LS� simply inserts itself be-
tween the muscular layers; both structures are typical in normal co-
lon. The texture of the mucosa undergoes a visible change as the
simple columnar epithelium �SC� gives way to stratified squamous
epithelium �SS� in the anal canal.

Fig. 6 Experimental data shows that the achromatized endoscope
maintains a wide bandwidth through focus. Top frame shows coupled
intensity attenuated as mirror moves away from focus. Frame below
shows the same data with peak normalization. The axial location of
the mirror relative to the focusing optics is encoded in the line shad-
ing, as indicated by the legend. Mirror displacement between indi-
vidual lines is 50 �m.
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data acquisition board allowed acquisition of only 4000
A-scans in a continuous B-scan, resulting in full-length im-
ages sampled every 7.5 �m. Stiction in the tubing used to
drive the lateral scan forced a minimum velocity of the probe
for smooth translation on shorter scans. The maximum A-scan
rate of the time domain OCT system resulted in images
sampled every 2 �m. We foresee an improvement in clarity
of crypt outlines and general tomogram sensitivity with a
small degree of lateral oversampling. Although the speed at
which stiction presents a problem to push-pull endoscopes
may be reduced by mechanical design, the final solution may
lie in the faster A-line rates achievable with frequency domain
OCT systems.10

The achromatized optics demonstrated here result in trans-
mitted spectra that are uniform through focus. In concept,
controlling chromatic aberration is a critical component of
UHR-OCT that is as essential in endoscopy as it is in bulk
optic systems. Uniformly transmitted spectra are also a criti-
cal starting point to spectroscopic OCT.16 Further modeling
and experimental verification is required to establish the al-
lowable chromatic error for a particular source bandwidth and
imaging goal.

The tomograms presented here clearly resolve cross-
sectional colonic crypt formation in the living mouse without
application of exogenous dyes.2 We are confident that the
present resolution improvements will allow us to better ob-
serve disease progression in vivo in the smallest common
mammalian colon disease model animal. Next-generation ex-

periments focusing on diseased mice will help establish diag-
nostic criteria in OCT images and determine how criteria pro-
posed in humans and other models can be applied to mice.
The reward for careful optical design will be obtained when
endoscopic UHR-OCT, including diagnostic criteria obtained
from well-understood mouse models, is applied to a poorly
understood model and knowledge is accumulated at a lower
cost than with currently available techniques.
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A2. Tutorial: Predicting performance including axial chromatic 

aberration in the sample arm 

Material dispersion in the objective of the sample arm causes light of different colors to 

focus at different depths within the sample space. Undercorrected axial chromatic aberration 

results in a blue focus that is nearer to the objective than the red focus. When the sample is 

modeled as reflective planes at different depths, this axial chromatic aberration causes a 

skewing of the collected spectrum towards the color that is best focused at that depth. Ray 

tracing optical modeling software can be used to predict the roundtrip coupling efficiency of 

a fiber based endoscope to sample planes located at a variety of depths across the 

measurement spectrum. Further numerical manipulation transforms these data into the 

performance description of axial point spread function. 

This tutorial describes the modeling used to produce figure 5 of the article “In vivo ultrahigh-

resolution optical coherence tomography of mouse colon with an achromatized endoscope,” 

reproduced in the previous appendix, that describes the bias of the spectrum returning from 

the sample arm due to axial chromatic aberration. It goes beyond the published work by 

describing a method of numerically translating the spectrum returned from the sample arm 

into the axial point spread function. The procedure is illustrated with Code V optical design 

software (Optical Research Associates, Pasadena CA), but should be similar with other ray 

tracing optical modeling software with similar functionality. The process is illustrated with 

the achromatized endoscope design and final output is compared between the achromatized 

endoscope and the GRIN endoscope with comparable lateral resolution. 
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The process can be outlined as follows: 

1) Determine the coupling efficiency of the sample arm 

a) Setup the system for illumination from a fiber 

b) Setup and optimize basic optical model in single pass 

c) Setup system apertures to sizes that facilitate lateral point spread function (PSF) 

analysis 

d) Simulate mirror reflection and round trip coupling back to fiber 

i) Duplicate the system for double pass 

ii) Vary the distance to the mirror at the sample plane  

iii) Calculate coupling efficiency for each wavelength to a fiber 

2) Simulate ascan generation in the frequency domain 

a) Determine the spectrum returned from the sample and reference arms 

b) Calculate the combined spectrum on a detector 

c) Use the FFT to calculate an axial scan 

d) Measure the width of the axial PSF 

Determine the coupling efficiency of the sample arm 
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Setup the system illumination from a fiber 

A good place to start the design is to set up a reasonable set of illumination rays. First one 

should understand the specification of the input fiber. Typically the mode field diameter and 

numerical aperture (NA) are given at a particular wavelength. The numerical aperture of 

fiber is defined by the angle at which exiting light is 5% of the intensity on axis. If this 

numerical aperture is entered for the pupil specification, the apertures defined on the lenses 

will be too small and significant diffraction may result. It is preferable to set the pupil 

specification to twice the fiber NA. Use the telecentric in object space option, although this 

has meaning only when an off axis fiber position is used to explore tolerances. The actual set 

of rays will be defined by the pupil apodization. Use Gaussian apodization to set the 

intensity to 0.05 at the fraction of pupil specification equal to the fiber NA (if the system NA 

is set to twice the fiber NA, use relative X,Y coordinate equal to one half.) For a good 

representation of the wavelengths used in the system, enter about 7 wavelengths spaced over 

a region twice the FWHM of the source. For good achromatization with the default merit 

function, leave the weights of all wavelengths at unity. 

Setup and optimize basic optical model 

Let the first surface be a dummy of zero thickness and glass type AIR, and build up a lens 

design from an illumination fiber towards a sample plane. Enter the surfaces to simulate an 

existing design. Enter a final dummy surface with glass type AIR. This is a good step to 

perform most of the optimization of a new design. The built in merit function will attempt 

to achieve a small lateral spot for all wavelengths which will be roughly equivalent to good 

chromatic performance. With a micro optical setup is often necessary to relax the general 
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constraints to allow thinner edge and center thicknesses than would typically be allowed. A 

view of the single pass model of the achromatized endoscope objective is shown in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The achromatized endoscope objective lens viewed in single pass 
configuration. The first element is a fused silica spacer placed in contact with the 
fiber. Next is a pair of achromatic doublets. The fold mirror is omitted. Finally a 
thin cylindrical envelope is in contact with a user-defined water. Dummy surfaces 
with air material are placed at the object and image planes. 

Setup system apertures to sizes that facilitate lateral point spread function analysis 

The fiber coupling efficiency macro operates by calculating a lateral point spread 

function and superimposing that image on the acceptance of a modeled fiber. Lateral PSF 

calculation will fail if the aperture specification on any surface is inappropriately sized. 

Because this macro works by adjusting thicknesses in the design and recalculating rays, 

the beam footprint on surfaces will change during the macro run, and may cause failures 

that are not seen at the original configuration. Experience indicates that the best solution 

is to enter physically realistic apertures on each surface. Allow a generous aperture of 

several millimeters on surfaces where the beam has a small profile such as near the fiber, 

at the image plane, or any internal focus. 

Doublet KZFSN5 NFK56 Silica Spacer 1.0 MM 
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Simulate mirror reflection and round trip coupling back to fiber 

The following subtasks are grouped because a Code V macro was developed to perform 

them in one step. The tasks are first described and usage of the macro follows. 

Duplicate the system for double pass  

In this step we simulate having a reflective surface at the sample plane sending a retro-

reflected beam back through the lens by duplicating a symmetrical lens on the other side of 

the dummy sample plane surface. This is often described as “unfolding” the double pass 

system. The actions and corresponding code V commands are represented in Table 1. 

Action CodeV Command 
Delete the final dummy surface  
Find the final surface Si; ^finalSurf==(NUM S) 
Place a copy of all surfaces after the image surface: COP So..i-1 Si 
Insert 2 surfaces at the image:  INS Si; INS Si 
Flip the lens around the y-axis at the location of the 
original image surface 

FLY S^finalSurf+1..i-1 

Create glass pickups to maintain imaging media PIK GL1 S^finalSurf GL1 
S^finalSurf-1;  
PIK GL1 S^finalSurf+1 
GL1 S^finalSurf 

Create thickness pickup so change in distance to 
mirror plane is duplicated on both sides 

PIK THI S^finalSurf+1 THI 
S^finalSurf 1 0 

Table 1. Actions to duplicate the system for double pass. 

Vary the distance to the mirror at the sample plane 

Changing the thickness of the material after the surface containing the best focus, defined 

as ‘finalSurf’ above, simulates the effect of moving a mirror through focus. See figure 2. 
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Calculate coupling efficiency for each wavelength to a fiber 

The Code V function “CEF” computes the coupling efficiency into a fiber by determining 

the overlap integral between the complex PSF and the scalar fiber mode. [Code V help 

manual] The command uses the traced rays, including chromatic and other aberrations to 

calculate a diffraction aerial image. The fiber is defined by the Gaussian mode radius taken 

from the fiber specification. 

 

Figure 2. Achromatized endoscope objective lens shown in double pass at 5 
intermediate sample planes. Each sample plane is modeled as a different thickness 
between the two system halves. At the plane of best focus, the double pass light is 
well focused on the final surface containing source/return fiber. 

Calculate coupling efficiency for each wavelength to a fiber 

The Code V function “CEF” computes the coupling efficiency into a fiber by determining 

the overlap integral between the complex PSF and the scalar fiber mode. [Code V help 

manual] The command uses the traced rays, including chromatic and other aberrations to 

calculate a diffraction aerial image. The fiber is defined by the Gaussian mode radius taken 

from the fiber specification. 

2 08
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Use of the macro 

Code V contains a built in macro to perform coupling efficiency vs. wavelength analysis. 

This macro was modified to allow a second controlling macro to automatically build the 

double pass model, sequentially adjust the distance to the sample plane, produce a 

diagnostic view of the model at each new configuration, calculate the coupling efficiency 

vs. wavelength, save a data file containing the coupling efficiency vs. wavelength at each 

depth, and finally return the system to its original configuration. Both macros are 

reproduced in the following appendix. 

To use these macros, copy both:  

OCTcef_generic070315.seq and cef_vs_wl_keepBuffer070315 to a 

directory named C:\CVUSER\chromomacros\. Remove the final dummy surface 

from the optical model so that the glass at the final surface represents the sample media. 

Edit the user variables found near the top of the macro 

OCTcef_generic070315.seq to set the desired range of focal positions and 

wavelengths as well as the fiber mode radius. Run OCTcef_generic070315.seq 

from the macro manager. The macro will produce a window containing warning 

messages produced during the analysis, views of the lens as it is being modified, and 

finally a plot of the coupling efficiency vs wavelength for all depths. A table of the 

coupling efficiency vs wavelength is output as 

C:\CVUSER\chromatic\documentPlots\couplingOutput.txt.  
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Simulate ascan generation in the frequency domain 

The output from lens design software describes the spectral filtering occurring in a lens 

system. This spectral filter was entered into a numerical simulation of axial scan 

generation in the frequency domain. This numerical model is derived from, and is 

compatible with, the model used in the PHASE DISPERSION appendix; however 

dispersive media have been removed to clarify the code. A very rigorous symbolic 

mathematical treatment of a similar process was performed by Hu and Rollins and 

includes the effects of spectral filtering and phase distortions in both arms of the 

interferometer.1 The MATLAB code to perform the numerical model is included in a 

following appendix.  

Determine spectra returned from sample and reference arms 

The spectrum returned from the sample arm was found by multiplying the source 

spectrum by the coupling efficiency calculated by the lens design software. The spectrum 

returned by the reference arm was assumed identical to the source. The source power 

spectrum was modeled first as an ideal Gaussian with respect to wavelength. A second, 

‘semirectangular’ source profile was defined to have the same full-width-at-half-max 

(FWHM) spectral width. The center of the semirectangular source is a constant and the 

tails fall off as Gaussian profiles with a FHWM bandwidth one sixth that of the above 

ideal Gaussian source. The relative intensity of the sample and reference was equal 

except for the modulation by the coupling efficiency function. No other spectral filters 

were applied to either spectrum. That is, the model best described the case where a 
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perfect 50:50 beamsplitter divides the light into to equal portions; one portion goes into a 

perfectly reflective reference arm and the other goes into a sample arm containing a 

perfectly reflective mirror surface but performs some filtering because of imperfect 

coupling of the light back into the fiber. Each spectrum was sampled at an array (2^12 

elements) of equally spaced wavenumbers in vacuum. The coupling efficiency curve was 

linearly interpolated to handle the high sample density.  

Calculate the combined spectrum on a detector 

The real combined spectrum (C(k)) was calculated from the source spectrum (S) and the  

filter response of the sample (Fs) and reference (Fr) arms by equation 1.2 

2 cos 2  

The optical path difference (OPD) in the phase term is correlated to the displacement of 

the sample plane. In a vacuum media, the OPD does not affect the calculation of axial 

point spread width, and k is simply the inverse of vacuum wavelength.  

Use the FFT to calculate an axial scan 

The real spectrum calculated above was transformed to an axial scan by taking one half 

of the absolute value of the fast Fourier transform of the combined spectrum. The 

spectrum was zero padded (total length: 2^16 elements) to provide smooth interpolation 

of the point spread peak.  
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Measure the width of the axial PSF 

The width of each peak was automatically measured by finding its maximum and 

searching down each side for the point with value equal to half of the peak maximum.  

Results and Discussion 

Figures 3 and 4 show results of the above analysis for the achromatized endoscope and a 

GRIN endoscope with comparable numerical aperture with a Gaussian spectral profile 

source. Figures 4 and 5 repeat the above analysis using a semirectangular spectral profile 

source. The GRIN endoscope indicates a clear tendency to favor a shifting spectral band 

as the sample plane changes, while the achromatized endoscope tends to flatly attenuate 

as the sample plane moves away from best focus. These coupling efficiency spectral 

shifts appear to be muted by the Gaussian source spectral shape more strongly than with 

the semirectangular source. It was expected that axial chromatic error would produce a 

more noticeable narrowing of bandwidth if a more rectangular source profile was used. It 

was surprising that although the sample spectrum was significantly distorted, little change 

in the axial PSF was apparent. The cases where the aberrated lens results in narrower 

axial PSF can be explained by noting that the center wavelength of corresponding spectra 

tend towards shorter wavelengths. 

The results shown were calculated under the condition of approximately equal light 

returning from both the sample and reference arms, whereas in typical systems the 

intensity of the light coming back from the sample arm is usually much weaker than the 

light returning from the reference arm. In this model, the PSF width deviations of the 
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GRIN lens above and below the achromatic case tended to increase mildly (<10%) with 

increasing reference arm intensity (up to 10^5 * sample). 

This tutorial has shown how lens design software was used to link lens aberrations with a 

spectral filtering function. That spectral filtering function was then entered into a 

numerical model to produce a-scans that could be quantified for axial resolution. That 

numerical model considered a basic case using a Gaussian source spectrum and a more 

realistic case using semirectangular source spectrum.  

The performance prediction showed only the effects of spectral filtering resulting from 

sample arm objective lens. Real fiber beamsplitters also introduce significant spectral 

filtering on both the sample and reference sides. This filtering would be easily accounted 

for in the model by multiplying each spectrum by a second filter. This would lower the 

performance ceiling, making the benefits of achromatization less visible, but is not 

particularly instructive or fundamental. Likewise this model leaves out the effects of 

dispersion, however it is highly compatible with the model presented in PHASE 

DISPERSION to provide a more general numerical model of axial imaging performance.  
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Figure 3. Performance prediction for the achromatized endoscope objective lens and 
a 260 nm bandwidth (FWHM) source centered at 800 nm. The first (from the top) 
plot shows the optical coupling efficiency vs. wavelength for the double pass 
configuration.  The second plot shows the spectrum returned from the sample arm 
when the source function is multiplied by the coupling efficiency. The third plot 
indicates the point spread function that results when the sample spectrum is 
combined with a reference spectrum identical to the source spectrum followed by 
Fourier transform to the spatial domain. The color shading in the top three plots are 
coupled: dark blue shades correspond to a mirror placement near the endoscope, 
green indicates a position near focus, and light red indicates a position beyond focus.  
The bar chart at the bottom indicates the FWHM of each point spread function 
directly above it.  The achromatized objective lens acts as a nearly flat attenuator as 
the focal plane moves away from best focus. The Gaussian shape of the source is 
preserved in the sample spectrum at all focal planes. The collection of point spread 
functions shows a sharp peak in intensity at the plane of best focus for all colors. 
The width of the PSFs is consistent over all depths. 
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Figure 4. Performance prediction for the GRIN endoscope objective lens and a 260 
nm bandwidth (FWHM) source centered at 800 nm. See figure 3 caption for a 
description of each plot.  The GRIN objective lens acts as a spectral filter as the 
focal plane moves: close mirror placements strongly favor short wavelengths, while 
distant mirror positions favor longer wavelengths. The Gaussian shape of the source 
attenuates these differences in the spectrum returned from the sample arm but is 
skewed towards the color best focused at that depth. The collection of point spread 
functions shows a broader, lower peak in intensity which is consistent with a focus 
that is distributed in depth by axial chromatic aberration. The width of the PSFs 
varies over the depths. 
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 Figure 5. Performance prediction for the achromatized endoscope objective lens 
and a 260 nm bandwidth (FWHM) semirectangular source centered at 800 nm. See 
figure 3 caption for a description of each plot.  The PSF’s have more significant tail 
and wider FWHM measurements than with the Gaussian source of the same 
bandwidth (figure 3). 
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Figure 6. Performance prediction for the GRIN endoscope objective lens and a 260 
nm bandwidth (FWHM) semirectangular source centered at 800 nm. See figure 3 
caption for a description of each plot.  The semirectangular shape of the source 
attenuates the differences in the spectrum returned from the sample arm less than 
the Gaussian source shape. Surprisingly this results in no greater variation in 
measured PSF width. 
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A3. Chromatic aberration analysis code 
The Code V macro and Matlab code referred to in appendix A2 are included here. 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! OCTcef_generic061006.seq 
! Alex Tumlinson 
! Oct 6, 2006 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Based on OCTcef_grinGlassObjCylWater060315.seq 
! This macro was designed to work on only one lens file 
! and was a bit difficult to read. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Intenion of the "generic" sequence is to make a sequence 
! that starts with a simple well focused lens file, 
! creates a double pass version 
! and performs the working distance modification loop 
! and calls the coupling efficiency macro. 
! and then plots the results and spits out a logfile 
! which can be multiplied by a source function externally by  
! Matlab or excel. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Input arguments: 
! ^numThi   - This is the number of different locations for the 
'reflecting' surface    
! ^focalRange  - The total range from the first mirror depth to 
the last mirror depth 
! ^numWlengths  - number of wavelengths to calculate the coupling 
efficiency at 
! ^loWlength   - (nm) the short end of the spectrum to calculate 
! ^hiWlength   - (nm) the long end of the spectrum to calculate 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Suggestions on use: 
! Because the program often fails due to inability to create a PSF 
! because of calculation error when apertures are too small, or much 
too large 
! run this program with ^numWlengths==20, ^numThi=10 
! for first verification that it will likely succeed with full  
! ^numWlengths==200, ^numThi=20, which takes much more time to 
execute 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Program flow: 
! Save a copy of the existing lens 
! Create the mirror system  
! Define the command string used to call the coupling efficiency 
code 
! Find the first empty buffer 
! Adjust the thickness and call a CouplingVsWavelngth routine for 
all thicknesses 
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! Define color scheme for 20 line plots 
! Create a plot from the buffers filled by above loop 
! Export a file from the buffers filled by above loop 
! Restore the original file 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Because of difficulty using subfunctions 
! in this language, the code is difficult to read.  Blame ORA 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Critical input arguments 
! Formal declarations must occur before executable statements 
(nevermind that most declarations are performed inline) 
NUM ^focalPlanes(200) !Defines an array, This must be at least as 
large as ^numThi 
 
^numThi==20   !number of foci increments to implement MAX 
is 20 for graphing 
^focalRange==0.6  !will calculate from current position to +/- 
this val/2 
^numWlengths==20 
^loWlength==400 
^hiWlength==1200 
 
 
ver n  !suppress verbose output for debug    
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!save a copy of the existing lens that will be resored at the end of 
execution 
 
^file == (fil)  !Remember the old filename! 
sav autosaveFileOCTcef !Save the current file with a standard name 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Create the mirror system  
 
!get the number for the final surface in the system 
!becomes the surface number that changes thickness  
!after the system is double passed 
!and the position of reflector changes 
 
Si     !go to the final surface 
^finalSurf==(NUM S)  !assign the current surface number to 
^finalSurf 
 
!Copy and flip surfaces to create double pass system 
COP So..i-1 Si  !MAke a copy of all surfaces at Image Surface 
INS Si   !Insert 2 surfaces at Image Surface 
INS Si 
FLY S^finalSurf+1..i-1 !Flip final elements about y axis at 'mirror' 
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! Create pickup on surf after mirror, from surf befor mirror; scale 
=1, offset =0  
! so adjustments need only be made on one side 
PIK THI S^finalSurf+1 THI S^finalSurf 1 0   
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Define the command string used to call the coupling efficiency 
code 
 
!^modeDiam==0.0053  !mode field diameter of fiber at 
*nominal wavelength* (ooh, this seems problamatic) 
!^coreRadius==0.0053  !estimated by looking at graphs on 
http://www.fibercore.com/11singlemode.php 
!^indexStep==0.011  !for fiber type SM980, looks like core 
radius is about equal to mode diameter and index step is about 0.011 
 
 
!*** Strings containg "WRX", "WRY"  use gaussian beam calculation, 
which sounds great, but 
!seems to ignore aberation.  Using the standard ray trace with 
correct pupil apodization seems to take 
!input beam profile into consideration correctly.   
 
!Using correct gaussian pupil apodizition  
!is important to get a reasonable value here. 
!if input is fiber, I set Intensity = 0.05 at coordinate 1, when 
pupil definition is set to NA of fiber 
!or Intensity = 0.05 at coordinate 0.5, when pupil definition is set 
to 2*NA of fiber to avoid clipping on apertures 
 
!Original string to handle fiber as having fixed mode diameter -- 
Note gaussian calculation 
!this is complex only because CodeV CONCAT can only group two stings 
at a time 
!^cefStr==concat(concat(concat(concat(concat(concat("CEF; MPR GAU ", 
num_to_str(^modeDiam)), "; WRX "), num_to_str(^modeDiam)), "; WRY 
"), num_to_str(^modeDiam)), "; GO")  
 
!new string to handle fiber as having fixed geometrical  / index 
properties. -- Note gaussian calculation 
!Note that out put into system still has fixed mode diameter 
!^cefStr==concat(concat(concat(concat(concat(concat(concat(concat("C
EF; MPR STE ", num_to_str(^coreRadius))," "),num_to_str(^indexStep) 
),"; WRX "), num_to_str(^modeDiam)), "; WRY "), 
num_to_str(^modeDiam)), "; GO")  
 
!another string to try to look into what happens w code V ray 
tracing option instead of gaussian input 
!changing TGR transform grating seems to help a lot with noise on 
the curves in doublet lens 
!^cefStr=='cef; mpr gau 0.0027; tgr 512; go' 
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!real key to getting rid of noise is setting appropriate apertures 
 
!In the end I stick with something more or less default 
!with the mode field radius equal to nominal mode field radius of 
fiber 
^cefStr=='cef; mpr gau 0.0027; go' 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Find the first empty buffer 
! each execution of CEF writes to a succesive buffer 
! so this is a bookmark of where they start.  We use buffers from ^b 
to ^b+^numThi 
^b == 1 
WHILE (buf.emp b^b) = 0 
    ^b == ^b+1 
END WHILE 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Adjust the thickness and call a CouplingVsWavelngth routine for 
all thicknesses 
! This macro modifies the LDM thickness of ^final surf before 
calling a very slightly modified version of cef_vs_wl 
! The modification stops the clearing of the buffer from memory 
which allows this program to read it.  
 
 
^thiIncr==(^focalRange/^numThi) !thickness between foci changes 
 
!move mirror to begining of range 
tin s^finalSurf -^focalRange/2 
 
FOR ^index 1 ^numThi 
 !Just recording the position of each plane 
 ^focalPlanes(^index)==(THI s^finalSurf)  
  
 !get CEF_vs_wl to write a buffer 
 in ALEX041009cef_vs_wl ^cefStr ^numWlengths ^loWlength 
((^hiWlength-^loWlength)/^numWlengths) !yes !turn debugging output 
on   
  
 !move the mirror surface by incremental distance 
 tin s^finalSurf ^thiIncr 
END FOR 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Define color scheme for 20 line plots 
 
CLS blu blu blu blu blu gre gre gre gre gre yel yel yel yel yel red 
red red red red rus rus rus rus rus  
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Create a plot from the buffers filled by above loop 
 
^label_units == 'Wavelength (nm)' 
^label == "Coupling Efficiency (Fractional)" 
 
 
! Make the plot 
ugr 
tit concat(^label,"             vs. Wavelength") 
xlab ^label_units 
ylab ^label 
FOR ^index 1 ^numThi 
 ^lineName==concat('working dist 
',num_to_str(^focalPlanes(^index))) 
 ^bufferNum==(^b+^index-1)  
 dtb b^bufferNum ia ja spl ^lineName 
END FOR 
go 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Export a file from the buffers filled by above loop and clear 
memory 
 
!compose a buffer containing all the data 
!append the new data onto the first buffer 
!clean up old memory after copying onto main buffer 
FOR ^index 2 ^numThi 
 ^column==1+^index 
 ^bufferNum==(^b+^index-1) 
 BUF MOV b^b i1 j^column 
 BUF COP b^bufferNum j2 
 BUF DEL b^bufferNum 
END FOR 
 
BUF LIS b^b 
BUF EXP C:\CVUSER\chromatic\documentPlots\couplingOutput.txt 
 
!clean remaining memory  
buf del b0 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Restore the original file 
 
res autosaveFileOCTcef     !Restore the original 
file 
rfn ^file      !Rename to original name 
lib;del autosaveFileOCTcef.*.len;go  !Delete all 
intermediate autosave files 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!end OCTcef_generic061006.seq 
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6/5/07 5:07 PM C:\MATLABWORK\AxialChromaticSimul...\pointSpreadwChromatic070605.m 1 of 7

%Load spectral transmission plots output by CodeV macro

%C:\CODEV950\macro\OCTcef_generic061006.seq

%

%1. Start with a spectral profile of the source. Using source gaussian with

%wavelength.

%2. Use the transmission loaded from code V output as a filter on sample

%spectum.

%3. Assume a reference filter of 1.

%4. Find superimposed spectra assuming a constant phase

%5. Transform the resulting spectra to find the axial point spread

%function.

%6. Find FWHM PSF width

%

%Revision History

% 070605 a little more cleanup for readability.

% 070316b multiple sources at FWHM had a lot of ripple, made alternative

% flat top calculator

% 070316 want to test more rectangular sources, will supperimpose multiple

% gaussian sources at FWHM

% 070314c using separate sampling and FFT sizes for better memory management

% 070313 Starting from "resultingSPectra.m" and "animateSpectrumvsDelay060306.m" to 

attempt to add features to

% calculate PSF, and leaving out all the movie / DISFIG stuff

% 041012 new file

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%

%% main

function ascanFWHM=main()

samplesize %limits depth penetration

transformsize %limits axial resolution measurement

sourceCenter %center wavelength in um

sourceBW %FWHM bandwidth in um

detectorRange=sourceBW

uncompdepth

numGauss %Number of superimposed gausian sources used to creat source spectrum.

% larger number result in flattersource spectra

%load codeV output roundtrip transmission files

%sampleTransFile='Z:\Alex\CVUSER\chromatic\documentPlots\couplingOutputHiResLensCylWater.

sampleTransFile='Z:

\Alex\CVUSER\chromatic\documentPlots\couplingOutputGRINglassObjCylWater.txt'

sampleWnum=sampleUnifw(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize) %define points to 

sample on

sourceSpectrum=calcSource(sourceCenter,sourceBW,sampleWnum,numGauss) %define the 

spectrum created by the source

[wavelengths transmission]=loadTransFile(sampleTransFile)

[sampleSpectrum]=filterSample(sampleWnum,sourceSpectrum,wavelengths,transmission) %
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spectrum returning from sample onto detector

referenceSpectrum=sourceSpectrum %spectrum returning from ref onto detector

mediaIndex=ones(length(sampleWnum)) %media is air for simplicity

uncompMediaIndex=ones(length(sampleWnum))

[wnums depths]=size(sampleSpectrum)

delays=linspace(50,650,depths)

combinedSpectrum=interfere(sampleWnum,sampleSpectrum,referenceSpectrum,mediaIndex,delays,

uncompdepth,uncompMediaIndex)

[Ascale,Ascan]=ascanFromSpectrum(sampleWnum,combinedSpectrum,transformsize)

ascanFWHM=findFWHM(Ascale,Ascan,delays)

%% PlotResults

figure(2)

fsize

%choose a colormap for line order

%colorMatr=colormap(gray(numThi+2))

%colorMatr=colormap(jet(numThi+2))

colorMatr=colormap(colorGray(depths))

subplot(4,1,1)

title(sampleTransFile)

set(gca,'fontsize',fsize)

set(gca,'ColorOrder',colorMatr)

set(gca,'NextPlot','replaceChildren') %because default operation plot automatically sets 

default color order

plot(wavelengths,transmission,'-','linewidth',3)

xlabel('wavelength (nm)')

ylabel({'coupling efficiency' 'from sample arm'})

axis tight

set(gca,'ylim',[0 1])

spectrumLimits=get(gca,'xlim')

subplot(4,1,2)

set(gca,'fontsize',fsize)

set(gca,'ColorOrder',colorMatr)

set(gca,'NextPlot','replaceChildren') %because default operation plot automatically sets 

default color order

% set(gca, 'Position', [.15 .15 .8 .8]) %[left bottom width height] to prevent cutting 

axes

plot(1./sampleWnum,sourceSpectrum,':k',1./sampleWnum,sampleSpectrum,'-','linewidth',3)

xlabel('wavelength (nm)')

ylabel({'spectrum returned'  'from sample'})

set(gca,'xlim',spectrumLimits)

set(gca,'ytick',[])
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subplot(4,1,3)

set(gca,'fontsize',fsize)

set(gca,'ColorOrder',colorMatr)

set(gca,'NextPlot','replaceChildren')

plot(Ascale,Ascan) %,'-','color',[0 0 1],'linewidth',3)

set(gca,'xlim',[0 700])

%set(gca,'ylim',[-.010 0.5500])

xlabel('axial position (um)')

ylabel({'Axial PSF'  'relative intensity'})

set(gca,'ytick',[])

subplot(4,1,4)

set(gca,'fontsize',fsize)

set(gca,'ColorOrder',colorMatr)

set(gca,'NextPlot','replaceChildren')

bar(delays,ascanFWHM)

colormap(colorMatr)

xlabel('axial position (um)')

ylabel({'Axial PSF'  'FWHM (um)'})

end

%%  sampleUnifw

function [sampleWnum]=sampleUnifw(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)

waveLow=sourceCenter-detectorRange

wnumhi=1/waveLow %optical frequency

waveHi=sourceCenter+detectorRange

wnumlow=1/waveHi

sampleWnum=linspace(wnumlow,wnumhi,samplesize)

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function sampleWnum %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  calcSource

function [sourceIntensity]=calcSource(sourceCenter,sourceBW,sampleWnum,numgauss)

%using gaussian spectrum in wavelength even though it probably makes more

%sense in wavenumber

subSourceBW=sourceBW/numgauss %source bandwidth for calculating edge rolloff

sigma=subSourceBW/(2*sqrt(2*log(2)))

sourceCenters=[sourceCenter-subSourceBW*(numgauss-1)/2 sourceCenter+subSourceBW*(numgauss-

1)/2] %source centers for calculating edge rolloff

[dum wnums]=size(sampleWnum)

sourceIntensity=zeros(1,wnums)

windexcount

for wnum=sampleWnum
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    waveL=1/wnum

if(waveL<=sourceCenters(1)) 

    sourceIntensity(windexcount)=exp(-(abs(waveL)-sourceCenters(1)).^2/(2*sigma^2)) %

setup a gaussian spectrum

elseif(waveL>=sourceCenters(2))

     sourceIntensity(windexcount)=exp(-(abs(waveL)-sourceCenters(2)).^2/(2*sigma^2)) %

setup a gaussian spectrum

else

       sourceIntensity(windexcount)

end

    windexcount=windexcount

end

%This is a good place to normalize the amount of power in the spectrum?

%wont normalize to a specific integrated power, only to a constant, so that

%power in each interval is divided by the number of intervals

sourceIntensity=sourceIntensity/wnums

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function calcSource %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% loadTransFile

function [wavelengths transmission]=loadTransFile(sampleTransFile)

lensTrans=load(sampleTransFile)

wavelengths=lensTrans(:,1) %nm --> um

transmission=lensTrans(:,2:end)

end

%% filterSample

function [sampleSpectrum]=filterSample(sampleWnum,sourceSpectrum,wavelengths,transmission)

[numWl numThi]=size(transmission)

%interpolate transmission @ sampleWnums

%coupled light = transmission * source spectra

sampleSpectrum=zeros(length(sampleWnum),numThi)

for i=1:numThi

    interpTrans=interp1(1./wavelengths,transmission(:,i),sampleWnum)

    sampleSpectrum(:,i)=interpTrans.*sourceSpectrum

end

end

%%  interfere

function [interferenceSpectrum]=interfere(sampleWnum,sampleSpectrum,referenceSpectrum,

mediaIndex,delays,uncompdepth,uncompMediaIndex)

[wnums depths]=size(sampleSpectrum)

%calculate the path difference between sample and reference and resulting

%interference for each wavelength in range. Because 'uncompdepth' is zero

%the end result of all of this introduction is that the reference arm depth
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%is kept at 0 and phaseRef =0

interferenceSpectrum=zeros(wnums,depths)

%add enough air to balance end to end phase difference due to "uncompdepth"

phaseDiffSam=2*uncompdepth*(uncompMediaIndex(end)*sampleWnum(end)-uncompMediaIndex(1)

*sampleWnum(1))

depthRef=phaseDiffSam/(2*(sampleWnum(end)-sampleWnum(1))) %assumes that the reference 

path is constant and non dispersive, using air to maintain constant phase at beginning and 

end wavenumber, as long as this evaluates to a constant this is a valid thickness of air

%adjust enough air to constrain constructive interference at mid

%wavenumber at zero delay

phaseSam=2*(uncompdepth*uncompMediaIndex(floor(wnums/2))*sampleWnum(floor(wnums/2)))

phaseRef=2*(depthRef*sampleWnum(floor(wnums/2)))

phaseDiff=phaseSam-phaseRef

phaseAdjust=phaseDiff-round(phaseDiff)

depthAdjust=phaseAdjust/sampleWnum(floor(wnums/2))

pathRef=2*depthRef

for wavecount=1:wnums

for depthcount=1:depths

        pathSam=2*(uncompdepth*uncompMediaIndex(wavecount)+delays(depthcount)*mediaIndex

(wavecount))

        OPD=pathSam-pathRef

        biasTerms=sampleSpectrum(wavecount,depthcount)+referenceSpectrum(wavecount)

        interferenceTerm=2*(sampleSpectrum(wavecount,depthcount)*referenceSpectrum

(wavecount))^0.5*cos(2*pi*OPD*sampleWnum(wavecount))

        interferenceSpectrum(wavecount,depthcount)=biasTerms+interferenceTerm

end

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function interfere %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  ascanFromSpectrum

%from animateSpectrumvsDelay060306.m:ascanFromSpectrum

function [Ascale,Ascan]=ascanFromSpectrum(inputWnum,inputSpectrum,fftsize)

fullscan=abs(fft(inputSpectrum,fftsize))

Ascan=fullscan(1:end/2,:)

fullScale=fftscale(inputWnum,fftsize)

Ascale=fullScale(1:end/2)

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function ascanFromSpectrum %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  fftscale
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%note this is in error if media index is not 1

function [fullScale]=fftscale(interpolatedWnum,fftsize)

[dum interpsize]=size(interpolatedWnum)

kend=interpolatedWnum(end)

kstart=interpolatedWnum(1)

kinterval=(kend-kstart)/(interpsize-1)

spaceinterval=1/(2*kinterval*fftsize) %factor of 2 comes from double pass config

fullScale=0:spaceinterval:(fftsize-1)*spaceinterval

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function fftscale %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% findFWHM

function ascanFWHM=findFWHM(Ascale,Ascan,delays)

ascanFWHM=zeros(length(delays),1)

for depthcount=1:length(delays)

%Find the point corresponding to the delay in the ascan

   delayIndex=find(Ascale>=delays(depthcount),1,'first')

   startOffset=ceil(0.9*delayIndex) %want to avoid the junk at zero delay 

   [maxVal,maxInd]=max(Ascan(startOffset:end,depthcount)) %find the PSF peak

   maxInd=maxInd+startOffset

   maxVal=Ascan(maxInd,depthcount)

    halfMaxLoI

    halfMaxHiI

    errorInFWHM

%search distal from the peak to find half max

for currentInd=maxInd:length(Ascale)

if(Ascan(currentInd,depthcount)<maxVal/2)

            halfMaxHiI=currentInd

break

end

if(currentInd==length(Ascale))

            halfMaxHiI=currentInd

            errorInFWHM=1

end

end

%search proximal from the peak to find half max

    currentInd=maxInd

while(currentInd>0)

if(Ascan(currentInd,depthcount)<maxVal/2)

            halfMaxLoI=currentInd

break

end

if(currentInd==1)

            halfMaxLoI=currentInd

            errorInFWHM=1

end

        currentInd=currentInd

end
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%compute separation between half max points

    ascanFWHM(depthcount)=Ascale(halfMaxHiI)-Ascale(halfMaxLoI)

end

end
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A4. Construction of the achromatized endoscope 

This document summarizes the construction procedure for the achromatized endoscope 

and is reformatted from standard operating procedure B02-006b: ”Build 770-1020nm 

UHR-OCT catheter” 

Supplies 

SM750 single mode fiber (Fibercore, newport) 

fiber ferule (125um ID * 1.6mm OD, Vitrocomm) 

Custom micro achromat (2) (Berndt Optics) 

440-III polyimide tubing (Microlumen sample) 

560-II polyimide tubing (Microlumen) 

610-IV PTFE ID polyimide tubing (microlumen) 

Test tube window (Innova Quartz) 

Furcation tubing (3mm diam Thorlabs) 

APC connector (thorlabs) 

Fold mirror rod prism 

Unpowdered Latex gloves 

Scalpel  

Chopping board 

Double sided tape 

Scotch tape 

tape measure 
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connectorizing epoxy (Thorlabs) 

5, 1 um Lapping films 

GE Silicone II household glue (Walmart) 

2 10cc epoxy syringes w/ tip (thorlabs) 

fine optical cleaning tissues 

Norland 63 optical epoxy 

400, 600, 1500 grit silicon carbide sandpapers 

ultrafine sharpie marker 

1cc syringe with 16gauge needle 

low viscosity superglue 

Equipment   

Vibration controlled laminar flow hood 

Surgical microscope 

OCT-LIF glue jig 

Chopping board 

Tape measure 

Fiber polishing plate and pad 

APC fiber polishing disk 

830nm SLD 

Spot camera tool 

fiber stripper tool (0.040 max insulation diameter * 0.012 blade) 
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fiber stripper tool (0.0135 max insulation diameter * 0.006 blade) 

Isopropanol wash botthle w/ polyimide extender tube 

“Air” wash bottle w/ polyimide extender tube 

UV epoxy curing gun 

fiber scribe tool 

1mm APC polishing tool 

3m guide wire (stiff wire or aluminized fiber) 

IR viewing camera 

Handheld microscope 

Hot glue gun 

Focal distance target jig 

Drawings 

“560-2TubeSpacer” 

“springTube” 

“lenstubeAssem040511” 

Procedures 

In this procedure the technician prepares and assembles parts of achromatized endoscope 

and performs test during assembly to ensure successful completion. 

Cleaning and assembly should be performed in laminar flow hood if possible. 

Small plastic pasts generate static charge and attract dust. Even very small amounts of 
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dust, if lying in the beam path will dramatically degrade performance because beam 

diameter is so small. 

Clean test tube window 

1. Cut 5mm * 10 cm strip of optical cleaning tissue 

2. Wind 1cm tip of tissue and insert into end of 10cm long section 560-II polyimide 

tubing 

3. Inspect part under surgical microscope note grey coating on inside of part. 

4. Fill test tube window with isopropanol wash bottle w/ extender tube 

5. Insert Tissue and tubing into tube 

6. twist and push-pull to abrasively remove residue from window 

7. Use isopropanol wash bottle to rinse away debris 

8. Use air bottle to dry part 

9. Inspect part under surgical microscope for remaining grey area or particles. 

10. Repeat 4-9 until inside of tube is clean. 

11. Place tube in a safe place 

Cement ferule and Silica spacer 

12. Remove shim from OCT-LIF glue jig and make a level surface with two pins 

under securing straps 

13. Tie down ferule on OCT-LIF glue jig  

14. Verify that the ferule is clean with a scap piece of fiber 
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15. Remove enough jackting material from the fiber so that it will extend 0.5mm 

beyond the ferule. Cleave the fiber. 

16. Insert the fiber in the ferule so that the tip extends beyond the end of the ferule 

17. Place a minimal amount of UV curing epoxy on 26gauge needle tip 

18. Under the surgical microscope touch the needle to the OCT-LIF glue jig to 

remove excess glue.  The correct amount of glue covers the distal 1/3 of the sharp 

part of the needle and is raised to about 1/2 of the width of the spot. 

19. Use the needle to apply glue to the center of the silica spacer 

20. Push the Silica Spacer back, nearly in contact with the ferule, glue should wet 

both surfaces without excess, and fiber should be in contact with the spacer 

21. UV cure epoxy for 60 seconds at 1” 

22. Loosen straps on ferule 

23. UV cure epoxy for 120 seconds at 1” while turning for uniform exposure 

24. Place temporary connector on end of fiber 

25. Connect to 830nm source 

26. Inspect Farfield beam output with IR camera 

27. Inspect Nearfield beam output with Spot Camera Tool 

Prepare the workspace 

28. Clear working space on the two table in the back of the room. 

29. Remove tape, glue etc on table surfaces. 

30. Wash table surfaces w/ isopropanol 
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Prepare the lumens 

31. Cut furcation tube to length = 140cm (55”) 

32. Put on clean powder free latex gloves to handle polyimide lumens 

33. Cut 40 cm length of 610-IV PTFE ID polyimide tubing with angle at one end (15 

¾”) 

34. Cut 75cm length of 560-II polyimide tubing (29 ½ “) 

35. insert inner lumen (560-II ) into outer lumen (610-IV) 

36. insert inner polyimide lumen into end of furcation tubing  

Glue the Ferule and Spacer into the inner lumen 

37. detach temp connector from fiber 

38. Push fiber through lumens leaving about 20cm free on distal end 

39. replace temporary connector on proximal end of fiber 

40. Put on clean powder free latex gloves 

41. Use 10cc syringe to apply a light coat of silicone adhesive to the outer surface of 

the fiber and ferule 

Push the ferule / lens assembly inside the inner surface of the 560-II polyimide inner 

lumen so that the Spacer is recessed by 1mm.  Use 440-III polyimide tubing to push 

the spacer back without touching the clear aperture. 

42. Connect to 830nm source 

43. Inspect Farfield beam output with IR camera.  Expect uniformly diverging beam 

44. Protect the end of the catheter by inserting into a drinking straw. 

45. Tape outer lumen to table and protect for 24 hours dry time. 
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Build the lens tube assembly 

46. Place strips of double side tape on chopping board to hold parts 

47. Cut the part “560-2TubeSpacer” (see drawing) from 560-II polyimide tubing  

48. Cut the part “springTube” (see drawing) from 560-II polyimide tubing 

49. Soak above parts in isopropanol to remove oils 

50. Place parts on a paper towel and allow to dry 

51. Use pieces of 560-II polyimide tubing with distances 8.4mm and 5.2mm marked 

to aid in the placement of the “560-2TubeSpacer” in springTube.  Use the drawing 

“lenstubeAssem040511”.   

52. Insert the proximal doublet as shown on drawing “lenstubeAssem040511” 

53. Use a needle to apply a small amount of super glue to the side of the lens 

Collimate the beam output 

54. Connect catheter to 830nm source via temporary connctor 

55. Inspect Farfield beam output with IR camera.  Expect uniformly diverging beam 

56. Use 10cc syringe to apply a light coat of silicone adhesive to the proximal inner 

surface of the lens tube assembly. 

57. Slide the lens tube assembly onto the end of the inner lumen 

58. adjust the axial position of the lens tube until output light is collimated.  Use the 

Spot camera to verify a constant beam diameter over a distance of 1m 

59. protect for 24 hours dry time. 
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Add the focusing lens 

60. Drop distal doublet against TubeSpacer as shown in drawing 

“lenstubeAssem040511” 

61. Use low viscosity super glue to fix the distal doublet 

62. Connect catheter to 830nm source via temporary connector 

63. Inspect Farfield beam output with IR camera. Expect uniformly diverging beam 

that focuses inside tube 

64. Inspect Nearfield beam output with Spot Camera Tool. Expect ~gaussian spot 

diameter = 4.4um 

 

Set focal distance 

65. Install catheter in Spot camera tooling jig 

66. Remove test tube window 

67. Apply a small amount of silicone adhesive in distal portion of spring tube 

68. place fold mirror rod prism ~1mm from lens face, rotated so that reflected beam is 

centered in window. 

69. Connect catheter to 830nm source w/ attenuator at brightest 

70. place window over endoscope tip 

71. place focal distance target jig over endoscope tip window 

72. remove the objective from the IR camera and set up to view through surgical 

microscope 

73. See the spot focused on the focal distance target jig 
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74. Push the window farther onto the endoscope until it pushes the rod prism and 

focuses the beam to a minimum size spot. 

75. Tape window in place 

76. Allow to dry 24 hours 

Connectorize fiber 

77. Cut fiber to length from fold mirror = 201cm 

78. Strip ¾” of fiber 

79. Connectorize FC-APC according to standard procedure.  Take care to allow slip 

between furcation tubing and inner lumen while joining connector to furcation tubing. 

80. Place epoxy in joint between inner lumen and furcation tubing 
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A5. User manual for the achromatized endoscope 

The following document was reformatted from “Endoscope setup and use, Time 

Domain System,” provided as user documentation to colleagues using and 

maintaining the endoscopic system in a remote location. 

Document Purpose: 

The intention of this document is to guide the user through the setup and operation of 

the time domain endoscopic system, and troubleshoot and repair defects that may 

arise related to the system. 

Overview 

Optically, the endoscope operates on the same principles as other time domain OCT 

sample arms.  It is special because there is very little adjustment that can be made to 

the sample arm after the window is glued on to the device.  It is also special because 

there is virtually no airspace in the sample arm and a great deal of glass which makes 

the reference arm relatively challenging to set up.  In normal use the power delivered 

at the endoscope tip is 1-4mW. 

Mechanically, a longitudinal B-scan is created by a translating optical head that 

moves inside a stationary outer sheath.  An external stepper motor connected to a 

linear drive screw pushes and pulls an inner tube that contains the optical fiber and tip 

optics.  A second stepper motor rotates the inner lumen between B-scans to 

automatically achieve scans that are located at different clock positions around the 
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endoscope without moving the target.  The amount of rotation is limited to one turn 

by the fiber connection which does not have a ‘slipping’ optical junction. 

Electrically, the stepper motor controllers run preloaded programs that can be changed 

via RS232 connection to a PC.  In normal operation the linear stepper receives only 

digital pulses that indicate the beginning of B-scans.  The linear stepper sends a pulse 

to the rotational stepper indicating that it has finished a scan and will return to home 

position.  The program for the rotational stepper decides where in the data acquisition 

sequence it is, and determines if it should stay put, advance to the next rotational 

position, or return to the starting position.  Removing / returning power to the stepper 

motor controllers restarts the programs from the beginning of the data collection 

cycle. 

The endoscope is fragile.  It may be easily damaged by improper setup or handling. 

Close the laser shutter and stop galvo when not in use. 

Handling the endoscope 

Cleaning 

Clean the endoscope with distilled water or ethanol only!  Only clean the last 10cm of 

the endoscope.  Use a soft tissue or cotton with a motion that pulls gently towards the 

tip.  Do not leave endoscope in any solution other than water for an extended period. 
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Damage Risks 

Don’t let endoscope fall or spring into platform 

Avoid bending! 

The friction inside the endoscope increases dramatically if the endoscope is bent.  Try 

to keep the endoscope as straight as possible before attempting a scan. 

The inner lumen is extremely thin and may fold if bent, possibly breaking the fiber, 

and certainly putting a rough spot on the surface of the inner lumen which will 

impede smooth scanning if it should enter the outer lumen. 

Don’t touch the inner lumen! 

Contamination dragged up in between the lumens will cause non-uniform motion.  

Adhesion from water on this surface will make motion impossible.  Use canned air to 

blow dust off of this sensitive surface.  If tape residue etc gets on this surface, do 

NOT run the endoscope, because this will only drag it up into a completely in 

accessible position. 

Avoid pinching by sharp or hard objects 

The holes in tables, the spaces between optical mounts, and heavy power meters are 

particularly dangerous to the optical window. 
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Basic setup  

Amplifier Bandpass 

Make sure the bandpass filter @ 1kHz, Q4.4 is installed before turning on the 

amplifier box.   

Rotation of Endoscope 

The mark on the large white rotational stage gear corresponds to the aiming direction 

of the endoscope. The endoscope should be firing directly downward. If the 

endoscope is not aimed downward, use your hand to turn the large gear until the mark 

points downward. 

Power up 

• Integral laser (allow ~1hour for warm up) – Check water level and temp (27C) 

• Adwin box 

• Amplifier Box 

• Stepper motor controllers 

• Computer 

Endoscope Position 

There should be a 2mm air space at the tip of the endoscope, if this space has changed 

See ‘Advanced Troubleshooting’ ‘Loosened tape on outer sheath’ 
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Optimize reference arm and balance detector 

1. Use ‘OCT Galvo’ program to start galvo. 

Baseline galvo parameters are: 

• Frequency = 250 Hz 

• Start Position = -2 

• End Positon = 1.7 

2. Use ‘Gage Scope’ to observe input recorded by PC 

3. Open laser shutter 

4. Remove one input to balance detector and set amplifier to monitor 

mode 

5. Use TipTilt controls on collimator mount to maximize signal to 

saturation 

6. Use TipTilt controls to ‘detune’ coupling to 80% of saturation (3.6V);  

adjust until DC signal is flat across a-scan 

7. Insert second input to balance detector and reduce offset voltage to less 

than noise level. 
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Collect Data 

1. Move files from C:\octdata\output to an appropriate directory. 

2. Verify free space on C:\    (one mouse requires ~2.4GB) 

3. Run ‘OCT microscope’ script 

4. Set Imaging Parameters: 

• Num of Positions= 4000 

• Depth of scan = 16384 

• Range = 500 mV 

5. Wait until “Data Acquisition Ready” message appears 

6. Press the button ‘Freeze’ and then ‘Start Scope’ to see a ‘live’ a-scan 

7. Use ‘Fingertip Ascan’ method below to verify readiness to image 

8. Place the endoscope inside a target 

9. Open the laser shutter 

10. Adjust the reference arm axial alignment to place the outer window at 1cm on 

screen from left edge.  (If an adjustment larger than 50% of scan depth is 

made, reoptimize the reference arm and balance the detector.) 
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11. Press the ‘Start Scanning’ button to begin data acquisition.  (After the first 

scan the endoscope should not rotate to a new position.) 

• When the first scan is complete, press ‘Save Data’ and use ‘OCT view’ to 

evaluate the first scan.   

If the scan is unacceptable (See ‘Evaluating an image’ below) , turn off / turn 

on the stepper motor controllers to reinitialize their programs, and make 

needed system or experimental adjustments.  If the scan is acceptable, proceed 

to the next step. 

12. Press ‘Start Scan’ to collect successive rotational positions around the 

endoscope.  Watch to verify that the endoscope rotating properly during the 

return move. Watch the number of data files indicator to make sure that there 

is sufficient memory to complete another scan (green) before repeating ‘Start 

Scan’ when the endoscope has come to rest at the forward position.  Save data 

at least every 8 scans. 

13. When a total of 18 scans have been collected (test scan + 16 positions around 

colon + final ‘scan at 360’ ) the endoscope will rotate all the way back to the 

original down position.  Verify this. 

14. Press “Freeze” and ‘Galvo Off’ buttons 

15. Close shutter on laser 

16. Remove endoscope from target  
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17. clean endoscope tip. 

18. To take another image, open laser shutter, press ‘Galvo On’ and ‘Start Scope’ 

buttons and repeat procedure from step 5. 

Shutdown 

1. Save data from ‘OCT Microscope’ 

2. Move data from C:\data\output to other disk 

3. Close running software 

4. Powerdown: 

• Integral laser (allow ~1hour for warm up) – Check water level and temp 

(27C) 

• Adwin box 

• Amplifier Box 

• Stepper motor controllers 

• Computer 
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Fingertip Ascan 

A quick method to check sensitivity performance of the endoscopic system is to look 

at an Ascan of the print side of the index finger with OCT microscope. 

 

Figure A5-1, Live acquisition view of a-scan in fingertip 

Finger target 

1. Open OCT microscope, use setting described in Basic Setup, collect data 

2. Clean the outside window with ethanol to remove dust and finger prints 

3. Lubricate finger with KY liquid 

4. Open laser shutter and observe ascan 

SG

W
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5. Compare the intensity of the signal inside the window to maximum in the 

finger. 

• Maximum @ stratum granulosum (SG) > 25000 

• Noise in window (W) @ about 1000 

Evaluating an image 

Use OCT view to quickly load and preview an image from the *.octdata format.  

OCT view settings: 

• Maximum: 30000 

• Minimum: 500 

• Log (white on black) 

Properties of a good image are: 

• Appropriate thickness of window space (W) at top of image 

• Appropriate length of image outside (O) the target beyond the anus 

• Good contrast; the muscularis mucosae / Submucosal (MM) boundaries 

should be near saturation while the area in the window space should have very 

weak salt & pepper noise. 

• Best images have the colon smooth and flat without feces or large airgaps.  (do 

not discard images based on this criteria. 
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Figure A5-2, “OCT_View” rendering of correctly acquired mouse colon 
tomogram  

Basic Troubleshooting 

Rotation does not return to correct starting position: 

At the end of a full set of images you notice that the rotation stage has made a move 

towards the home position, but the final resting position is not pointing straight down. 

1. Note which direction to turn the gear to achieve the correct starting position.  

(ie. Has the stage rotated too far or not far enough?)   

W
O

MM
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2. Turn off power supply to stepper motors.   

3. Use your hand to turn the large gear until the mark points downward.   

4. Return power to the stepper motors. 

Endoscope does not perform a lateral scan 

At the end of a scan the stepper motor does not return to the forward position.  When 

you look at the stepper motor controllers, the larger unit has a blinking red LED.  (the 

smaller unit will have a green LED that is constantly illuminated).  For other 

conditions refer to ‘Advanced Toubleshooting’ 

1. Turn off power supply to stepper motors.   

2. Use your hand to turn the large gear until the mark points downward.  The 

direction of rotation is counter clockwise if you view the gear from the side 

which is marked (from the tip of the endoscope towards the base.) 

3. Return power to the stepper motors. 

4. Wait 10 seconds 

5. Turn off power supply to stepper motors.   

6. Wait 10 seconds 

7. Return power to the stepper motors.  The lateral scan should return to the 

forward position. 

8. Restart data collection sequence 
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Noisy Images:   

1. set the endoscope up again according to the above procedure  

2. Clean the window. Measure power at the output with thermal detector from 

coherent.  Output should be ~4mW.  Refer to advanced troubleshooting if less 

than 3mW.  

 

Advanced Troubleshooting 

Bad Images 

Verify power transmission:   

After a successful imaging time point 31 Okt 2005, the system was disassembled from 

distal end to proximal end to determine the amount of power transmitted at each 

interface.  Power was measured with the coherent thermal detector.  These powers are 

recorded on the below system diagram. 
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Figure A5-3, Verification of power transmission: A= 48mW, B= 3.97mW, C= 
2.10mW, D= 2.00mW, E= 1.57mW, F= 1.mW 

Optical Path lengths:  

‘Achrom Endo II’ has a length from tip optics to connector tip of about 199cm.  The 

194cm reference patch cable was used with a spacing from the collimator lens to the 

reference mirror of 41mm, of which 36mm were BK7 prisms. 

Noise level in monitor mode:   

There is a known problem causing intermittent noise that is clearly visible on the DC 

signal of the unbalanced detector.  I have not demonstrated whether it is causes a 

degradation of image quality.   

Images appear to have many small lateral jumps: 

This nonuniform motion is usually caused by stiction in the endoscope body.  Causes 

of this are water or dirt in between inner and outer lumens.  Simple wear may also 
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create particles that cause this.  If you take an image of your finger you will usually 

feel a slight tingle from the ‘staccato’ vibration. 

1. If a spare endoscope exists, replace the endoscope.   

2. Stiction is often relieved by faster translation.  Try reprogramming the 

endoscope translational velocity until translation is smooth.  Lateral sampling 

rate will be compromised. 

Mechanical Failure 

Loosened tape on outer sheath 

The outer lumen is secured to an anchor by double sided tape and then further secured 

by a top layer of tape.  If the outer lumen slips relative to the anchor, the position of 

window moves relative to the scanning optics and limit switches resulting in images 

at the incorrect positions as well as potential damage to the endoscope.  You may see 

the problem 

Use ‘SiProgrammer’ software to perform the below actions.  Programs can be found 

in C:\ See “Programming Stepper Controllers” portion of this document for reference 

on using this software. 

 

1. Estimate how much the outer lumen has moved. 
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2. Load ‘hitRearLimit’ program to run linear actuator against the back limit.  

This provides more space so that the endoscope body is not bent at an extreme 

angle in the next steps 

3. Remove the top layer of tape from the outer sheath mount points. 

4. Peel the endoscope carefully away from the mount points. 

5. Proceed to ‘Set limit switches, define limits of program, and endoscope 

insertion depth’  With luck you wont actually have to move either switch, but 

got through the procedure anyway… Please ☺ 

Broken window 

You have managed to break off or crack the glass window at the endoscope tip. 

1. Immediately turn off power to the stepper motor controllers.  Shutter the laser. 

Calm down.  Nobody is perfect. You will be forgiven… 

2. Are the optics clean?  If no liquid or broken glass has contaminated the optics 

you can replace the window (continue next steps).  If the optics are 

contaminated you should replace the endoscope.   

3. Remove the tape from the base of the outer lumen and gently lift the 

endoscope away allow the outer tubing to move freely.  Pull the outer lumen 

so that the optics are retracted with about 1mm of inner lumen exposed (to 

protect the ineer lumen in the next steps).  Stop if any resistance is met. 

4. Find a replacement window, inspect to make sure it is clean. 
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5. Use a scalpel to cut carefully away at the epoxy at the window base.  Be 

careful not to cut the polyimide tubing.  Remove enough epoxy to clearly 

visualize the edge of the window. 

6. Pick at the edge of the window to remove it.  The small parts of the window 

will break off (watch for flying glass, safety glasses might be a good idea, 

recover shards and cover with tape or place in sharps container).  Remove any 

glass that is adhered to polyimide tube. 

When optics exposed do not allow tip to contact table – no matter how 

clean!!!  Polyimide picks up static electricity and pulls dust towards lenses 

7. Pull the remainder of the window off the tip.   

8. Push the outer lumen back on endoscope to expose a position equivalent to 

full extension of the endoscope 

9. Lightly use canned air to brush away any debris that may be attached to 

lumen. 

10. Pull the outer lumen so that the optics are retracted with about 1mm of inner 

lumen exposed. 

11. Place the new window over the optics and covering about 4mm of outer 

lumen. 
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12. Mix up 5min epoxy and apply to base of window to seal it.  Do NOT attempt 

to get epoxy under the window!  It is not necessary and may cause serious 

problems if epoxy creeps too far. 

13. Replace outer lumen mount and reset limit switches according to directions 

Endoscope does not perform lateral scan 

The simple cause for no lateral scan discussed in Basic Trouble shooting does not 

seem to be the problem?   

The beginning of the lateral scan is triggered by a pulse from the ‘DIG1’ digital 

output on the amplifier box when the OCT microscope begins a scan.  The cable is 

wired to input 1 on the larger stepper controller. 

Isolate the problem to the: stepper motor hardware, stepper motor program, or signal 

source 

Is a limit switch stuck? 

Can the stepper motor execute simple instructions that don’t require input? 

Is the correct program loaded and executing? 

Is a pulse being delivered by the amplifier? 

Are the cables properly connected? 
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Watch the panel while executing programs with the ‘SiProgrammer’ software to see 

status of inputs and outputs during runtime. 

Endoscope does not perform rotation between scans 

The rotational move is triggered by a pulse from output 1 on the linear actuator 

stepper controller that is received by input 1 on the rotational motor stepper controller. 

This pulse is sent when the data collection linear scanning program has reached its 

most proximal position, just before it begins moving back to the distal home position.   

Isolate the problem to the: linear stepper motor hardware, stepper motor program, or 

signal source 

Can the stepper motor execute simple instructions that don’t require input? 

Is the correct program loaded and executing on both stepper controllers? 

Is the pulse from linear controller to rotational controller being delivered at the end 

scan? 

Are the cables properly connected? 

The stepper motor moves but the endoscope does not 

Either the mechanical linkage between the stepper motors and the inner lumen is 

slipping and needs tightening, taping, or glueing; or the endoscope has become very 

suck or broken. 
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This is a good time to untape the outer lumen as described above in “Loosened tape 

on outer sheath” and make sure inner lumen slides within outer lumen with a 

consistent friction that does not feel like components are stretching and springing 

back to positions. 

Use fine permanent marker to draw marks of ink on exposed portion of inner lumen 

(NOT portion that will enter outer lumen), gear, rubber gripper (G), rotational 

stiffener (S), proximal fiber cabling.  This should all move as one piece.  Because the 

proximal cabling may resist twisting, make sure that it is free to move.   

Changing an endoscope:  

The primary optical challenge in changing an endoscope is that the path lengths are 

never created exactly equal.  If the difference between endoscopes is maintained to 

less than 2cm it is sufficient to adjust the dispersion compensating prisms.  For larger 

errors, one must change the reference patch cord.  Other lengths of identical fiber can 

be found in the cabinet drawer labeled “endoscope support.”  If the collimator does 

not perform with the new patch cord – I am not sure if adjustment will be successful – 

it may be better to make a new collimator matched to the other fiber. 

The primary mechanical problem is setting up the motion control limits so that the 

endoscope does not push or pull beyond its limits and therefore self destruct! 

Do NOT throw away old, defective endoscopes.  They contain very expensive lenses 

that should be salvaged.  Send endoscopes to Arizona with description of failure. 
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Refer to below picture for referenced items. 

 

Figure A5-4, Endoscope drive mechanical mounting 

Remove old endoscope 

1. Verify laser is shuttered 

2. Disconnect optical junction at endoscope and cap both sides 

3. Remove anchoring tape (A). 

4. Unscrew anchoring cap (C) 

5. Remove single sided tape (T) from the base of the outer lumen and gently peel 

the endoscope away from the horizontal mount (H) and vertical mount (V) to 

allow the outer tubing to move freely.   

6. Remove double sided tape on vertical mount (V) and horizontal mount (H) 

7. Slide the anchoring cap off the tip of the endoscope 

T
T
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8. Pull the rotational stiffener (S) free from the rubber gripper (G) toward the 

back to slide endoscope free from mounting hardware.  Be careful not to over 

retract optics.  Note that there is some tape etc that may interfere with 

removal.   

Inspect new endoscope 

1. Connect the new endoscope buttcoupling and compare transmitted power to 

‘Power Transmission’ section above. 

2. Measure the length of the new endoscope and record.  Compare length of 

removed endoscope to new endoscope and record difference 

Install new endoscope 

Note that the tightest fitting element is a butt coupler (B) that has had the inner sleeve 

removed.  Do not attempt this operation if a normal butt coupler is installed (ie. For 

FD-OCT endoscopy!) 

1. Slide the endoscope through the rotational stiffener so that the slotted portion 

is opening towards the base of the endoscope 

2. Slide the tip of the endoscope through the modified butt coupler (B) until the 

reinforced section of the inner lumen protrudes about 1cm. 

3. Replace the anchoring cap (C) 

4. Cut a piece of tape 1cm*7cm, fold on end to make a tab for easy removal 
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5. Wrap the tape strip tightly around the reinforced portion of the inner lumen 

and against the anchoring cap 

6. Slide the rotational stiffener into the rubber gripper (G) in the base of the 

rotational mount and seat firmly with the slot facing upward. 

7. Mix 5min epoxy and drip generously into slot in rotational stiffener to fix fiber 

cabling to stiffener. 

Set limit switches, define limits of program, and endoscope insertion depth 

The limit switches protect the both the linear actuator and the endoscope from driving 

beyond their physical limits.  The linear actuator can easily pull hard enough to 

destroy the delicate parts in the endoscope.  We want scans to be as long as possible 

so the limit switches are set with rather tight tolerances that must be adjusted for each 

new endoscope.  The forward limit switch (F) is used as a home sensor that the 

endoscope hits before each scan begins.  The rear switch (R) is never hit during 

normal operation, though it may be hit on occasion when the stepper motor controller 

loses track of where it is.  Watch carefully and make all moves slowly (with one hand 

on the stepper motor power switch!) until limit switches are safely in place.  Turn 

power off immediately if you believe that the endoscope will / or is being damaged by 

the scanning motion, or if a grinding sound is heard because the linear actuator is 

attempting to move beyond its limits. 
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Normally the rear limit switch does not move.  Its position is set so that the distance 

between the actuator base and the aluminum rotational mount is Xcm. 

Use ‘SiProgrammer’ software to perform the below actions.  Programs can be found 

in C:\ See “Programming Stepper Controllers” portion of this document for reference 

on using this software. 

6. Load ‘hitRearLimit’ program to run linear actuator against the back limit. 

7. Place a fresh piece of double sided tape (Scotch Double Sided Permanent Tape 

34-8507-5367-3  Found in ‘Endoscope Support Box’) on the vertical lumen 

mount (V). 

8. Pull the outer lumen so that the optics are retracted with 3mm of inner lumen 

exposed.  Note that the outer lumen is cut at an angle so that one side has less 

clearance than the other. 

9. Rest the endoscope on the horizontal mount (H) and press the outer lumen 

against the double sided tape  on vertical mount V so that it is held horizontal 

10. Load ‘fastForwardStepper’ program to extend the optics towards the tip.  

When the optics appear within 10mm of crashing into the tip of the window, 

turn off power to the stepper motor controllers. 

11. Load ‘slowForwardStepper’ program to extend the optics towards the tip.  

When the optics appear 2mm from contacting the tip of the window, turn off 

power to the stepper motor controllers.  If the limit switch is struck before the 

optics are 2mm from the end, move the limit switch slightly out. 
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12. When the optics are 2mm from the end, push the forward limit back so that it 

contacts the large gear just below the aluminum mount protruding from the 

center.  Push it back just far enough so that the contact is heard to click and fix 

in position. 

13. Load ‘backAndForthAccelerator’ program to test the positions of the limit 

switches.  This program will perform longitudinal scans at increasing 

velocities and wait a few seconds after each scan.  Check the clearances at 

both ends at each speed.  If less than 1.5mm clearance is observed at any 

speed, turn off the power to the stepper controllers and make needed 

adjustments. 

14. Slip a section of double sided tape under outer lumen to horizontal mount (H) 

and press outer lumen against 

15. Apply a piece of single sided tape (T) to secure the outer lumen to 

mounts (V,M) 

16. Load ‘’ to resume normal operation of linear actuator. 

17. Execute the program and watch how close the endoscope comes to its 

rearward stop.  Adjust the length of travel in the program until this length is 

about 4mm. 
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Set up reference arm 

1. Use the length of the endoscope and reference cable to predict the length 

of the gap in the reference arm and amount of BK7 needed to compensate 

dispersion.  The following equations should put you in the correct range: 

• diffLength = endoLength – refLength 

• BK7length = diffLength * 0.72 

• Collimator2refLength = (diffLength * 1.04) – 11mm 

2. Perform ‘Basic Setup’ up to the point just before balancing the detectors 

3. use a finger to translate the reference collimator stage away from the 

reference mirror without adjusting it, and watch for a small interference 

with the window surfaces of the endoscope.  If no interference is seen, 

adjust the collimator a few mm closer to the reference and repeat.  If this 

still does not work, set up the ‘Endoscope Test Stage.’ 

4. When interference is found, Insert second input to balance detector and 

reduce offset voltage to less than noise level. 

5. Adjust the amount of BK7 to optimize the interference width of the 

outerwindow reflection. 

6. Record the number of observed fringes FWHM. 
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Optimize Galvo Velocity  

1. Set amplifier to amplifier mode, Gain = 1x * maximum on knob. 

2. Find interference peak due to outside window surface.  It may help to place a 

finger against the window to identify this peak. 

3. Make small adjustments to the rising gradient to maximize interference 

magnitude. 

4. Record values of: 

Setup ‘OCT microscope’ software 

1. Stop and close the ‘Gage Scope’ 

2. Use ‘OCT galvo’ to turn off output to the galvo and close the program 

3. Open ‘OCT microscope’ visual basic editor 

4. Update galvo settings and save script, (Boris H, for help) 

Optimize Polarization Paddles 

1. Optimize the height and shape of the peak by adjustment of the paddles 

2. Rebalance the detector 

3. Record the number of observed fringes FWHM. 
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Optional tissue dispersion correction enhancement  

After polarization paddles are set up, note the difference in the shape of the peaks 

from the inner and outer reflections of the window, due to dispersion of 100um silica.  

Increase thickness of BK7 compensation prisms until the outer reflection distortion 

matches the original distortion found on the inside reflection.  The inside window 

should now be even more distorted.  Rebalance the detectors. 

Estimate performance on a test target 

Finger target- see basic setup section. 

Programming Stepper controllers 

Loading programs to stepper controllers. 

The program SiProgrammer can be used to write and communicate simple scripts to 

the steppermotor driver circuits.  This program is accessible from a shortcut located 

on the desktop in the administrator account on OCTLABOR09. 

First turn off power the stepper drives. Open the program and plug the serial cable 

with phone jack terminator into the drive you wish to communicate with.  Turn on 

power to the drives.  You should see the label of the selected drive visible in the upper 

portion of the SiProgrammer window. 

Use the button “Upload” to view the program that is currently operating.  Press the 

buttons to the left of program lines to modify the action of those lines or insert other 

commands.  A description of the language is provided in the SiProgrammer Software 

manual.  Use the button “Download” to transfer the new program to the drive.  Press 
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“Execute” to start the program on the drive.  Don’t forget to “Save” the program to 

disk as well as to the device for future reference. 

Alternatively, use the “open” button to load one of these programs from the directory.  

Then download, and execute the program.  

Motion control programs referenced in this document can be found at 

C:\program files\applied motion products\si programmer\endo\current 

Bug list 

a-scan delay in OCT microscope does not seem to function. 

Noise level in monitor mode:  There is a known problem causing intermittent noise 

that is clearly visible on the DC signal of the unbalanced detector.  I have not 

demonstrated whether it is causes a degradation of image quality.   
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 APPENDIX B: DISTALLY INTEGRATED INTERFEROMETER
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B1. Endoscope-tip interferometer for ultrahigh 

resolution frequency domain optical coherence 
tomography in mouse colon 

Alexandre R. Tumlinson 

Center of Biomedical Engineering and Physics, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria 
Division of Biomedical Engineering, The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, USA 
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Wolfgang Drexler 
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Abstract: Frequency domain optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT) 
allows interferometer topologies with simplified system construction and 
handling. Problems of dispersion and polarization matching between the 
sample and reference arms, as well as beamsplitter spectral non-uniformity, 
are mitigated when the interferometer is wholly contained in the endoscope 
tip. A common path set-up, using a reference reflection originating from the 
inside surface of the glass envelope at the distal end of the endoscope, and 
an alternative approach with more efficient collection of the reference light 
using a novel beamsplitter design have been developed. High speed (20,000 

A-lines/s) ultrahigh axial resolution (2.4 m) tomograms of mouse colon 
have been acquired using a 2 mm outer diameter endoscope in vivo. The 
FD-OCT system uses a compact mode-locked Ti:Al2O3 laser emitting a 
broad spectrum (160 nm full-width-half-maximum) centered at 800 nm in 
combination with a CCD based, spectrally sensitive detector.  

©2006 Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: (170.4500) Optical coherence tomography; (170.2150) Endoscopic imaging; 
(120.3890) medical optics instrumentation. 
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Introduction 

Widespread clinical application of optical coherence tomography (OCT) endoscopy requires 
that probes be quickly replaceable by hospital staff. Since uncompensated inter-endoscope 
pathlength differences of less than 1 mm adversely affect performance of conventional 
Michelson interferometer-based OCT devices, designs insensitive to minor variations in the 
endoscopes geometry are desirable. Progress towards this goal is demonstrated by Imalux 
Corporation’s recent United States Food and Drug Administration cleared endoscopic system 
that uses a topology including a fiber stretching autocorrelator with Faraday mirrors to enable 
interchange of probes without a predefined probe length or compensation for a standard 
resolution application [1,2]. Ultrahigh axial resolution OCT (UHR-OCT) presents a special 
challenge because dispersion and polarization matching between arms of the interferometer 
must be performed over a wide bandwidth that may be centered far away from the zero 
dispersion point of the materials used. Numerical methods for compensating dispersion are 
computationally expensive, sensitive to noise, and perform best when the real dispersion 
mismatch is already well compensated in the system [3-5]. 

Frequency domain OCT (FD-OCT) simultaneously provides a signal-to-noise (SNR) 
advantage over the traditional time domain method (TD-OCT) and requires no moving parts 
in the reference arm [6-12]. This combination allows imaging at rates more than an order of 
magnitude higher than in TD-OCT and is responsible for rapid development of this branch of 
OCT [13-16]. Faster imaging with FD-OCT enabled Yun et al. to take endoscopic tomograms 
with reduced motion artifacts [17]. Vakhtin et al. showed, in a freespace interferometer, that 
the static reference arm also allows a “common path” approach where the reference reflection 
comes from a surface within the sample arm rather than in a physically separated reference 
arm. In this example, the back reflection from the proximal surface of a thin glass slide in 
contact with the sample was used as the reference. They noted much improved ease of 
alignment and imaging stability [18]. Koch et al. demonstrated a system that used fiber to 
couple the source and detector to a handheld probe containing a free space interferometer to 
reduce sensitivity to system vibration and fiber induced polarization and dispersion mismatch 
[19].  

Backreflections occurring at the inner surface of the endoscope window element are 
usually considered a nuisance to be suppressed. Coating window surfaces [20], inserting index 
matching fluid [21], or using an off-normal beam exit angle [22,23] express a variety of 
solutions to this problem. 

We explore the use of both common path and Michelson interferometer topologies 
integrated into the distal tip of small diameter endoscopes with FD-OCT. Our common path 
arrangement uses the backreflection from the inner surface of the endoscope window as a 
reference. This simple arrangement demonstrates the advantages of a distally integrated 
interferometer for endoscopic FD-OCT, but also highlights the sensitivity and artifact 
problems of using a window surface to provide the reference reflection. Our Michelson 
arrangement maintains the advantages of having no flexible fiber in the difference path of the 
interferometer but performs with higher efficiency and theoretically superior dispersion
characteristics. Finally we demonstrate the Michelson based endoscope to collect ultrahigh 
axial resolution tomograms of mouse colon in vivo.
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Methods 

FD-OCT endoscope with common path interferometer 

The setup for the common path endoscopic system is shown in Fig. 1. The light source is a 
compact femtosecond pulsed Ti:Al2O3 laser with 160 nm bandwidth at full-width-half-
maximum (FWHM) centered at 800 nm (Femtosource Integral OCT, Femtolasers Produktions 

GmbH) enabling a theoretical axial resolution of 1.8 m in tissue. A 90/10 fiber beamsplitter 
is used to couple 10% of the source light into the endoscope and 90% of the light from the 
endoscope (and thereby from the sample) back to the detector. Note that this beamsplitter does 
not contribute to the difference path in an interferometer (and would optimally be replaced by 
an optical circulator). Light in the endoscope is focused by a 1 mm diameter, 0.33 pitch, 

gradient index lens and redirected by an air-spaced mirror through a 100 m thick fused silica 

window to a 10 m diameter spot located 300 m deep in the tissue. The cylindrically curved 
inner surface of the uncoated window acts as a beamsplitter of a common path interferometer. 
A water-based lubricant is used for index matching at the window-skin interface to decrease 
this reflection. Therefore, the dominant reference reflection comes from the inside surface of 
the window. The interference signal returning from the endoscope passes a polarization 
controller to optimize transmission efficiency at the reflective diffraction grating inside the 
spectrometer. The spectrometer comprises: a transmissive 150 mm focal length collimator, a 
600 g/mm reflective grating, a transmissive F/2, 150 mm focal length objective, and a high 
speed linear CCD array. The 2 kpixel CCD array has 12-bit dynamic range with a maximum 
readout of 20,000 lines per second. CCD receiver noise and full well capacity are 90 and 
1.8E5 electrons respectively. Detector quantum efficiency is 0.6 at 800 nm.   The resolution of 
the CCD allows calculation to an optical depth of 1.4 mm, however limited spectrometer 

resolution and finite pixel size (14 m) causes a finite spectral linewidth to be measured at 
each pixel and thereby reduces usable depth range to less than 1 mm. Lateral scanning was 
performed at 14 mm/s corresponding to a sampling density of 1400 axial-scans/mm. The 
2 mm outer diameter endoscope pushes and pulls the tip optics via mechanical linkage to an 
external stepper motor driven linear actuator. Tomograms are recorded from in vivo normal 
human fingertip skin at 3 mW incident power. 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup utilizing common path interferometer topology. Spatially encoded 
FD-OCT is achieved using a broad bandwidth Ti:Al2O3 laser and a diffraction grating based 

spectrometer yielding 2.9 m axial resolution at 20,000 A-lines/s. The reference reflection 
originates at the inside surface (REF) of the endoscope window, and is separated by the 

window thickness (100 m) from the tissue.  

Ti:Al2O3 90:10

SAMPLE TISSUE REF
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System performance is quantified by examining resulting tomograms. Axial resolution is 
measured from the specular reflection originating from the outer surface of the window. The 
dynamic range is calculated from the maximum valued voxel in each axial-scan, excluding the 
top 200 voxels which contain the specular reflections from the outer window-skin interfaces, 
and comparing that to the standard deviation of the noise in an area near the bottom of the 
image. Image shown is first converted to logarithmic intensity scale, and then smoothed by 
convolution with a Gaussian kernel with FWHM = 2 pixels to reduce speckle contrast. 

FD-OCT endoscope with distally integrated Michelson interferometer 

The endoscope tip of the above OCT system is replaced with a novel distally integrated micro 
beamsplitter shown in figure 2. A 1 mm diameter, 0.33 pitch gradient index lens focuses 
probe beam. A metal hybrid non-polarizing beamsplitter surface located 1.2 mm downstream 
receives the converging cone of light, reflects 80% into the sample arm, transmits 10% to the 
reference arm, and absorbs about 10% of the incident light. The aluminum coated reference 
mirror lies 0.8 mm beyond the splitter in order to place the reference 100 µm in optical path 
length proximal to the outer envelope surface. The reference mirror’s 0.83 mm radius of 
curvature matches the incident wavefront for maximum coupling efficiency of the return 
beam. The 49 degree beamsplitter angle sends the output beam off normal to suppress 
coupling of backreflections from the exit surface of the beamsplitter and the envelope 
window, which could cause spurious references. The distance from the axial centerline for the 
prism to the flat output surface is 0.4 mm. The difference in material path length from the 
solid thickness of BK7 in the reference arm and the airgap in the sample arm corrects for 

second order dispersion of water to a depth of 200 µm. The output beam comes to a 10 m

diameter focused spot 300 m beyond the outside surface of the endoscope.  

 Fig. 2. The distally integrated micro beamsplitter allows improved backreflection and re-
coupling from the reference arm. The combined beam path is shown in solid red while sample 
and reference paths are indicated by dashed lines. The beam splitter (BS) and reference mirror 
(RM) are indicated.  

The choice of beamsplitter ratio is supported by a theoretical sensitivity [9] and dynamic 
range [12] calculation. The power returning from the reference arm is the source power 

(Po=0.8 mW) multiplied by the square of the beamsplitter transmission ( r) and the assumed 
reflectivity and coupling efficiency of the reference reflection back into the fiber (Rr=0.7). 
The power returning from the sample arm is the source power multiplied by the square of the 

beamsplitter reflection ( s) and the assumed reflectivity and coupling efficiency of the sample 
(Rt=-40dB). No incoherent light returns from either arm. When calculating beamsplitter 
reflection and transmission a constant loss of 10% was assumed. The spectrometer efficiency  

( =0.19) was assumed as well as the degree of polarization ( =1). The number of detector 

elements (N=2048), quantum efficiency ( =0.6), exposure time ( =50 s), center frequency 

( o=3.75E14 Hz), effective line width ( eff=7.57E13 Hz), CCD receiver noise ( rec=90
electrons) and full well capacity of a CCD element (Nsat=1.8E5 electrons) can be determined 
from the specification of the rest of the system. The fill fraction of the well capacity due to the 

reference ( ) is calculated  from the power returning from the reference arm as defined above. 
Results (shown in Fig. 3) of the simulation indicate that high sensitivity (100 dB) and 
dynamic range (68 dB) can be achieved at our chosen beamsplitter ratio. 

Fiber           Ferule          GRIN                  
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Imaging mouse colon in vivo 
Normal mice, approximately ten weeks old, were examined in vivo. Mice were anesthetized 
with a mix of Ketamine – Xylazine delivered with an intraperitoneal injection. The endoscope 
was coated with a water based lubricant and inserted in the anus to a depth of 33 mm. 
Longitudinal cross-sections were obtained at 2 mm/s with less than 1 mW power incident on 
the sample. Image shown is first converted to logarithmic intensity scale, resampled 
horizontally (6:1) to achieve isotropic spatial scale, and then smoothed by convolution with a 
Gaussian kernel with FWHM = 2 pixels to reduce speckle contrast. Protocols were approved 
by the Medical University of Vienna Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. System 
performance was quantified as described for the common path configuration above. 
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Fig. 3. Theoretical sensitivity and dynamic range vs. beamsplitter transmission ratio in the 
Michelson arrangement. The lower line (green) indicates the sample reflectance that yields a 
signal to noise ratio of unity (max sensitivity = -100 dB), while the upper line (blue) indicates 
the largest sample reflectance that will not saturate the detector.  The difference between the 
two lines is the dynamic range (68 dB) indicated by the arrow at the chosen beamsplitter ratio 
(0.1). The detector is saturated for beamsplitter transmission greater than 0.26. 

Results 

Using the common path approach 

An in vivo tomogram of the palmar surface of a human fingertip (Fig. 4) shows that high axial 

resolution (corresponding to 2.9 m FWHM in tissue with index = 1.4) has been achieved 
with no additional effort to match pathlength, dispersion, or polarization between sample and 
reference arms. The tomogram exhibits an average dynamic range of 27 dB. The tomogram is 
displayed with dimensions corrected for an average refractive index of 1.4 in tissue. Sweat 
ducts are clearly resolved in the stratum corneum, and penetration reaches slightly into the 
stratum spinosum, approximately 0.4 mm into the tissue. The reflection from the outer surface 

of the endoscope window is observed as a thin line, frequently in contact with tissue, 145 m
in optical thickness from the top of the image. The outer surface of the window, which lies 
relatively close to the beam focus, would present a stronger back reflection than the inside 
surface, but it does not because of efficient index matching by the lubricant. A faint double 

image displaced ~100 m, or 145 m in optical thickness, vertically is the result of this 
second “reference” reflection coming from the outer surface of the endoscope window. This 
double image is noticeable at the top of the image space “inside” the window. Double image 
artifacts are mild in the fingertip image but result in unacceptably poor image quality in 
mouse colon (not shown), due to less effective index matching at the outer surface and 
increased brightness of superficial tissue layers.   
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With the distally integrated Michelson interferometer 

An in vivo tomogram of the luminal surface of a normal mouse colon (Fig. 5) indicates 

similarly high axial resolution (2.4 m FWHM in tissue with index = 1.4) has been achieved 
with a fixed, distally integrated reference arm completely contained in the tip of the 
endoscope. The tomogram exhibits an average dynamic range of 33 dB. The tomogram is 
displayed with dimensions corrected for an average tissue index of 1.4. The colonic mucosa 
appears as a thick, moderately to strongly scattering region at the top of the image. Nearly 
vertical, less scattering bands within mucosa correspond to glandular crypts. A light 
horizontal band at the tissue surface corresponds well with the aligned cells of the luminal 
epithelium. Boundaries of the muscularis mucosa and submucosa appear as bright, thin lines 
of highly scattering tissue. The signal penetrates the full thickness of the moderately scattering 
muscularis externa, allowing visualization of surrounding serosa (or adventitia when the colon 
is connected to surrounding tissues.) The parasitic reflection from the outer surface of the 
endoscope window is almost completely suppressed by the off axis output angle. This image 
is free from double image artifacts seen in the common path image. 

Fig. 4. Common path endoscopic UHR FD-OCT tomogram of human fingertip skin exhibits 

high stability and axial resolution (2.9 m). Image features include: stratum corneum (SC), 
stratum granulosum (SG), stratum spinosum (SS), sweat duct (SD), the outer surface of 
endoscope window (O), and a faint double image (DBL) of stratum corneum using endoscope 
window outer surface as a reference. Inset graph shows axial point spread function detail. 

Discussion

An interferometer integrated into the distal tip of the endoscope overcomes some of the most 
troublesome aspects of UHR-OCT endoscopy. This geometry removes the need for a separate 
adjustable reference arm and therefore reduces system complexity and cost. Reference 
compensation is not required when a new endoscope is attached to the system, allowing 
“plug-and-play” utility that facilitates widespread clinical application, without the need for 
costly tolerances on the length of the endoscope fiber. The dynamically changing dispersion 
and polarization mismatch between sample and reference reflections introduced by fiber in the 
difference path of interferometer is eliminated by design, allowing systems to achieve good, 
and potentially better and more stable, resolution and sensitivity without dispersion 
compensating prisms and polarization paddles. The beamsplitters demonstrated in both 
arrangements are spectrally flat over a much wider range than the fiber beamsplitters that are 
currently used in traditional Michelson interferometers. The spectral flatness of both 
configurations is currently limited by the chromatic error in the focusing lens and the extent to 
which the reference is reflected into the fiber’s spectrally dependant numerical aperture. The 
cost of placing the beamsplitter in the endoscope tip is inaccessibility after manufacture[24]. 
Optimization of the reference reflection strength occurs as part of the design process rather 
than as part of an experimental procedure. Similarly, it would be very challenging to 
implement modulation of the reference arm delay to resolve the +/- spatial frequency 
ambiguity caused by Fourier transform of a real valued spectrum [25-27]. 
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Fig. 5. Endoscopic UHR-OCT (reflectivity) tomogram (above) versus stained histologic 
(absorptive) crossection (lower right) of in vivo mouse colon with distally integrated 
beamplitter enables visualization of colonic mucosa (CM), muscular mucosa (MM), submucosa 
(SM), muscularis externa (ME), and serosa(S) layers. Contrast enhanced portion, using local 
histogram equalization (lower left) shows a surface layer of apical crypt cells (AC) as well as 
vertical structures in the mucosa that may correspond to crypt boundaries (C). Corresponding 
structures are marked in the age and strain matched histology image. Inset graph shows axial 
point spread function detail. 

The common path interferometer using a reflection from the endoscope window as a reference 
is an extremely simple self-referenced solution. The image position is stable relative to the 
window even if the mechanical tolerances of the endoscope allow the separation between the 
tip optics and protective envelope to vary. This stability improves image quality and may 
enable sensitive phase measurement [28]. Unfortunately, inefficient collection of the reference 
reflection results in low signal to noise and significant artifacts. This poor reference coupling 
is due to the mismatch in curvature between the beam wavefront and the envelope surface. 
Efficiency of reference coupling in this configuration depends on distance between the tip 
optics and the window, attitude of the tip optics relative to the window, and condition of the 
window as a reflecting or scattering surface. Since all of these factors may change over the 
course of a linear scan or rotation of the device, the coupling efficiency of the reference and 
thus the SNR may vary with transverse scanning. Best sensitivity is reached in OCT when the 
interference term between the sample and reference is maximized to fill as much of the 
dynamic range of the detector as possible. In spatially resolved FD-OCT practice with 
biological samples, which have inherently low backscattering, one first attempts to get as 
much light back from the sample as can be achieved, given the irradiation limits of the tissue 
and available source power. Then the strength of the reference signal is maximized to fill the 
remaining dynamic range of the detector. The optimized reference power will commonly be 
much stronger than the power returning from the sample. A single strong reference reflection 
improves the signal strength relative to the internal crosscorrelation signals as well as ghost 
reflections resulting from spurious “references” [9]. At first glance, one expects that the 
reflection of the window can be enhanced by adding a specifically highly reflecting (or 
backscattering) surface that will dominate over other weaker reflections. There are two 
significant problems with this solution that result in higher losses and lower SNR. First, the 
coupling efficiency of the reflected wave is poor because the wavefront curvature does not 
match the shape of the window well. Lens design simulations predict that only one to two 
percent of the light reflected from the window is coupled back in to the fiber. To achieve a 
strong reference signal, a highly reflective coating would be required and the interferometer 
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would be inefficient in its collection of the sample beam. Second, if the reflection from one of 
the window surfaces is used as a reference, the reflection from the nearly parallel opposite 
surface of the window must be well suppressed in order to avoid a spurious reference. For 
example, a nearly four percent reflection from an uncoated inner surface would be significant 
in comparison to even a very highly reflective coating on the outside surface. 

We have chosen to increase the strength of the reference reflection by introducing a 
separate beam path using a prism beamsplitter after the focusing lens. This distally integrated 
Michelson interferometer shares many of the advantages of the common path topology by 
eliminating the fiber in the difference path, which is generally responsible for dispersion and 
polarization mismatch in endoscopic OCT. The wavefront-matched radius on the reference 
mirror allows efficient collection of the reflected beam and more than compensates for losses 
associated with the uncollected return channel in a Michelson setup. Additionally, because the 
reference path is a small monolithic block, the geometry and the strength of the reference 
coupling in this configuration do not vary with transverse scanning. Changing the reflectivity 
of the beamsplitter potentially allows any ratio of sample to reference power. The final 
optimization of beamsplitter reflectivity depends on the source power available, the power 
that the sample can tolerate, the efficiency of the entire system, noise and dynamic range of 
the spectrometer, and the imaging speed desired. In the end, source attenuation, detector gain 
and imaging speed may be used as compensators to optimize system sensitivity after 
endoscope construction. In our case, the sensitivity achieved appears to fall short of the 
theoretical prediction. A likely source of error in this prediction is the assumption of zero 
incoherent light incident on the detector. Incoherent light backreflected from imperfect fiber 
couplings or interfaces within the endoscope fill the dynamic range of the detector and add 
noise but do not contribute to the signal.  It is also likely that coupling from the reference arm, 
although greatly improved by the wavefront curvature matched reference mirror, was not as 
good as assumed in the simulation. Autocorrelation artifact also significantly degrades image 
quality, particularly at the top of the image, where the signal from the tissue is fortunately 
strong. Szkulmowska et al. have shown that autocorrelation artifact can be maintained below 
the noise floor while maintaining useful sensitivity and dynamic range by controlling the 
source power and appropriately attenuating the reference arm [29]. We believe that with 
further optimization and improved construction, this endoscope geometry should allow 
sensitivity that is as good as is achieved by FD-OCT endoscopes with a separate, fiber-based, 
reference arm. Changing the axial length of the reference arm portion of the beamsplitter 
prism allows the reference to be placed at any depth, including beyond the endoscope window 
when a positive working distance is desired [30]. The prism beamsplitter also allows 
flexibility to modify the dispersion of the reference arm to compensate for water dispersion a 
short distance into the tissue. This arrangement also permits the use of an intentionally off-
normal beam exit angle to suppress unwanted backreflections as an alternative to coatings or 
index matching. 

Dispersion and absorption by the sample, recently theoretically reviewed by Hillman and 
Sampson[31], play an important role in broadening the realized axial point spread function 
beyond the ideal resolution predicted by the source bandwidth alone. The endoscopes 
demonstrated in the current work remove the major source of endoscopic system induced 
dispersion mismatch by removing the long sections of coiled and moving fiber from the 
difference path of the interferometer. Dispersion of the tissue remains a problem and will 
degrade imaging performance as the axial imaging distance varies from the point of best 
dispersion match. In the case of the common path endoscope, the zero delay is identical to the 
position of best dispersion match. Therefore, the dispersion of the glass window is additive to 
the dispersion of the tissue and best axial resolution is predicted at the surface of the tissue, 
and will degrade with further depth into the tissue. In the case of the Michelson arrangement, 
one can design such that the point of best second order dispersion match lies some distance 
into the tissue (modeled as water) – even though the zero delay lies within the endoscope. In 

our case best axial resolution is designed for a distance 200 m into the tissue. This 
compensation method is expected to limit the maximum axial distance away from this best 
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match point, minimize axial point spread broadening, and provide the best starting point for 
numerical post processing methods which might attempt to correct depth dependant dispersion 
effects.

High speed FD-OCT tomograms of mouse colon show features comparable to those seen 
in slow scanning ultra high resolution time domain tomograms of similar tissue [23], albeit 
with reduced penetration depth due to signal falloff at points far from the zero delay point. 
Most studies of mouse colon examine early neoplastic changes in the mucosa [32], which is 
only a few hundred microns thick, so it appears that spatially encoded FD-OCT is useful for 
this tissue. The increase in speed, and simultaneous increase in ease of use make this method 
very attractive for future studies characterizing this widely used animal model. 
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B2. Tutorial: Modeling with CodeV to optimize a distally integrated 

interferometer design 

The distally integrated interferometer tip optics described in the article “Endoscope-tip 

interferometer for ultrahigh resolution frequency domain optical coherence tomography in 

mouse colon,” reproduced in the previous appendix, consisted of a cemented monolith that 

could not be adjusted after construction. Limited flexibility required more precise design at 

an early stage than is usually required in OCT beam paths. This section describes the 

modeling used to optimize the objective optics and beamsplitter demonstrated in the article. 

The procedure is illustrated with Code V optical design software (Optical Research 

Associates, Pasadena CA), but should be similar with other optical software with similar 

functionality. 

Description of the design 

The design was constrained by manufacturing and optical concerns. The side firing 

design was required to be compact in the radial direction to fit inside a 2.0mm OD tube 

for placement in the mouse colon. A standard GRIN lens configuration with a novel 

beamsplitter element was chosen to minimize design risk. Best focus in the sample arm 

was specified to lie at a depth of 300 µm outside the endoscope window. The focused 

spot was expected to be diffraction limited and as small as readily achievable (in the 

range of 15 µm). The reference was placed so that the zero delay position lay just inside 

the endoscope window so that +/- frequency ambiguity would not result in overlapping 
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image problems. Parasitic backreflections were minimized to maximize dynamic range 

and avoid ghost images from spurious references. Reference mirror coupling efficiency 

was maximized to allow a large beamsplitter ratio which maximized efficiency of 

coupling to the sample.  Optical components formed a stable monolith when assembled. 

An attempt was made to match high order dispersion in the reference arm to a sample 

arm depth approximately equal to the location of the focus. 

The optical design of the tip integrated interferometer consisted of two paths of an 

interferometer shown in figure B2.1. The same single mode fiber formed the start for 

both paths. Each path propagated the beam a distance to a substantially retro-reflective 

surface and coupled the light back into the original fiber. The interference of the two 

beams of light was measured by a fiber coupled detection mechanism in the base unit. 

Within the tip integrated interferometer, the common path consisted of a GRIN focusing 

lens, a short gap of optical cement and a wedge of BK7 optical glass that formed the first 

half of a beamsplitter. The reference beam propagated through the beamsplitter into more 

BK7 until it retroreflected from an aluminum coated spherical mirror surface. The sample 

arm path was folded by reflection off the beamsplitter. It traversed another path of BK7 

before hitting a planar interface to an airgap, followed by a cylindrical fused silica 

window, and finally out of the endoscope into the surrounding media with an index of 

refraction estimated as water. Scattering elements in the surrounding media weakly 

retroreflected light back along the path.  
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Figure B2.1 DII design shows a modification to the standard side firing probe design 
by introducing a custom beamsplitter which includes a reference path and deflects 
the beam at an oblique angle relative to glass-air interfaces with high potential for 
parasitic back reflection. Manufacturing considerations including compensating 
glue gap and manufacturing division in beamsplitter component are highlighted. 
The non-transmitting surfaces of the beamsplitter are cut to match the 1 mm 
cylindrical bore of the ferule and GRIN lens. Note that the 1 mm O.D. GRIN lens is 
not to scale with the 2 mm O.D. window material. 

This structure offered a number of degrees of freedom for optimization. Increasing the 

length of the GRIN lens shortened the working distance and decreased the final spot size. 

The length of glass from the beamsplitter surface to the reference surface determined the 

final location of the zero delay position. The curvature of the reference surface was 

optimized to match the wavefront radius of curvature and retroreflect light back along the 

same path to couple efficiently into the fiber. The reference arm consisted of a solid 

thickness of dispersing glass while the sample arm included a short thickness of air. The 

thickness of the airgap in the sample arm was optimized so that the amount of second 

order dispersion in sample arm, up to the point of focus, could be matched to the amount 

of second order dispersion in the reference arm up to the point of the reference mirror. 

The angle of the beamsplitter surface was set such that reflections at glass-air interfaces 

were not coupled back into the fiber. The cement gap was made relatively thick to allow 

it to act as an assembly-time defocus compensator and therefore allow relatively loose 
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manufacturing tolerances on the length of the GRIN lens, length of the beamsplitter, and 

radius of the reference mirror. 

The degrees of freedom in the above are primarily optimizations of the reference arm. 

The on-axis design with a GRIN lens introduced a minimal and relatively fixed amount 

of ray aberration to the sample path regardless of the configuration of the rest of the 

interferometer.  The lens design was primarily sensitive to 1) the coupling efficiency of 

the light traveling from the fiber, through the beamsplitter, to the radiused reference 

mirror, and back to the fiber and 2) the optical pathlengths that locate the reference mirror 

and zero delay.  

The remaining design process performed in lens design software can be outlined as 

follows: 

1. Setup a multi-configuration system for the sample and reference arms 

2. Constrain the design to meet non-imaging criteria 

3. Optimize to meet non-imaging criteria and maximize coupling efficiency 

Setup the multi-configuration optical model 

Numerical aperture, pupil apodization, and evaluation wavelengths were set up as 

described in appendix A2 “illumination from a fiber.” User defined glasses for GRINtech 

lens material, optical cement, and water were entered. Elements on the common path 

were entered straightforwardly. A multi-configuration, or “zoom” was created to describe 
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the two separated optical paths. The zoom allowed surfaces to be entered that had 

different properties depending on which configuration was active. Separate, uniquely 

labeled, surfaces for elements in sample and reference path made maintenance simpler. 

Zero thickness, zero curvature was entered for unused elements in each respective zoom. 

Pickups were used to maintain the same glass type before and after reflection from the 

beamsplitter, and to maintain physically constant thicknesses where required. Dummy 

surfaces were used to immerse the object and image surfaces in air, even though they are 

in contact with the GRIN lens, or water media respectively. A dummy surface was 

utilized in the reference zoom to return the material to the material type for the 

beamsplitter before introducing the angled beamsplitter surface to avoid refraction at this 

surface. Dummy surfaces were also introduced to mark the locations of planes for 

optimization such as the location of the zero delay and the position of high order 

dispersion matching in the sample arm. A first pass optimization of the GRIN lens length 

was performed using only the default merit function and the length of the GRIN lens and 

beamsplitter length as variables. This first pass optimization approximately determined 

the length of the GRIN lens, and placed the reference mirror at the focal point, which was 

a stable place to begin the optimization with additional constraints. 

Create the double pass model 

A double pass model was created by placing a reflective surface at the focal plane in each 

zoom and reproducing each surface for the retro reflected beam. Extensive use of pickups 

ensured that a change on the forward pass model would be matched in the return path. 
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Constrain and optimize to meet non-imaging criteria 

Firstly, the chief ray angle relative to the output window surface was constrained such that the 

reflected rays would not be captured by the acceptance angle of the fiber. To safely avoid 

collection of a reflection from a surface near focus, the tilt of the beam relative to the surface was 

specified to be one and a half times the arcsine of the numerical aperture of the focused beam. 

The image side numerical aperture was estimated by dividing the object side numerical aperture 

by the lens reduction ratio. This resulted in an incidence angle about six degrees from normal. 

This was entered as a specific constraint on the real ray trace data, local angle of incidence. This 

constraint was compensated solely by the beamsplitter angle. 

Related to the above angle, a decenter on the mirror simulating the sample was allowed to tip and 

shift laterally. This tip and shift were constrained such that the beam was normally incident on the 

mirror and that the optical path of the chief ray from a dummy zero thickness away was zero. 

User defined constraints were then created to describe the phase relationship between the 

two arms of the interferometer across the spectrum. These phase relationships were used 

to calculate the location of the zero delay, and the position of best dispersion 

compensation. The phase along a beam path is proportional to the optical path length 

divided by the spectroscopic wavenumber. A example variable with a value proportional 

to the optical phase is then defined in Code V as: 

@PhaseRef5 == (OP r1 s0..14 w5 f1 z2) / (WL w5) 

The operators used are described below: 

OP – an operator that yields the optical path length of the ray defined by the following arguments 
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R1 – the chief ray, the ray in the center of the beam. 

S0..n – a ray calculated from the object surface to the nth surface. S9 refers to the sample surface 

corresponding to the zero delay. S14 refers to the final surface in both configurations. 

W5 – wavelength number 5, in this case the center wavelength of the source 

F1 – field 1, the only object field position, corresponding to the center of the fiber 

Zn – Zoom number, 1 refers to the sample arm, 2 refers to the reference 

The zero delay is located at the position in the sample arm where the linear phase ramp 

across the spectrum is equal to the linear phase ramp across the spectrum at the reference 

mirror. First, we found the phase at two sample points along the spectrum at the 

reference. Second, we found the phase at the same two spectral positions at a dummy 

surface located within the sample. Third, we calculated the phase difference across the 

spectrum in each lens position. Finally we force the phase difference across the spectrum 

to be the same by optimizing to minimize the difference between the two lens positions. 

This optimization can be solved either to find the location of the zero delay, or to 

configure of the rest of the lens with a known zero delay position. If the sample 

wavelengths are only a small difference away from center wavelength, this measure 

equates the slope of the phase ramp near the center wavelength which is probably 

preferable to an end to end of spectra measurement. Because the phase ramp is nearly 

linear for most realistic materials the difference should be small. 
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@PhaseRef4 == (OP r1 s0..14 w4 f1 z2) / (WL w4) 

@PhaseRef6 == (OP r1 s0..14 w6 f1 z2) / (WL w6) 

 

@PhaseZeroD4 == (OP r1 s0..9 w4 f1 z1) / (WL w4) 

@PhaseZeroD6 == (OP r1 s0..9 w6 f1 z1) / (WL w6) 

 

@linPhaseDiffRef == @PhaseRef6 - @PhaseRef4 

@linPhaseDiffZeroD == @PhaseZeroD6 - @PhaseZeroD4 

 

@linPhaseMismatch == @linPhaseDiffRef - @linPhaseDiffZeroD 0 

 

The position of best dispersion matching is the depth within the sample arm where a transform of 

uniformly sampled data will result in the best axial point spread function. This goal can be stated 

as a linearization of the phase difference from the reference to the depth of best dispersion 

compensation with respect to spectroscopic wavenumber. A simple solution was implemented 

that minimized the difference between the measured phase at the center wavelength and the 

estimated phase of a point at the center wavelength calculated by a linear approximation between 

two neighboring points. 

First we calculated the phase from the fiber to the reference at the center wavelength. Next, the 

phase from the fiber to the depth of dispersion matching in the sample was calculated at the 

center wavelength and two neighboring points. Then, the amount of phase difference between the 

depth of best dispersion correction and the reference was calculated at each wavelength. The 

slope of the phase ramp was then calculated from the neighbor points. Then the phase difference 
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of the center wavelength was linearly estimated. Finally, the difference between the linear 

estimation and the real phase difference at the center wavelength provides a measure of the 

nonlinear phase. Minimization of this variable minimizes second order dispersion mismatch. 

@PhaseRef5 == (OP r1 s0..14 w5 f1 z2) / (WL w5) 

 

@PhaseDisMatch4 == (OP r1 s0..11 w4 f1 z1) / (WL w4) 

@PhaseDisMatch5 == (OP r1 s0..11 w5 f1 z1) / (WL w5) 

@PhaseDisMatch6 == (OP r1 s0..11 w6 f1 z1) / (WL w6) 

 

@PhaseDiffDisp4 == @PhaseDisMatch4 - @PhaseRef4 

@PhaseDiffDisp5 == @PhaseDisMatch5 - @PhaseRef5 

@PhaseDiffDisp6 == @PhaseDisMatch6 - @PhaseRef6 

 

@SlopePhaseDiffDisp == (@PhaseDiffDisp6 - @PhaseDiffDisp4)/(1/(WL w6) - 1/(WL w4)) 

 

@estPhaseDiffDisp5 == @PhaseDisMatch4 + @SlopePhaseDiffDisp*(1/(WL w5) - 1/(WL w4)) 

 

@nonLinPhase5 ==  @estPhaseDiffDisp5- @PhaseDiffDisp5  0 

Due to limitations of the software, it is advantageous to place the neighbor wavelengths a 

significant distance away from the central wavelength so that phase curvature may be observed 

with finite precision. The above technique minimizes second order dispersion with a very simple 

technique. Using a least squares method, it would be possible to adapt this method to a greater 

number of test wavelengths and higher order dispersion could be corrected, limited by the number 

of relevant degrees of freedom in the design. 
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With this initial design starting point, and the provided constraints, the design was 

optimized with the Code V error function type “transverse ray aberration.” This fast 

optimization minimizes the spot diameter at the image plane. Its results are equal to 

“fiber coupling efficiency” optimization within achievable tolerances but can be 

performed without modifications to the computer hardware available. 

Estimating tolerances 

The reference mirror must predictably couple light back to the fiber within a tight 

tolerance. See appendix B3 for a description of how reference mirror coupling affects 

device performance. Because of the complexity of the coupled tolerances in the double 

pass configuration, a standard tolerance analysis was abandoned. The lens design was 

first pared down to the reference zoom for simplicity. Perturbations were made to 

variables of interest, the design was reoptimized using only the glue thickness 

compensator as a variable, and the change in fiber coupling efficiency observed. Axial 

length tolerances were established that could be completely compensated by the glue 

length compensator. Lateral positioning of the spherical reference surface was specified 

with a tolerance that resulted in loss of coupling efficiency no greater than 20%. 

Discussion 

The double-pass multi-configuration optical model is a natural and useful way to think 

about free-space Michelson interferometers. Fiber coupling efficiency calculation is 

likewise a natural fit to estimating performance on OCT systems containing both fiber 

and free-space beam paths. The beauty of ray tracing lens design software is the ability to 
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optimize the configuration of a system using built-in and arbitrarily complex user defined 

metrics of performance. The work shown in this chapter outlines a method to optimize 

the paths of an interferometer for the task of optical coherence tomography considering 

dispersive properties of materials. Although traditional OCT systems may have the 

freedom to insert adjustable compensators, and therefore often do not strictly require so 

much optimization up front, these methods could help to select less expensive and more 

robust starting points for the reference arms of complex systems and minimize the 

amount of trial and error associated with setting up a prototype system. 

The above optimization of zero delay position was compared with a simpler “dispersion 

naive” optimization that simply tried to match the optical path lengths in the two arms of 

the interferometer. With such a short difference path, the difference in calculated zero 

delay position was only four microns. 

@pathdiff==(OP r1 s0..9 w5 f1 z1)-(OP r1 s0..14 w5 f1 z2)    0 

Dispersion matching partway into the sample is advantageous when the device samples 

optical frequency space uniformly in spectroscopic wavenumber.  However, as shown in 

appendix C, it is preferable to match high order dispersion at the zero delay point and use 

a modified sampling distance to compensate for sample dispersion.  

Tight translational alignment in three dimensions is required to achieve wavefront 

matching at the short radius reference mirror. Failure to maintain alignment results in 

insufficient reference arm coupling back to the fiber. It was known from the tolerance 

analysis that axial tolerance could not be maintained with the sum of errors from the 
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GRIN lens length, length of the beamsplitter, radius of the reference mirror, and a 

potentially loosely controlled cement gap. Therfore, the length of the cement gap was 

actively controlled and acted as compensator. On the other hand, the stackup of lateral 

errors from the centration of the optics within their cylindrical edges appeared 

satisfactory to support good alignment if the cylinders were cemented together while 

coaligned in a v-groove.  In the actual build of the endoscope prototype, lateral 

adjustment was required when cementing the beamsplitter to the GRIN assembly. The 

failure to maintain centration probably does not result from a failure to center the fiber on 

the GRIN or as-built tolerance on the centration of the reference sphere on the 

beamsplitter cylinder. The problem likely lies in the assumption that three very small 

cylindrical optics of the same diameter can be placed in a V-groove and cemented to lie 

in the same axis. This assumption is weakened by the requirement to adjust the small 

parts in an axial direction. Sliding the parts along in a single V-groove is difficult, so 

tooling was created with axially separable halves of a V-groove that was adjustable to 

make the two halves of the channel coaxial. The assumption is further weakened because 

small parts often do not lie flat in the grooves when local forces of dust in the channel or 

glue viscosity overcome the tendency of gravity to hold them in place, and external 

devices intended to supplement gravity may supply shears and torques of their own that 

may cause the part to sit at a small angle. 

In view of the above manufacturing problems, design changes could be made which 

make the integrated tip interferometer less difficult and costly to manufacture. In a 

proposed new design, the beamsplitter “cube” is not initially assembled with the small 
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radius reference mirror. This beamsplitter is instead cemented directly to the GRIN lens 

before attachment to the fiber and ferule. In a final optimization step, a mirrored ball or 

drum lens will be placed with three dimensional translational alignment in a thick glue 

compensator. The tight tolerance lateral alignment of the spherical surface is then 

performed only once. The final placement of the small radius spherical mirror is simpler 

than the placement of the entire beamsplitter because the degrees of freedom associated 

with tilting the surface do not affect the performance. Also, the fiber, GRIN lens, and 

beamsplitter may be manufactured and tested without reference mirror. This allows 

proper measurement of the parasitic back reflection in the assembled device, 

measurement of the beamsplitter ratio, and independent measurement of the reflection 

coupled from the reference mirror. 
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B3. Theoretical performance model of spectrometer based frequency 

domain system for beamsplitter ratio and light source power 

optimization 

Introduction and background 

Optical design parameters affecting the amount of light returning from the sample and 

reference arms are critical to maximizing the sensitivity and dynamic range of an optical 

coherence tomography system. A primary challenge of endoscope design containing a 

distally integrated interferometer is the lack of flexibility to adjust interferometer 

parameters to optimize imaging performance after the endoscope is built. One approach 

to design is optimized for a set of instrument and sample conditions. A theoretical model 

of system performance can give more insight about a broad parameter space and provides 

a benchmark against which as-built performance may be measured. 

The theoretical performance model presented here is a synthesis of sensitivity, dynamic 

range, and autocorrelation artifact analysis presented by Leitgeb (2003)1, Leitgeb (2004)2, 

and Szkulmowska3 respectively. The FD-OCT signal results from interference of light 

returning from weak scatterers in the sample arm with light returning from a single strong 

reflection in the reference arm. Sensitivity describes the lowest sample reflectivity, 

measured in isolation, that can be observed with a signal-to-noise ratio equal to one1,4. 

Sensitivity analysis includes a description of the significant fundamental detection noises 

in spectrometer based FD-OCT. Dynamic range indicates the difference between the 
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smallest and the largest reflectivity that may be measured simultaneously. Dynamic range 

is limited by the smallest sample reflectivity that causes the CCD to saturate. 

Autocorrelation artifact is the observation of interference between light scattering from 

multiple points within the sample itself rather than with the strong reference. 

Autocorrelation artifacts may show up as ghost images or a diffuse haze which is usually 

strongest near the zero delay point in an image. Under many circumstances this artifact is 

significant compared to the noise and impedes noise limited imaging performance.  

The dominant noises in a CCD spectrometer based FD-OCT system described by Leitgeb 

et al (2003) are the shot noise, receiver noise, and excess noise. Shot noise, which is 

related to the quantized delivery of energy, increases as the square root of the amount of 

power incident on the detector. Receiver noise is considered a constant for a particular 

detector. The noise referred to as “excess noise” is related to the beat frequency of the 

band of incident light superimposed on a detector element. The temporal frequency of 

this beat noise increases with optical bandwidth, and therefore become less detectable in 

a finite measurement time as the optical bandwidth increases. The speed of CCD 

spectrometer measurement, typically in the range of 1-20 kHz, is sufficiently fast that 1/f 

noise is not considered. Like wise, relative intensity noise is not expected to be a 

significant contributor until line rates approach 200 kHz (leitgeb 2004). The noise on 

each pixel is expected to have a white spectrum and is uncorrelated with neighboring 

pixels. The Fourier transform of the noise results in a reduction in the noise in the spatial 

domain by a factor of N.  
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Comparison of summed noises to the FD-OCT signal strength yields a solution for 

sensitivity. Leitgeb experimentally verified their noise model by attenuating the 

reflectivity of the reference arm mirror and comparing measured sensitivity. For very low 

reference arm reflectivity, receiver noise dominates. Higher reflectivity results in 

sensitivity near the shot noise limit. The effect of excess noise could not be 

experimentally observed because the CCD saturated before this limit was achieved. 

The dynamic range of a spectrometer based FD-OCT system was defined by Leitgeb et 

al. (2004) as the maximum sample reflectivity that would not result in CCD saturation 

divided by the minimum reflectivity observable with a SNR = 2. Dynamic range was 

solved for by comparing the number of photoelectrons from the sample arm required to 

saturate the detector to the number of photoelectrons from the sample required to achieve 

a minimum resolvable signal assuming shot noise limited sensitivity. The dependence of 

the dynamic range measurement on shot noise limited sensitivity limits it applicability. 

On the other hand, the measure of saturation depended only on the relation that the total 

number of photelectrons generated is a sum of the sample, reference and interference 

terms, and is therefore more general. 

Szkulmowska et al. (2005) observed that the source power or integration time could be 

reduced to a point where autocorrelation artifacts in retinal images became invisible. This 

eliminated the possibility of misinterpreting the artifact as real structure. At the same 

time, the images did not show clinically significant degradation from the loss of 

sensitivity. It was found that artifacts became invisible when the sensitivity of the system 
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was reduced to the point that inherent noises became equal to the autocorrelation artifact. 

In a theoretical analysis, used to calculate the ratio of the autocorrelation signal to the 

shot noise, values for the reflectivity of the inner limiting membrane and the retinal 

pigment epithelium were approximately -45dB. Tissue aberrations and system losses 

were assigned a further -10dB attenuation. 

Methods 

The formulas from the above analyses were synthesized into a Matlab model simulating 

the distally integrated interferometer endoscope with the intention of identifying an ideal 

beamsplitter ratio. The equations used in the Matlab model are summarized in table 1. 

Constants and parameters for the distally integrated interferometer setup including the 

laser (Femtosource Inegral OCT), custom spectrometer, detector (Aivvia M2), and 

optical constraints were inserted into the model (see table 2). The γr,s*Rr,s product 

indicates the fraction of the source power light that is coupled back from each of the 

sample and reference arms. In the original implementation, γ  was described to include all 

of the efficiencies of each arm of the interferometer. In this implementation the scope of γ 

has been reduced to include only the beamsplitter transmission and reflection properties. 

Other coupling inefficiencies such as defocus of the reference surface are instead 

included into the term R. The minimum observable signal (sensitivity) was calculated in 

two ways. In the first, the sensitivity was calculated considering only the shot, receiver 

and excess noises. In the second method, the strength of the autocorrelation artifact was 

considered as a fourth noise. Note that the autocorrelation artifact is not a noise per se 
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and does not reduce in intensity with an increase in detector elements. Equations relating 

model elements to useful input or output parameters were added as needed.  

Description Formula Reference 
Peak signal 
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h
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0

=  
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N
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h

γ
ν
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Table 1. Formula making up the basis of the model: 
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Description Symbol Value Source 
Peak signal in spatial domain from 
FD-OCT 

peakS  Eqn Table 1.  

Shot noise variance 2
shotσ  Eqn Table 1.  

Excess noise variance 2
excessσ  Eqn Table 1.  

Receiver noise variance 2
recieverσ   Detector Spec 

Autocorrelation signal, acting as a 
noise variance 

2
ACσ  Eqn Table 1.  

Summation of noise variances 2
totσ  Eqn Table 1.  

Signal-to-noise-ratio SNR  Eqn Table 1.  
Sensitivity Σ Eqn Table 1.  
Power returning from the sample 
resulting in detector saturation (in 
electrons) 

max,sN  Eqn Table 1.  

Sample reflectivity resulting in 
saturation 

satsR ,  Eqn Table 1.  

Spectrometer efficiency ρ 0.19 Assumed, based on 
Leitgeb (2004) with 
similar instrument 

Quantum efficiency η 0.6 Detector spec 
Exposure time τ 5e-5 (s) Setup parameter, 

max speed of 
spectrometer 

Plank constant h  6.625·10-34 (W/s/s)  
Center frequency of source 0ν  3.75e13Hz 1/λ0 
Source Power 0P  1e-4 : 1e-2 (W) Range variable  
Number of detector elements N  2048 Detector spec 
Fraction of power that exits 
interferometer from sample, 
assuming a 100% reflective sample 

sγ  Eqn Table 1.  

Reflectivity of the sample sR  Eqn Table 1.  
Fraction of power that exits 
interferometer from reference, 
assuming a 100% reflective 
reference 

rγ  Eqn Table 1.  

Reflectivity of reference arm * 
coupling efficiency to fiber 

rR  0.3 Estimated from 
code V predictions 

Polarization of the source Π 1 Assumed worst case 
Effective bandwidth of source effν∆  7.57e13Hz Used FWHM 

definition 
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Maximum layer reflectivity in 
sample * coupling losses (not 
including beamsplitter losses) 

max,sR  -55dB Based on eye 
reflectivities found 
in Skulmowska 
(2005) 

Full well capacity of CCD element satN  =2.516e5*η Detector spec 
Ratio of full well capacity filled by 
reference signal 

χ Eqn Table 1.  

Reflectivity of beamsplitter Rbs Eqn Table 1.  
Transmission of beamsplitter Tbs 0.005 : 0.85 Range variable 
Absorption of beamsplitter Abs 0.1 Manufacture spec 
Table 2. Explanation of variable names 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 demonstrates the key points of the combined model using the laser source power 

(0.8 mW) used to test the built device. When autocorrelation artifact is ignored, shot 

noise dominates for all but the smallest beamsplitter transmission ratios where receiver 

noise becomes significant. Under these circumstances, the optimum beamsplitter 

transmission lies near 10% for best sensitivity, and sufficient dynamic range exists to 

easily handle the largest reflections occurring in tissue. Autocorrelation artifact was 

calculated here for surfaces with a reflectivity * geometric coupling efficiency of -55dB. 

This number corresponds to the strongest reflecting layers within the human retina (-

45dB) with the coupling expected by Skulmowska (-10dB) and therefore represents a 

realistic but near worst case scenario. Autocorrelation artifact reduces sensitivity and 

tends to shift optimal performance towards higher beamsplitter transmission. If the 

optimum for sensitivity lies at a beamsplitter transmission where the reference signal 

alone saturates the detector, or so nearly does that no dynamic range remains, it will be 

advantageous to consider reducing the source power. 
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Surface plots of minimum and maximum simultaneously observable signal were plotted 

versus the variables of source power coupled to the endoscope and beamsplitter 

transmission. The separation between the minimum and maximum curves, on a log plot, 

indicates the dynamic range ratio. Figure 1, calculated using only fundamental noises, 

provides an estimate of performance when a sample contains only very weakly scattering 

/ reflecting surfaces. Figure 2, calculated by including autocorrelation artifact as a noise, 

may be a more appropriate estimate of performance in a sample with strong reflective 

surfaces such as the retina. These two extremes demonstrate that the optimal beamsplitter 

ratio depends on the reflectivity of the sample. Figure 1 indicates that sensitivity 

continues to increase with larger laser power while maintaining sufficient dynamic range 

to measure biological tissue. The optimal beamsplitter transmission decreases and the 

tolerance on beamsplitter transmission narrows. With low power, a beamsplitter that is 

overly transmissive may result in suboptimal sensitivity, with high power this could 

result in complete saturation of the detector. Figure 2 indicates that autocorrelation 

limited sensitivity does not improve with increasing power. The optimum beamsplitter 

ratio for any given tissue reflectivity is also approximately constant. This optimum 

beamsplitter ratio can be achieved without saturating the CCD if the laser power is 

reduced.  

The description of autocorrelation limited sensitivity is misleading for a number of 

reasons. Primarily, this analysis characterizes the intensity of a ghosted line created by 

two bright layers in the tissue rather than the noise like qualities of the diffuse haze 

autocorrelation artifact that occurs near the zero delay. Less intense reflections than the 
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ghost can still be identified in the image, but ghosted artifacts may lead to clinical 

misinterpretations. The sensitivity stated is the smallest tissue reflectivity that would be 

as bright as the ghosted line.  Features of less brightness are visible but of questionable 

authenticity. The sensitivity thus defined might be considered the minimum “trusted” 

reflectivity which could set a baseline for the dark level in a clinical system. Secondarily, 

although it is certainly more appropriate to treat the autocorrelation artifact found near 

the zero delay as a noise, this localization may limit the utility of such a description. If 

the zero delay is placed at the superficial edge of the image, the strongest artifact overlaps 

with the tissue features that are least attenuated by depth. That is, the “noise” is not 

constant over the image depth and is least present at the location where one would likely 

want to pick up the most attenuated reflections.  

Most surprising in this analysis is the indication that lower source power may actually be 

advantageous when dealing with highly reflective samples. In this model, source power 

can be traded for detection rate, so high power lasers may still be useful as CCD line rates 

increase. 
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Figure 1. Noise contributions and effect on sensitivity in the distally integrated 
interferometer endoscope at 0.8 mW source power. Which noise is dominant 
depends on beamsplitter transmission ratio (top). The sensitivity curve indicates the 
minimum sample reflectivity that can be seen relative to noise (SNR=1). The 
distance between the sensitivity curve and the maximum non saturating sample 
curve represents the dynamic range of the measurement. When the maximum non-
saturating sample curve crosses the sensitivity curve, the detector is sufficiently 
saturated with reference light that no useful interference signal can be observed 
(bottom). Autocorrelation tends to shift the optimal beamsplitter transmission ratio 
higher than with fundamental noises only. 
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Figure 2. Sensitivity and dynamic range vs. source power and beamsplitter ratio 
considering detection noises only. The lower curved surface represents the 
sensitivity floor while the upper surface represents the ceiling of maximum signal 
that will not saturate the detector. The difference between the surface heights 
represents, on a log scale, the dynamic range ratio. Increasing power linearly 
improves sensitivity performance, while maintaining sufficient dynamic range to 
accommodate the maximal reflectivity expected from tissue samples. Reducing the 
power significantly opens up the tolerance on beamsplitter transmission without 
immediate danger of saturating the detector while maintaining sensitivity in the 
range of traditional TD-OCT systems. 
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Figure 3. Sensitivity and dynamic range vs. source power and beamsplitter ratio 
considering autocorrelation artifact along with the fundamental detection noises. 
Autocorrelation intensity was calculated from two surfaces of equal reflectivity * 
coupling of -55dB (estimated from peak values in the retina). The lower curved 
surface represents the minimum observable signal that is at least as bright as 
autocorrelation artifact while the upper surface represents the ceiling of maximum 
signal that will not saturate the detector. Autocorrelation artifact becomes a 
dominant consideration if the tissue contains strong reflective surfaces. Signal 
strength is maximized compared to autocorrelation artifact when the signal from 
the reference arm is very strong, ie. when the beamsplitter transmission ratio is 
large. The region of best performance, indicated by the red arrow, shows that in the 
presence of strong autocorrelation artifact, it is advantageous to use a more 
transmissive beamsplitter which may require a reduction in source power due to the 
limited dynamic range of CCD detectors. 
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%Sensitivity of FD-OCT vs beamsplitter transmission for Dii endoscope

%

%Overview -- optimal beamsplitter ratio depends on several factors

% 1. You want good sensitivity -- to do this you should maximize SNR as

% indicated by equation 6 in Leitgeb, "Performance of fourier domain vs.

% time domain optical coherence tomography." Optics express 2003.

% This results in beamsplitting ratios in the region 5-20% depending on

% power etc.

% 2. You want good dynamic range.  This means you should fill the photon

% well capacity to the range of 70-80% as shown by Leitgeb op ex 2004.

% 3. You want to keep autocorrelation artifact low.  This was shown by

% Szkulmowska 2005 Journal of physics d

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5

% Revision History

% ~060221 original write of code in matlab 6.5 used to create figure 3 of

% Express.  Tumlinson et al.

% 070213 re-write in matlab 7 for inclusion as appendix to Tumlinson

% dissertation.  Attempting to clarifly flow and add more comments.

% 070214 fix equations for dynamic range which were incorrect in journal texts 

% 070215 fix effective line width to be line width of a single pixel

% 070215d return line width to full width -- this was a mistake.

% 070215dsurfs surface plotting of output to display over power range

function main()

%starting with a Michelson config. 

%Using constants from:

%Femtolasers source

%Aviiva camera

%components in distally integrated interferometer Tumlinson, Optics express 2006

%FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS

c %speed of light (m/s)

h

%DETECTOR SPECIFICATION

N %Number of detector elements

ro %spectrometer efficiency   %this should include loss at first 90/10bs

eta %quantum efficiency

tau %exposure time (s)

sigma_rec=112*eta %combined reciever noise in electrons (note that all powers are 

converted to electrons in eqn)

FWC

%SOURCE SPECIFICATION

l_o %center wavelength of source (m)

 
 
 
 
 

B4. Theoretical performance model analysis code
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v_o=c/l_o %center frequency of source (hz)

delta_l %effective spectral line width (m)

v_l=c/(l_o-delta_l/2) %fequency for low wavelength

v_h=c/(l_o+delta_l/2) %frequency for high wavelength

delta_vtot=v_l-v_h 

delta_v=delta_vtot %effective spectral line width (hz)

PowerRange

%INTERFEROMETER SPECIFICATION

R_ref %reflectivity reference arm --> coupling efficiency of reference to fiber

Loss_bs=0.1 % Transmission + Reflection + loss = 1

R_refmin %minimum reflectance of beamsplitter to keep the plot within reasonable 

ranges.

BStransRange=0.005:.01:1-(Loss_bs+R_refmin) %range of bs transmission vallues

pol %degree of polarization

%fraction incoherent light on detector -- fills dynamic range without giving signal,

%it should also add to noises which depend on power, it is only considered

%in dynamic range considerations

incoh

%SAMPLE SPECIFICATION

R_samTotDb %sample reflectance coupling in dB (Total light reflected 

back from sample)

R_samTot=10^(R_samTotDb/10) %sample reflectance coupling (Total light reflected back 

from sample)

R_samLayDb %sample reflectance coupling in dB (from a single layer)

R_samLay=10^(R_samLayDb/10) %sample reflectance coupling (from a single layer)

%calculate sensitivity and dynamic range over a range of laser input power

%and beamsplitter ratios

%preallocate variables for speed

sens=zeros(length(PowerRange),length(BStransRange))

DR=zeros(length(PowerRange),length(BStransRange))

AKrat=zeros(length(PowerRange),length(BStransRange))

sensBasic=zeros(length(PowerRange),length(BStransRange))

R_sammaxDb=zeros(length(PowerRange),length(BStransRange))

AK=zeros(length(PowerRange),length(BStransRange))

shot=zeros(length(PowerRange),length(BStransRange))

ex=zeros(length(PowerRange),length(BStransRange))

sensShotApprox=zeros(length(PowerRange),length(BStransRange))

Pcount

for P_o=PowerRange

    Pcount=Pcount

    Tcount

for T_bs=BStransRange %range of bs transmission vallues

        Tcount=Tcount
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%calculate dependant bs parameters

        R_bs=1-T_bs-Loss_bs %bs reflectance value

        gamma_s=R_bs %fraction of input power that exits interfereometer from sample 

if perfect sample

        gamma_r=T_bs %fraction of input power that exits interferometer from 

reference if perfect ref couple

% calculate sensitivity: "true noise" factors only 

        sensitivity=sensLeitgeb2003eqn6(h,P_o,v_o,delta_v,gamma_s,gamma_r,R_ref,pol,N,ro,

eta,tau,sigma_rec)

        sens(Pcount,Tcount)=10*log10(sensitivity) %use factor 10 instead of 20 because we 

are comparing currents?

%In leitgeb 2004 they indicate that in shot noise limit w/ Nref>>Ns

% SNR=N*Ns  (number of detect elements * number of photons generated

% by sample reflection for a single detector element

% so sensitivity should be Ns=1/N. In terms of a mirror that should

% be: SNR=N*Ns=N*R_sam*P_o*gamma_s*(ro*eta*tau)/(h*v_o)/N

% 1=R_sammin*P_o*gamma_s*(ro*eta*tau)/(h*v_o)

        R_sammin=(h*v_o)/(P_o*gamma_s*(ro*eta*tau))

        sensShotApprox(Pcount,Tcount)=10*log10(R_sammin)

%calculate Dynamic range of detector

%the dynamic range is defined as the ratio of the maximal signal to

%the minimal signal where the SNR = 2.  Note difference compared

%to earlier definition of sensitivity where SNR =1.

%find gamma for Leitgeb 2004 eqn 2. gamma=DFrat_ref=Nref/Nsat

        P_dref=P_o*(gamma_r*R_ref) %power return from ref only

        P_drefe=P_dref*(ro*eta*tau)/(h*v_o) %power in electrons from ref only

        DFrat_ref=P_drefe/N/FWC %Detector well fill ratio from ref only, note this 

assumes rectangular spectrum

2004 eqn 2 ignoring incoherent backscatter ERROR IN TEXT!

ignoring incoherent backscatter CORRECTED

dynamic range Leitgeb 2004 eqn 2 including incoherent backscatter ERROR IN TEXT!

        dr=FWC*((1-incoh)+DFrat_ref-2*(DFrat_ref*(1-incoh))^0.5)/(2/N) %dynamic range 

Leitgeb 2004 eqn 2 including incoherent backscatter CORRECTED

%consider only values where detector is not saturated

if(DFrat_ref<0.999)

            DR(Pcount,Tcount)=10*log10(dr)

else

            DR(Pcount,Tcount)

end

%another way to look at this is to find the maximal signal, ie the
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%signal that results in saturation of the detector.

%This is poor from a stand point of formulaically stating "this is

%DR" but is good from the perspective of plotting a value of known

%meaning on a chart.

        P_dsammaxe=FWC*(1+DFrat_ref-2*(sqrt(DFrat_ref))) %power from sample in one 

detector element in electrons resulting in saturation from Leitgeb, intermediate step in 

derivation of above

        P_dsammax=P_dsammaxe*(h*v_o)/(ro*eta*tau)*N %power from sample factor dividing 

by 2 make triangular approximation to spectral shape 

        R_sammax=P_dsammax/gamma_s/P_o

        R_sammaxDb(Pcount,Tcount)=10*log10(R_sammax)

%consider only values where detector is not saturated

if(DFrat_ref<0.9999)

            R_sammaxDb(Pcount,Tcount)=10*log10(R_sammax)

else

            R_sammaxDb(Pcount,Tcount)

end

% calculate ratio of autocorrelation to shot noise according to skulmowska 2005 

eqn 3

        elec %electron charge this cancels so is a dummy value

        conv_eff=elec*ro*eta/(h*v_o) %efficiency of photo electric conversion of CCD.

=electron charge * total efficiency of spectrometer / (plank * center freq)

        kappa

        R_refeff

        AKrat(Pcount,Tcount)=conv_eff*tau*P_o/elec*R_samTot^2*kappa/(R_refeff+2*R_samTot)

%calculate sensitivity in presence of AK see p93 notebook6 A. Tumlinson

%SNR=signalOverRs*R_sam/noise

%sensitivity is R_sam when SNR set to threshold = 1 or 2 depending

%who you ask.

        signalOverRs=((ro*eta*tau)/(h*v_o)*P_o/N)^2*gamma_r*gamma_s*R_ref

%noise values have assumtion that R_s << R_ref

        sigmasq_shot=(ro*eta*tau)/(h*v_o)*P_o/N*(gamma_r*R_ref)

        sigmasq_ex=(1+pol^2)/2*((ro*eta)/(h*v_o))^2*tau*(P_o/N)^2*(gamma_r*R_ref)

^2*N/delta_v

        sigmasq_AK=((ro*eta*tau)/(h*v_o)*P_o/N)^2*gamma_s^2*R_samLay

        noise=(sigmasq_shot + sigmasq_ex + sigma_rec^2)/N+sigmasq_AK

AK(Pcount,Tcount)=sigmasq_AK

shot(Pcount,Tcount)=sigmasq_shot/N

ex(Pcount,Tcount)=sigmasq_ex/N

rec(Pcount,Tcount)=sigma_rec^2/N

        sensBasic(Pcount,Tcount)=10*log10(noise/signalOverRs)

end

end

%Note surfc(x,y,c) that colums of c corespond to y and rows to x
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% which seems a bit backwards

% figure(1)

% subplot(2,1,1)

% powLen=length(PowerRange)

% BStransLen=length(BStransRange)

% sensSize=size(sens)

% imagesc(BStransRange,PowerRange,-sens)

% shading interp

% colorbar

% title('sensitivity (noises only)')

% ylabel('source power (W)')

% xlabel('beamsplitter transmission ratio')

% zlabel('sample reflectance (dB)')

%

% subplot(2,1,2)

% imagesc(BStransRange,PowerRange,DR)

% shading interp

% colorbar

% title('dynamic range')

% ylabel('source power (W)')

% xlabel('beamsplitter transmission ratio')

% zlabel('sample reflectance (dB)')

% figure(3)

% %axes('fontsize',20)

% plot(BStransRange,-sens(1,:),BStransRange,sensShotApprox(1,:),BStransRange,-sens(1,:)+DR

(1,:),BStransRange,sensShotApprox(1,:)+DR(1,:))

% title({'Sensitivity and dynamic range w/o autocorrelation artifact','Based on corrected 

Leitgeb eqns'})

% xlabel('beamsplitter transmission ratio')

% ylabel('sample reflectance (dB)')

figure(4)

subplot(2,1,1)

plot(BStransRange,shot(1,:),BStransRange,ex(1,:),BStransRange,rec(1,:),BStransRange,AK

(1,:))

set(gca, 'fontsize', 15)

legend('shot noise/N (variance)','excess noise/N (variance)','reciever noise/N 

(variance)',['autocorrelation artifact: layer reflectivity = ' num2str(R_samLayDb) 'dB'])

set(gca,'Yscale','log')

set(gca,'Ylim',[1e-3 1e8])

title('Noise contributions')

xlabel('beamsplitter transmission ratio')

ylabel('noise intensity (electrons)')

%Note that AK dominates because AK is not mitigated by a large number of

%pixels

subplot(2,1,2)

plot(BStransRange,-sens(1,:),BStransRange,sensBasic(1,:),BStransRange,R_sammaxDb(1,:))

set(gca, 'fontsize', 15)

legend('sensitivity (noise only)','sensitivity (noise + AC)','maxNonSaturatingSample')
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title('Sensitivity and dynamic range')

xlabel('beamsplitter transmission ratio')

ylabel('sample reflectance (dB)')

figure(6)

clf

%subplot(2,2,1)

surf(BStransRange,PowerRange,-sens)%,[-100 0])

%shading interp

colorbar

title('sensitivity (noises only)')

ylabel('source power (W)')

set(gca,'Yscale','log')

%set(gca,'Ylim',[-100 0])

xlabel('beamsplitter transmission ratio')

zlabel('sample reflectance (dB)')

hold on

%subplot(2,2,2)

mesh(BStransRange,PowerRange,R_sammaxDb)%,[-100 0])

shading interp

colorbar

title({'sensitivity (noises only)','maxNonSaturatingSample'})

ylabel('source power (W)')

set(gca,'Yscale','log')

%set(gca,'Ylim',[-100 0])

xlabel('beamsplitter transmission ratio')

zlabel('sample reflectance (dB)')

colormap(colorgray())

figure(7)

clf

%subplot(2,2,3)

surf(BStransRange,PowerRange,sensBasic)%,[-100 0])

%shading interp

colorbar

title('sensitivity (noise +AC)')

ylabel('source power (W)')

set(gca,'Yscale','log')

xlabel('beamsplitter transmission ratio')

zlabel('sample reflectance (dB)')

hold on

%subplot(2,2,2)

mesh(BStransRange,PowerRange,R_sammaxDb)%,[-100 0])

shading interp

colorbar

title({'sensitivity (noise +AC)','maxNonSaturatingSample'})

ylabel('source power (W)')

set(gca,'Yscale','log')
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xlabel('beamsplitter transmission ratio')

zlabel('sample reflectance (dB)')

colormap(colorgray())

end

%% Sensitivity calc

% calculate sensitivity: "true noise" factors only numerator and denomenator of equation 

6.

function sensitivity=sensLeitgeb2003eqn6(h,P_o,v_o,delta_v,gamma_s,gamma_r,R_ref,pol,N,ro,

eta,tau,sigma_rec)

        sens_num=(1/N)*((ro*eta*tau)/(h*v_o)*P_o)^2*gamma_s*gamma_r*R_ref

        sens_den=(ro*eta*tau)/(h*v_o)*(P_o/N)*gamma_r*R_ref*(1+(1+pol^2)/2*(ro*eta)/

(h*v_o)*P_o/N*gamma_r*R_ref*N/delta_v)+sigma_rec

        sensitivity=sens_num/sens_den

end
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B5. Construction of the distally integrated interferometer endoscope 

This document summarizes the construction procedure for the distally integrated 

interferometer endoscope and is reformatted from standard operating procedure B02-007: 

”Build distally integrated interferometer endoscope” 

Supplies 

Fiber coupled GRIN lens (GRINTech) 

Custom micro beamsplitter (Berndt Optics) 

440-III polyimide tubing (Microlumen sample) 

560-II polyimide tubing (Microlumen) 

610-IV PTFE ID polyimide tubing (microlumen) 

Test tube window (Innova Quartz) 

Unpowdered Latex gloves 

Double sided tape 

Scotch tape 

1 gallon ziplock bag 

tape measure 

connectorizing epoxy (Thorlabs) 

Norland 63 optical epoxy 

1cc syringe with 16gauge needle 

low viscosity superglue 
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Equipment   

Surgical microscope 

DII glue jig (mounting pins, 3 axis fine translation) 

Back Reflectance monitoring setup (830nm SLD, 50/50BS, Thorlabs detector, 

Oscilloscope) 

UV epoxy curing gun 

IR viewing camera 

Hot glue gun 

Vacuum small part manipulator 

Procedures 

 

In this procedure the technician prepares and assembles parts of distally integrated 

interferometer endoscope and performs test during assembly to ensure successful 

completion. 

 

Cleaning and assembly should be performed in as clean a place as possible; on the other 

hand a very stable location is required for cement curing. If build occurs in laminar flow 

hood, the hood should be turned off at the last step for stability. 

Setup workstation 

1. Wipe down the workspace with isopropyl alcohol  

2. Setup the surgical microscope to observe the DII glue jig area 
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3. Verify that the DII glue jig is aligned: pins for holding the fiber and ferule are 

parallel to pins which hold microprism by observing that a long pin rests 

“perfectly” in the groove made between the two pairs 

4. Tie down ferule to pins with ~1mm hangover 

Test fiber coupled GRIN for unwanted feedback 

5. Connect the feedback monitor setup to fiber coupled GRIN lens 

6. Set bandpass on detector 0-1kHz, gain: 3*10^4 (Max) 

7. Turn on SLD 

8. Observe signal on oscilloscope (typical: 2.5V) 

Align the microbeamsplitter for maximum feedback in air 

9. Lift the plastic tie down spring and place the  beamsplitter on the appropriate pins 

with the vacuum tool 

10. lower the plastic spring to hold the beamsplitter so that the beam is aimed directly 

upward and the beamsplitter barely overhangs the pins. 

11. Set gain on detector: 3*10^3  

12. Translate the beamsplitter so that the entrance face lies at focus 

13. Observe signal on oscilloscope (typical: 5.4V) 

14. Move through this focus and find the “cat’s eye” focus on the spherical reference 

15. Observe the sensitivity to translational alignments 

16. Observe signal on oscilloscope (typical: 1.5V) 

17. Observe the width of the air gap between the ferule and the prism (~0.6mm) 
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18. Move through this focus and find the desired focus 

19. Observe the sensitivity to translational alignments 

20. Observe signal on oscilloscope (typical: 1.5V) 

21. Observe the width of the air gap between the ferule and the prism (~0.06mm) 

Glue and Align the microbeamsplitter for maximum feedback in air 

22. Translate the prism away from the GRIN 1-2mm 

23. Place a small amount of UV curing epoxy on 26gauge needle tip, the correct 

amount will fill a gap about 1.6X the width observed in step 21. 

24. Use the needle to apply glue to the center of the input face of beamsplitter 

25. Translate the prism towards the GRIN until the glue wets both surfaces 

26. Turn “OFF” the fan to flow hood to reduce vibration 

27. Translate the prism to achieve maximum feedback, 

28. Observe signal on oscilloscope (typical: 1.5V) 

29. Observe the width of the glue gap between the ferule and the prism (~0.1mm) 

30. Initiate UV epoxy with light curing gun for 30 seconds at 1”, move UV source 

around to attempt evenness 

31. Attempt to counter losses in coupling by small translations 

32. Initiate UV expoxy with another 60 seconds at 1” 

33. Turn “OFF” the SLD 

34. Leave to cure overnight 

35. Record the feedback 

36. Loosen restraints on optics 
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37. record feedback 

38. Disconnect from feedback monitor setup 

Prepare the lumens 

39. Put on clean powder free latex gloves to handle polyimide lumens 

40. Cut  length of 560-II polyimide tubing enough to go from base to tip 

41. Slip 560-II polyimide tubing over fiber assembly 

42. Trim if necessary to expose beam exit area 

43. Cut length of 610-IV PTFE ID polyimide tubing with angle at both ends, 5cm 

shorter than inner lumen 

44. Pull fiber back to protect lens 

45. insert inner lumen (560-II ) into outer lumen (610-IV) 

46. Push fiber forward to expose beam exit area 

47. Insert shims of 440-III polyimide tubing to center lens inside 560-II polyimide 

tubing 

48. Apply superglue to fix lens and shims at tip of inner lumen 

49. Use hot glue to fix base of inner lumen to strain relief of fiber connector 

50. Insert the outer lumen into the window envelop about 3mm.  

51. Apply UV cement to edge of window (do not wet UV cement up under glass!) 

52. Initiate UV epoxy with light gun for 60 seconds at 1” 
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE DISPERSION IN FD-OCT 

 C1. Inherent homogenous media dispersion 

compensation in frequency domain optical coherence 

tomography by accurate “k-sampling” 

Alexandre R. Tumlinson a, Bernd Hofer b, Amy Winkler c, Boris Považay b, 

Wolfgang Drexler b, Jennifer K. Barton a,c 

a Division of Biomedical Engineering, The University of Arizona, 1230 E Speedway 

Blvd, Tucson AZ, 85721  

b School of Optometry and Vision Sciences, Cardiff University, Maindy Road, Cardiff 

CF24 4LU, Wales, UK. 

c Optical Sciences Center, The University of Arizona, 1230 E Speedway Blvd, Tucson 

AZ, 85721  

Abstract: Depth dependent broadening of the axial point spread function due to 

dispersion in the imaged media, and algorithms for postprocess correction, have 

been previously described for both time domain and frequency domain optical 

coherence tomography. In this manuscript we show that homogeneous media 

dispersion artifacts disappear when frequency domain samples are acquired with 
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uniform spacing in circular wavenumber, as opposed to uniform sampling in 

optical frequency. We further explicate the source of this point spread broadening 

and simulate its magnitude in aqueous media. We experimentally demonstrate 

media dispersion compensation in high dispersion glass by choosing sample 

frequencies at equal intervals of media index of refraction divided by vacuum 

wavelength, and recover unbroadened reflections without an additional 

postprocessing step.  

Copyright 2007 (submitted to Applied Optics under identical copyright transfer 

agreement Appendix B0) 

OCIS codes: 170.4500  Optical coherence tomography, 260.2030  Dispersion, 070.2590  

Fourier transforms, 070.6020  Signal processing, 120.3180  Interferometry 

Introduction 

Uncorrected group delay dispersion mismatch between the sample and reference arms of 

optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems has been described as a wavelength 

dependent phase error that causes chirping and broadening of the axial point spread 

function (PSF).1 We concentrate here on “media” dispersion which causes a mismatch 

that varies over the imaging depth rather than “system” dispersion mismatch which is 

constant over the imaging depth.  
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Wang et al. claim water to be the primary dispersive element in biological tissue.2 

Hillman and Sampson demonstrate that water dispersion causes the root mean square 

width of the axial point spread function to rapidly broaden as the sample depth moves 

away from the depth of best dispersion compensation. They calculate an envelope 

broadening factor of 10X for a source with 1 µm coherence length, 800nm center 

wavelength, and an axial distance of 1mm away from best dispersion compensation.3  

Thoughtful OCT system design can minimize artifact resulting from media 

dispersion mismatch. For example, the center wavelength of the system can be selected to 

minimize the effects of media dispersion.2 The sample and reference arms may also be 

dispersion matched partly into the imaging depth so that the absolute distance away from 

the point of best dispersion matching is minimized. Depending on the imaging 

application and the design of the interferometer it may be advantageous to use an 

adjustable compensating element 4-6 or introduce a fixed surplus of dispersion into the 

reference arm.7 In the time domain, a delay arm has been demonstrated that adds a 

dynamic amount of phase distortion to compensate for primary group delay dispersion.8  

Numerous digital postprocessing methods have been implemented with the goal 

of removing both system and media dispersion artifact. Most closely related to the current 

work in theory, Marks et al. describe a system that first transforms time domain data to 

the optical frequency domain, then removes a phase constant associated with the system 

dispersion mismatch, next resamples the data to k-space by scaling the frequency variable 

by the dispersion relation, and finally transforms back to the spatial domain.9,10 

Practically related, though dissimilar in theory and function, Wojtkowski et al. describe a 
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method of digital dispersion compensation that compensates for the system dispersion 

mismatch caused by eye-to-eye length variation. They describe a high-speed, 

approximate system dispersion compensation that utilizes a scale change in the 

hyperbolic scale transformation between wavelength and frequency that results in a 

dispersion compensation that has the limitation of being depth dependent.11  Finally, it 

has been noted that postprocess dispersion correction in FD-OCT is relatively easy 

because data are already in the frequency domain where most digital dispersion 

correction algorithms act.12 

It is ubiquitously described that frequency domain systems must sample 

uniformly in “frequency” or “k-space” before transform to the spatial domain. In spatially 

encoded frequency domain systems (se-FD) utilizing a broad bandwidth source and a 

grating spectrometer, data are typically sampled approximately linearly in vacuum 

wavelength and must be remapped after sampling to a uniform frequency space.11,13 In 

time encoded frequency domain systems (te-FD) utilizing a swept source, the sweep rate 

of the laser is typically not uniform in frequency space. The data collected by such te-FD 

systems may be corrected to a uniform frequency sampling by synchronization with a “k-

trigger”14-16 or may be resampled a posteriori by comparison with a calibration signal.17 

Such calibration is inherent to sources producing a “comb” of equally spaced 

frequencies.12 Incorrect resampling to frequency space has been shown to produce depth 

dependent broadening of the point spread function.18  

Ralston et al remark that the wavenumbers k are related to the optical frequencies 

ω by the dispersion relation k(ω)=ωn/c.19 In view of the dependence on index of 
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refraction, it is notable that reported methods of ensuring uniform k-space sampling do 

not mention a dependence on the dispersive properties of the imaging media13-17 and 

sometimes report sampling uniformly in optical frequency synonymously with uniform k-

space sampling.11,18,20,21  

In the current work, we first clarify the relationship between dispersion, spatial 

periodicity of interference, and k-space for optical coherence tomography. Second, we 

demonstrate that the depth dependent PSF broadening caused by media dispersion and 

the depth dependent error caused by incorrect sampling to frequency space are ultimately 

the same thing. Model simulations and experiment are conducted to exemplify the theory. 

Finally we conclude with suggestions of k-triggering methods that inherently compensate 

media dispersion. 

Theory 

Several of the terms used in this manuscript have been inconsistently applied in the OCT 

literature; we therefore encourage the reader to review table 1 for a glossary of terms and 

symbols used.  

In optical coherence tomography, light from a common source is split into a 

sample arm containing the object of interest and a reference arm containing a single 

strong reference reflection. Light returning from both of these arms is recombined and 

interference is observed. FD-OCT measures the interference of each part of the spectrum 

separately, commonly by using a spectrometer array as the detector or by sweeping the 

source output through the spectrum in time. Because the spectral bandwidth of each 

measurement is narrow, interference can be measured over a significant depth. Equations 
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1 and 2 summarize this interaction between a single reference and sample reflection. The 

power observed at a detector element (Pdet) is a function of the power coupled back from 

the reference (Pr) and sample (Ps) reflections, and varies sinusoidally depending on the 

optical path difference (OPD) and the vacuum wavelength (λo).  The OPD depends on the 

double pass difference in length (∆z) and the length averaged, optical frequency 

dependent index of refraction (<nω>).  
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The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) relates data sampled in the optical frequency 

domain (ωm) to the time domain localization (F(t)) of scatter in the sample (equation 3). 

Likewise the transform relates data sampled in the spatial frequency domain (km) to the 

spatial organization (F(z)) of the sample (equation 4).  
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The computationally less expensive fast Fourier transform (FFT) requires sample points 

that are uniformly separated in a particular space. The FFT of data sampled uniformly in 
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optical frequency reflects the broadening in temporal delay of light returning from a 

scatterer in a dispersive media. For biological research we are most interested in the 

spatial organization of scatter in the sample and therefore focus on the FFT of spatial 

data. Provided that the refractive index does not change as a function of depth, the 

interference signal contribution from a scatterer in the sample arm in an FD-OCT system 

is periodic with respect to location. The period of the interference signal, with respect to 

location of the scatterer in the sample arm, is described by the wavelength in the imaging 

media (λ). The associated spatial frequency is described by the circular wavenumber (k). 

Equation 5 shows the dependence on the optical frequency and the index of refraction. 
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The effect of homogenous dispersion is to modify the spatial frequency associated with 

any particular optical frequency in the spectrum. One approach then, to transform to the 

spatial domain without dispersive artifacts, is to sample the interference spectrum 

uniformly in spatial frequency, taking into account a priori estimation of the dispersive 

index of refraction in the imaged media.  

Methods and Results 

Diagrams 

The FD-OCT spectrum vs. distance plot illustrates how the interference signal varies with 

delay between sample and reference reflections in an imaging medium. It shows 
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intuitively how each part of the optical spectrum is associated with a spatial frequency in 

the sample. The spectrum on the vertical axis is linear in optical frequency. The distance 

on the horizontal axis represents a single pass physical thickness of imaging media. Each 

point on the figure is calculated from equation 1 and 2. The source intensity distribution 

is Gaussian with respect to vacuum wavelength with a center wavelength at 800 nm and a 

bandwidth of 200 nm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM). The range of the vertical 

axis is 1.9 times the source FWHM bandwidth which truncates the figure where it begins 

to lose interference visibility. The power from the reference was set to be 10x that of the 

sample and was subtracted from each pixel before display to highlight the contribution 

from the interference term. The calculation of OPD assumes that the dispersion profile of 

the media is homogenous for all distances shown but allows for the introduction of a 

mismatched thickness of another material outside the imaged space to demonstrate 

system dispersion.  

Figure 1 introduces the spectrum vs. distance plot with an air imaging media. 

Long wavelengths are associated with a slow periodicity of interference. Short 

wavelengths are associated with higher frequency periodicity of interference. As delay 

increases, the modulation across the spectrum increases in frequency because short 

wavelengths accumulate more phase in a shorter distance than longer frequencies do. 

Both system and media dispersion can distort the spectrum so that it is no longer a 

sinusoid with respect to optical frequency. System dispersion is demonstrated in figure 2 

by calculating the optical path of each arm including an additional amount of fused silica 

in the sample arm (outside of the imaging range) that is compensated by a distance of air 
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with an approximate equivalent path length in the reference arm. Refractive index of 

fused silica was determined from Sellemeier cooeficients (published in Code V optical 

design software, Optical Research Associates, Pasedena CA).  This example of system 

dispersion mismatch shows that the spatial frequency associated with each optical 

frequency is unchanged, but a phase offset is added that is nonlinear with respect to 

optical frequency, and constant with respect to depth. This phase offset is best observed 

by looking at the curvature of the fringe at the zero delay position. Adding system 

dispersion creates a broadening of the point spread function that is constant across 

imaging depth. To illustrate the effect of media dispersion, fictional media with ideal or 

exaggerated characteristics were created. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of changing the 

dispersion characteristics of the imaging media. If the material has a constant index 

greater than 1, the spatial frequency associated with each part of the spectrum is 

increased by a constant factor. This changes the scaling of the DFT and narrows the final 

PSF. If the material has a dispersion which is linear with respect to vacuum wavelength, 

in the typical direction where higher optical frequency has a higher index of refraction, 

the effect is to increase the range of spatial frequencies present in a linear manner. The 

PSF is therefore narrowed by this distortion of the spatial frequencies. If the material has 

higher order dispersion, the spatial frequencies are no longer linearly related to the optical 

frequencies. This is the case that causes axial PSF broadening if the sampling is not 

corrected to consider the media index.  

Simulations of A-scans in aqueous media 

Defining the sample ranges 
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Simulations were performed to compare a-scans resulting from direct FFT of data 

collected in ω-space and k-space in water as well as to compare methods of interpolation 

of data sampled in ω or λo-spaces to k-space. The first step in each simulation was to 

define the sample points on the spectrum in terms of optical frequency. First, a ω-space 

sample range of 4096 (2^12) sample points spaced equally in optical frequency was 

defined for twice the FWHM bandwidth of the source (600 – 1000 nm). The spatial 

frequency associated with each optical frequency was calculated by multiplying by the 

media index of refraction. Next, a k-space sample range was defined containing 4096 

samples spaced uniformly in spatial frequency between the highest and lowest spatial 

frequency represented in the ω-space. The optical frequency associated with each k-space 

sample was interpolated from the paired set of ω-space samples and associated spatial 

frequency. Refractive indices were calculated for pure water using the formula presented 

by Van Engen et al.22 A λo-space sample range was defined containing 4096 samples 

spaced uniformly in vacuum wavelength between the highest and lowest vacuum 

wavelength represented in the ω-space. The optical frequency associated with each λo-

space sample was determined by taking the inverse of the vacuum wavelength. 

Simulated interferogram acquisition 

The next step in each simulation was simulated interferogram acquisition. The 

interferogram was calculated at each sample point in the ω,k, or λo-space range according 

to equations 1 and 2. The same source intensity distribution was used as in the previous 

section (Gaussian with respect to vacuum wavelength, a center wavelength at 800 nm, 

and a FWHM bandwidth of 200 nm). OPD was calculated with no mismatch for system 
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dispersion, and 1 mm delay in water. The power from the reference was set to be 10x that 

of the sample and was subtracted as a background measurement from the interferogram.  

Interpolation to k-space 

Two methods of interpolation of data sampled in ω or λo-spaces to k-space were tested. 

In the first method, direct linear interpolation was used to interpolate the simulated 

spectrum sampled in ω or λo-spaces to the optical frequencies specified by the k-space 

table.  In the second method, a zero filling technique was used which first uses a FFT on 

the simulated spectrum sampled in ω or λo-spaces, then pads the length of the 

transformed data set with zeros to an array four times as large, next inverse transforms 

back to the original ω or λo-space with four times as many sample points across the 

spectrum, and finally ends with a linear interpolation between the points of this finer 

spectrum to k-space.23 

Transform to produce an a-scan 

The next step in each simulation was FFT of the sampled (or sampled and interpolated) 

data to create an a-scan. The sampled data was zeropadding to a width 16 (2^4) times 

wider than the sampled data before FFT to smooth the final a-scan. The axis marked as 

distance in the imaging media was calculated by defining the spatial frequency interval 

between sample points as the difference of the spatial frequencies at the beginning and 

end of the range divided by the number of sampling intervals.  

Simulated A-scans shown in figure 4 indicate performance of an interferometer in 

water media illuminated by a broad bandwidth source (200 nm FWHM, 800nm center). 

When the FFT is performed on an interferogram that is sampled in ω-space, the axial PSF 
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is narrow and tall near the zero delay (1.1 µm FWHM) but becomes wider and shorter as 

delay increases (3.3 µm FWHM @ delay = 1 mm for a broadening factor of 3.1X). When 

the interferogram is sampled in k-space, the transform produces an axial PSF equivalent 

to the above case near zero delay and maintains that shape through a large delay in 

dispersive material. Post processing methods which interpolate to k-space from a 

spectrum collected in ω or λo-spaces introduce artifacts when the frequency of spectral 

modulation is close to the sampling limit. For data sampled in ω-space, significant 

distortions of the axial PSF resulted. For data sampled in λo-space, the result was noise. 

Both of these effects were significantly attenuated by the computationally expensive zero 

filling method.  

Experimental Verification 

Figure 5 shows the configuration of our experiment to verify the role of sampling on 

axial point spread broadening by imaged media dispersion. A quantum-well broadband 

semiconductor optical amplifier with tunable acousto-optic filter (Broadsweeper-840, 

Superlum) and external radio frequency generator allowed precise control of output 

optical frequency (instantaneous linewidth < 0.05nm, tuning range 820 – 870 nm). A 

fiber beamsplitter directed a portion of the light to a lens element that focused the light at 

a distance of approximately 15 cm and directed the rest of the light to beam dump. A 

singlet, plano-convex lens was placed near the focus of the beam. The partial reflections 

from both uncoated lens surfaces provided two interfering wavefronts of approximately 

equal strength separated by a thickness of glass with well documented dispersion 
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characteristics. Index of refraction for optical glasses was determined from 

manufacturer’s Sellemeier coefficients. The interference from the two wavefronts 

modulated the intensity of the light backpropagated via the beamsplitter onto the detector. 

The Fizeau interferometer configuration eliminated the possibility of system dispersion 

mismatch, therefore allowing us to isolate sample dispersion.  

The optical frequency vs. radio frequency tuning curve was accurately 

characterized in a two step process. First, a commercial frequency analyzer was used to 

measure the output optical frequency of the source for 71 points uniformly spaced across 

the radio frequency tuning spectrum. A fine correction to this original calibration was 

performed by placing a singlet lens of very well characterized glass with low dispersion 

(nBK7) into the interferometric setup shown above. The peaks of the interference output 

are exactly equally spaced in spatial frequency. The optical frequencies corresponding to 

a k-space sample range for nBK7 containing the same number of points as the number of 

peaks counted (651) were calculated. These optical frequencies were paired with the 

radio frequencies used to drive the acousto-optic modulator at peaks to create a very 

accurate lookup table of optical frequency vs. radio frequency.  

A glass with high second order dispersion near the center wavelength of our 

tunable source was chosen to demonstrate the principle of accurate k-sampling with 

modest tuning bandwidth. The nBK7 singlet in the above setup was replaced with a 

similar lens made of SF11. We sampled the spectral interferogram in two ways: First, we 

created a list of 2^12 (4096) equally spaced optical frequencies, tuned the source to each 

of these frequencies and measured the power at the detector to record the ω-spaced 
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interferogram. Secondly, we created a list of 2^12 (4096) optical frequencies 

corresponding to equal spatial frequencies within SF11 material, and measured the power 

at the detector to record the k-spaced interferogram. We then compared the a-scans 

produced by the two data sets directly by performing the FFT without further processing. 

A prediction was made by simulating the experiment using the same code 

described above to simulate performance in aqueous media. The sample ranges defined 

for the experiment were used in the simulation. The interferogram was calculated at each 

sample point in the ω or k-space range according to equations 1 and 2. The source 

intensity was determined from the real source spectra passed through a low order (2nd) 

Savitzky-Golay filter with a very wide window (1001 points) to remove noise and 

irrelevant modulation. OPD was calculated with no mismatch for system dispersion and 

3.8mm delay in SF11. The power from the reference was set to be equal to that of the 

sample and was subtracted as a background measurement from the interferogram. Each 

simulated spectrum was zero padded to a width 16 times wider than the original spectrum 

and FFT’d to produce the final a-scan. 

Scans in figure 6 show the experimental verification of model predictions using 

the tunable source and SF11 dispersing media. With k-space sampling we expect a 

FWHM axial PSF of 5.4 µm and do not expect distance related broadening. With ω-space 

sampling we predict a FWHM broadening factor of 2.3 for 3.8 mm thickness of SF11. 

Experimentally, at a depth of 3.8 mm, a 5.4 µm (FWHM) axial point spread function was 

observed with k-space sampling, and a broadening factor of 2.2 with ω-space sampling. 

A small offset of 4 µm in the axial direction can be explained by a slight inaccuracy in 
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characterizing the thickness of the lens element. The simulation was recalculated with an 

adjusted thickness of 3.796 mm to create the final version of the plot. 

Conclusions 

The experiment confirms that depth dependent axial point spread function broadening 

caused by homogenous media dispersion is an artifact of ω-space sampling that does not 

occur if data are sampled in k-space. It also shows that if the dispersion of the sample can 

be known before imaging, sample frequencies can be chosen that eliminate the need for 

postprocess dispersion correction. The simulations also show that sampling in k-space is 

preferable to interpolation to k-space because the quality of reproduction in the spatial 

domain does not suffer from interpolation artifacts. 

Discretely tunable sources offer the ability to sample at an arbitrary array of 

optical frequencies and thus make an ideal experimental platform to test the advantages 

of k-space sampling. Continuously tunable lasers tend to have faster sweep times but 

require an external triggering module to keep data acquisition spaced at regular frequency 

intervals. An opportunity exists to create triggering modules for te-FD-OCT systems that 

signal at frequency intervals that closely match a uniform k-space interval within tissue.  

One method of “k-trigger” currently in use samples a portion of the laser illumination to 

an interferometer such as a fabry-perot etalon. The output peaks of such an interferometer 

will be equally spaced in spatial frequency for the composite of materials lying in the 

difference path of the interferometer. A fabry-perot etalon filled with air will produce 

peaks of transmission equally spaced in optical frequency – which is perfect k-space 
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sampling only if the imaging media is air. An etalon filled with water22 will produce 

peaks equally spaced in k-space for aqueous media, which may be a good starting 

approximation of biological tissue. The dispersion of some glasses or a combination of 

glasses may also provide a reasonable approximation to the dispersion of tissue for this 

purpose.  

The description of FD-OCT presented in this paper encourages a subtle shift in 

perspective – it attempts to focus the reader on the spatial frequency of the patterns of 

interference rather than the temporal frequency of the source illumination. Additionally 

it attempts to relate the spatial frequency to the temporal frequency with the simplest and 

most intuitive mathematics by highlighting the wavelength in the media. The role of 

spatial periodicity in media dispersion was noted by Marks et al. for the correction of 

media dispersion in time domain OCT data using a mathematical formalism similar to 

that shown earlier by Kohlhaas et al.24 and Brinkmeyer et al.25 for describing 

homogeneous waveguides. This same group later described a similar relationship 

between spatial frequency and optical frequency with simpler formalism, and suggested 

that k-sampled data were preferable to ω-sampled data but did not emphasize that this 

relationship summarizes the cause of dispersion artifact in a homogenous media.19 The 

current focus on this single variable clarifies the generality of its application.  
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Speed of light: c 
Phase velocity of light in medium: v  
Index of refraction: n=c/v 
 
Temporal Variables  

(universal) 

Spatial Variables  

(imaging media dependant)  

Period of oscillation: T Wavelength: λ = λo / n 
 

Optical frequency: νt=1/T 
 

Spatial frequency: νs=1/λ 
 

Optical (angular) frequency:  ω = 2π/Τ 
 

Circular wavenumber: k = 2π / λ = 2πn / λo 
 

Vacuum wavelength: λo= c / ν t 
 

 

Spectroscopic  wavenumber (  υ~  ) = 1 / λo 
 

 

ω-space: a range of samples uniformly spaced 
in terms of optical frequency “ω” 
 

k-space: a range of samples uniformly spaced 
in terms of spatial frequency “k” 
 

λo-space: a range of samples uniformly spaced 
in terms of vacuum wavelength “λo” 
 

 

 

Table 1. Commonly used terms and symbols and their definitions within this manuscript. 

Variables for analogous quantities have been placed horizontally opposite for 

comparison. Note that shortened names for these terms are often used, which may lead to 

ambiguity between temporal and spatial variables. 
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FIGURES: 

FD-OCT spectrum vs. distance
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1. (color online only) The spectrum vs. distance plot is a tool to visualize the function of 

FD-OCT systems and holistically interpret dispersion. Each horizontal row 

corresponds to a single optical frequency and each vertical column corresponds to a 

single depth of a mirror in the sample arm away from a zero delay reference position. 

A light pixel corresponds to in-phase constructive interference, while dark 

corresponds to destructive interference. Long wavelengths, at the top of the diagram 

are associated with a slow periodicity of interference as the delay increases. Short 

wavelengths, at the bottom are associated with higher frequency periodicity with 

increasing delay. The lower curve is an integration of all pixels across the spectrum 

and illustrates a relationship between time domain and frequency domain signals. 

Note that this integration was performed without a strict normalization for power 

across a Gaussian spectrum and is therefore somewhat qualitative. 
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2. Panel of four spectra vs. distance plots calculated at increasing amounts of system 

dispersion mismatch (outside of the imaging range) shows that the spatial frequency 

associated with each optical frequency is unchanged, but a constant nonlinear phase 

offset is added. Each panel is calculated with an unbalanced amount of fused silica 

(FS) in the sample arm, and a pathlength compensating amount of air (A) in the 

reference arm. (a) FS=0.0 mm ,A=0.0mm ; (b) FS=0.5 mm ,A= 0.735mm; (c) 

FS=1.0 mm ,A= 1.469mm; (d) FS=1.5 mm ,A=2.204mm . 
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3. Panel of spectrum vs. distance plots calculated at different media dispersions (inside 

of the imaging range) shows that the phase at zero delay remains flat, but that the 

spatial frequency associated with each optical frequency is variable. The index curve 

for each material is shown to the left of the spectrum vs. distance plot: subplot (a) 

represents air or vacuum; (b) represents a material of constant index = 1.7; (c) 

demonstrates a dispersion that is linear with wavelength; while (d) represents an 

exaggerated form of a typical dispersion curve in which index increases faster than 

linear with decreasing wavelength. 
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4.  (Color online only) Simulated a-scans in water (light source: 800 nm center 

wavelength  and 200nm bandwidth (FWHM)) show how water dispersion at 1 mm 

imaging depth causes dramatic degradation of the axial resolution and signal intensity 

when sampled in ω-space that is not present with k-space sampling. At large delays, 

where the frequency of spectral modulation is close to the sampling limit, 

interpolation methods may distort the point spread function or become very noisy. 

The plot at the top shows details of the point spread function, while the lower plot is 

scaled to show better detail on the noise background created by each method. 
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5. (Color Online Only) Diagram of experimental setup to test accurate k-sampling using 

discretely tunable source with modest (51nm FWHM) bandwidth. The collected 

spectrum is modulated by interference of the two partially reflected wavefronts at the 

surfaces of the uncoated singlet lens separated by a thickness of material with well 

described dispersion. The Fizeau configuration eliminated the possibility of system 

dispersion allowing us to isolate sample dispersion. A low dispersion (nBK7) singlet 

was used to accurately calibrate the output of the source and a high dispersion (SF11) 

singlet was used to demonstrate dispersion compensation by accurate k-sampling. 
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6. (Color online only) Comparison of simulated and experimental a-scans in high 

dispersion glass (SF11) show how accurate k-space sampling eliminates dispersion 

artifact associated with ω-space sampling at 3.8 mm imaging depth and 51 nm 

bandwidth (FWHM). Simulated and experimental a-scans are in very close 

agreement. FFT of data uniformly sampled spatial frequency results in an axial point 

spread = 5.4 µm (FWHM) while FFT of data sampled uniformly in optical frequency 

results in FWHM broadening factor of 2.2. Significant ripple is an artifact of 

truncating the source spectrum at the limits of the tuning range where the source still 

has substantial power. 
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6/7/07 11:30 AM C:\MATLABWORK\Dispersion simulation\trimSpectrumVsDelay070607.m 1 of 22

%C2. Dispersion analysis code

%% Comments

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%trimmed from animateSpectrumVsDelay070521sf11.m for clarity

%removed specific options to create animated spectrum vs delay diagram

%(DISfigure)

%to focus on the basic spectrum vs delay figure and the SF11 experiment

%

%%  Main Function

function main()

%interferometer details

thransitions

delayPositions %smooth thransitions +/-

uncompdepth %depths in micron of uncompensated water in the sample arm (outside the 

imaged area)

%What do you want to do?

justFigure %make the figure, no animation

experiment

if(justFigure)

    integration

    singleFigure(delayPositions,uncompdepth,integration)

end

%produces comparison a-scans,must add many arguments in function

%declaration

if(experiment)

    uncompdepth

    delay=[3800]

wkExpAscanComp(uncompdepth,delay)

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%End function Main %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  standardSourceParameters

function [sourceCenter,sourceBW]=standardSourceParameters()

%SETUP VARIABLES

sourceCenter %vacuum wavelength (um)

sourceBW %source FWHM bandwidth in microns

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function standardSourceParameters %%%%%
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%%  standardSpectrometerParameters

function [detectorRange,detectorSize,fillFactor,spotWidth]=standardSpectrometerParameters

(sourceBW)

%Spectrometer CCD details

detectorRange %total range on spectrometer

detectorSize

distance, but see range

%fillFactor=pixelWidth/(pixelWidth + deadWidthBetweenPixels)

%spotWidth=0.5= 5um FWHM / 10um pixel dimension

fillFactor

spotWidth %Note this is disabled!

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function standardSpectrometerParameters %%%%%

%%  standardCalculationParameters

function [sampleSize,zeroFillPad,interpSize,fftsize]=standardCalculationParameters

(detectorSize)

%Calculation parameters

sampleSize=detectorSize

zeroFillPad %number of samples to zeroFill interpolate before linear 

interpolation, set 0 to turn of zeroFill interp

interpSize=detectorSize %number of points to interpolate from detected spectrum 

before fft

fftsize=interpSize %size of padded fft

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function standardCalculationParameters %%%%

%%  calcImagingMediaIndex

function [mediaIndex]=calcImagingMediaIndex(spectroWnum)

%this is broken out as a function to work like a global variable like above

%functions

%imaging media options

%air, water, sf11, nbk7, sf66,silica,threepoint,lambdaLin

imagingMedia='sf11'

coef=[1 1 1] %use with threepoint, use only first two elements for lambdaLin

mediaIndex=calcMediaIndex(imagingMedia,spectroWnum,coef)

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function calcImagingMediaIndex %%%%

%%  calcUncompMediaIndex

function [mediaIndex]=calcUncompMediaIndex(spectroWnum)

%this is broken out as a function to work like a global variable like above

%functions

%Uncomp media options

%air, water, sf11, nbk7, sf66, silica, threepoint

uncompMedia='silica'

coef=[1 1 1] %use with threepoint
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mediaIndex=calcMediaIndex(uncompMedia,spectroWnum)

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function calcUncompMediaIndex %%%%

%%  singleFigure

function singleFigure(delayPositions,uncompdepth,integration)

animFigID

[sourceCenter,sourceBW]=standardSourceParameters()

[detectorRange,detectorSize,fillFactor,spotWidth]=standardSpectrometerParameters

(sourceBW)

[samplesize,zeroFillPad,interpSize,fftsize]=standardCalculationParameters(detectorSize)

%Set the sampling points

[sampleWnum]=sampleUnifw(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)

%Set the source intensity at the sampling points

[sourceIntensity]=calcSource(sourceCenter,sourceBW,sampleWnum)

%Set the media index at the sampling points,

imagingIndex=calcImagingMediaIndex(sampleWnum)

%set the media index of the uncompensated material in the path outside the

%imaging area.

uncompIndex=calcUncompMediaIndex(sampleWnum)

%collect a background spectrum by using interference function with zero

%intensity on sample reflections.

refarmField

backgroundSpectrum=background(sampleWnum,sourceIntensity,refarmField)

%set up the DISfigure for animation and open the avifile

DISfigWidth

DISfigHeight

[DISrect]=altFrameSetup(animFigID,DISfigWidth,DISfigHeight)

DISfigureArray=DISarray(sampleWnum, sourceIntensity, backgroundSpectrum, delayPositions,

uncompdepth,uncompIndex,imagingIndex)

if(integration)

    DISfigDrawWintegration(animFigID,delayPositions, sampleWnum, DISfigureArray)

else

    DISfigDraw(animFigID,delayPositions, sampleWnum, DISfigureArray)

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%End function singleFigure %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% wkExpAscanComp

%in this function the spectra of the simulation file is corrected to math

%the spectra shape from the experiment rather than the other way around

function figHand=wkExpAscanComp(uncompdepth,delay)

comparisonfigure
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figure(comparisonfigure)

hold on

[sourceCenter,sourceBW]=standardSourceParameters()

[detectorRange,detectorSize,fillFactor,spotWidth]=standardSpectrometerParameters

(sourceBW)

[samplesize,zeroFillPad,interpSize,fftsize]=standardCalculationParameters(detectorSize)

zeroPadStore=zeroFillPad

%Plot simulated Ksampled data

spectroIntegrate

interp %options:  'w', 'k', [an array of wnumbers to interpolate to], 0 results in no 

interpolation

sysPhaseSub

figHand=figure(comparisonfigure)

clf

set(gca,'FontSize',30)

linw % line width on plots

%load k,w data from file

load('C:\MATLABWORK\DispersionExperiment\sf11Test.

mat','k','k_bkgr','w','w_bkgr','l','l_bkgr')

load('C:\MATLABWORK\DispersionExperiment\sf11sampWnum.

mat','ksamWnum','wsamWnum','lsamWnum') %for SF11 media, data samples uniform in spatial 

frequency of interference

shapeSpect=0

if(detectorSize==2^11),1

    k=downsample(k,2,1)

    k_bkgr=downsample(k_bkgr,2,1)

    w=downsample(w,2,1)

    w_bkgr=downsample(w_bkgr,2)

    l=downsample(l,2,1)

    l_bkgr=downsample(l_bkgr,2,1)

    ksamWnum=downsample(ksamWnum,2,1)

    wsamWnum=downsample(wsamWnum,2,1)

    lsamWnum=downsample(lsamWnum,2,1)

end

coGrMap=colorGray(5)

%plot ksam experiment data

inputWnum=ksamWnum

inputSpectrum=(k-k_bkgr)

[sampscale,sampscan]=ascanFromSpectrum(inputWnum,inputSpectrum,sysPhaseSub,fftsize)

plot(sampscale,sampscan*11,'-','color',coGrMap(1,:),'linewidth',linw)

hold on

ascanFWHMksampExp=findFWHM(sampscale,sampscan,delay)
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%Set the source intensity at the sampling points

%find the shape of the experimental spectrum

lowPassInSpectrum=sgolayfilt(inputSpectrum,2,1001)

%Set the media index at the sampling points,

imagingIndex=calcImagingMediaIndex(inputWnum)

%set the media index of the uncompensated material in the path outside the

%imaging area.

uncompIndex=calcUncompMediaIndex(inputWnum)

refarmField

samarmField

%Interfere the array of sample points with reference at known delay

[interferenceSpectrum]=interfere(inputWnum,lowPassInSpectrum,imagingIndex,delay,

uncompdepth, uncompIndex,refarmField,samarmField)

[sampscale,sampscan]=ascanFromSpectrum(inputWnum,interferenceSpectrum,sysPhaseSub,

fftsize)

plot(sampscale,sampscan,':','color',coGrMap(2,:),'linewidth',linw)

ascanFWHMksampSim=findFWHM(sampscale,sampscan,delay)

%Use these scale factors for "zoomin" part a

  set(gca,'ytick',max(sampscan(100:end)).*(0:0.2:1))

  set(gca,'yticklabel',num2str((0:0.2:1)',2))

%Use these scale factors for "zoom out" part b

%set(gca,'yticklabel',num2str((0:0.02:1)',2))

%plot wsam experiment data

inputWnum=wsamWnum

inputSpectrum=(w-w_bkgr)

[sampscale,sampscan]=ascanFromSpectrum(inputWnum,inputSpectrum,sysPhaseSub,fftsize)

plot(sampscale,sampscan*11,'-','color',coGrMap(3,:),'linewidth',linw)

ascanFWHMwsampExp=findFWHM(sampscale,sampscan,delay)

%Set the source intensity at the sampling points

%find the shape of the experimental spectrum

lowPassInSpectrum=sgolayfilt(inputSpectrum,2,1001)

%Set the media index at the sampling points,

imagingIndex=calcImagingMediaIndex(inputWnum)

%set the media index of the uncompensated material in the path outside the

%imaging area.

uncompIndex=calcUncompMediaIndex(inputWnum)

refarmField

samarmField

%Interfere the array of sample points with reference at known delay

[interferenceSpectrum]=interfere(inputWnum,lowPassInSpectrum,imagingIndex,delay,

uncompdepth, uncompIndex,refarmField,samarmField)
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[sampscale,sampscan]=ascanFromSpectrum(inputWnum,interferenceSpectrum,sysPhaseSub,

fftsize)

plot(sampscale,sampscan,':','color',coGrMap(4,:),'linewidth',linw)

ascanFWHMwsampSim=findFWHM(sampscale,sampscan,delay)

broadeningfactorSim=ascanFWHMwsampSim/ascanFWHMksampSim

broadeningfactorExp=ascanFWHMwsampExp/ascanFWHMksampExp

title({'A-scans in SF11 media' ['\lambda_c=' num2str(sourceCenter) ' \mum

\Delta\lambda=' num2str(sourceBW) ' \mum (FWHM)']})

legend('Exp k sampling','Sim k sampling','Exp \omega sampling','Sim \omega sampling','Sim 

\omega->k','Exp \omega->k','Sim \omega->k, ZeroFill','Exp \omega->k, ZeroFill','Sim 

\lambda->k','Exp \lambda->k','Sim \lambda->k, ZeroFill','Exp \lambda->k, ZeroFill')

xlabel('distance relative to reference (\mum)')

ylabel('Relative Intensity')

hold off

end

%  collectAndCalculateAscan

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function collectAndCalculateAscan %%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  DISfigDraw

function axisHandle=DISfigDraw(DISfigID,delayPositions, sampleWnum, DISfigureArray)

axisHandle=figure(DISfigID)

colormap(gray)

imagesc(delayPositions, sampleWnum, DISfigureArray)

title('FD-OCT spectrum vs. distance')

xlabel('distance relative to reference (\mum)')

ylabel({'spectroscopic wavenumber (1/\mum)'})

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%End function DISfigDraw %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  DISfigDrawWintegration

function DISfigAxesHandle=DISfigDrawWintegration(DISfigID,delayPositions, sampleWnum, 

DISfigureArray)

fsize %zero for default text size

figure(DISfigID)

colormap(gray)

%plot the traditional DIS figure

DISfigAxesHandle=subplot(3,1,1:2)

if(fsize)

    set(gca,'fontsize',fsize)

end

DISfigDraw(DISfigID,delayPositions, sampleWnum, DISfigureArray)
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%plot a signal integrated over wavelength

subplot(3,1,3)

if(fsize)

    set(gca,'fontsize',fsize)

end

h5=plot(delayPositions, sum(DISfigureArray))

%ylim([-3e7 3e7])

set(gca,'Ytick',[])

ylabel({'integrated'  'intensity'})

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%End function DISfigDrawWintegration %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  DISarray

function [DISfigure]=DISarray(sampleWnum, sourceIntensity, backgroundSpectrum, 

delayPositions,uncompdepth,uncompIndex,imagingIndex)

%Note that this function is significantly simplified by removing the idea

%of a detector with associated pixel widths and integrations etc.

[dum delaysize]=size(delayPositions)

detectorSize=length(sampleWnum)

%calculate a delay spectrum

DISfigure=zeros(detectorSize, delaysize)

delaycount

for delay=delayPositions

    delaycount=delaycount

%     %Initialize a blank image array of the spectrum

%

%Interfere with reference and zerodelay at the array of sample points

    refarmField

    samarmField

    [interferenceSpectrum]=interfere(sampleWnum,sourceIntensity,imagingIndex,delay,

uncompdepth,uncompIndex, refarmField,samarmField)

%subtract the background spectrum.

    spectrumZero=interferenceSpectrum-backgroundSpectrum

%add a line to the DISfigure

    DISfigure(:,delaycount)=spectrumZero

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%End function DISarray %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  spectralInterferometerOutput

function [detectorWnum,interferenceSpectrum]=spectralInterferometerOutput(sampling,

sourceCenter,sourceBW,detectorRange,samplesize,delay,uncompdepth,spectroIntegrate,

detectorSize,fillFactor,spotWidth)

internalFigures

%Set the sampling points

if(strcmp(sampling,'lambda'))
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    [sampleWnum]=sampleLambda(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)

elseif(strcmp(sampling,'w'))

    [sampleWnum]=sampleUnifw(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)

elseif(strcmp(sampling,'k'))

    wspacing=sampleUnifw(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)

    indexWspacing=calcImagingMediaIndex(wspacing)

    [sampleWnum]=sampleUnifk(samplesize,wspacing,indexWspacing)

elseif(strcmp(sampling,'FD1geometry'))

    [sampleWnum]=sampleFD1geometry(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)

end

%Set the source intensity at the sampling points

[sourceIntensity]=calcSource(sourceCenter,sourceBW,sampleWnum)

%Set the media index at the sampling points,

imagingIndex=calcImagingMediaIndex(sampleWnum)

%set the media index of the uncompensated material in the path outside the

%imaging area.

uncompIndex=calcUncompMediaIndex(sampleWnum)

refarmField

samarmField

%Interfere the array of sample points with reference at known delay

[interferenceSpectrum]=interfere(sampleWnum,sourceIntensity,imagingIndex,delay,

uncompdepth, uncompIndex,refarmField,samarmField)

%Integrate the sample points onto detector array

if(spectroIntegrate)

    [detectorWnum,detectedSpectrum]=detectorIntegration(sampleWnum,interferenceSpectrum,

detectorSize,fillFactor,spotWidth)

else

    detectorWnum=sampleWnum

    detectedSpectrum=interferenceSpectrum

end

if(internalFigures)

    figure(200)

    subplot(3,1,1)

    plot(sampleWnum,interferenceSpectrum)

    title('Intererence Spectrum')

    xlabel('Optical Frequency (1/um)')

    ylabel('Detected Power (arb. units)')

    subplot(3,1,2)

    plot(detectorWnum,detectedSpectrum)

    title('Detected Spectrum')

    xlabel('Optical Frequency (1/um)')

    ylabel('Detected Power (arb. units)')

end

end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function spectralInterferometerOutput %%%%%

%%  interpolateSpectrum

function [interpolatedWnum,interpolatedSpectrum]=interpolateSpectrum(detectorWnum,

detectedSpectrum,interpolation,interpSize,zeroFillPad)

internalFigures

%interpolate detector points to ?frequency? space before FFT

if(interpolation=='w') %End result is a time domain scan

    [interpolatedWnum,interpolatedSpectrum]=interpolate2wspace(detectorWnum,

detectedSpectrum,interpSize,zeroFillPad)

elseif(interpolation=='k') %end result is a space domain scan

    indexWspacing=calcImagingMediaIndex(detectorWnum)

    [interpolatedWnum,interpolatedSpectrum]=interpolate2kspace(detectorWnum,indexWspacing,

detectedSpectrum,interpSize,zeroFillPad)

elseif(interpolation) %interpolate to arbitrary set of wnums

if(zeroFillPad) %perform zero filling interpolation before linear interpolation

        [detectorWnum detectedSpectrum]=zeroFillInterp(detectorWnum, detectedSpectrum, 

zeroFillPad)

end

    interpolatedWnum=interpolation

    interpolatedSpectrum=interp1(detectorWnum,detectedSpectrum,

interpolation,'linear','extrap')

else

    interpolatedWnum=detectorWnum

    interpolatedSpectrum=detectedSpectrum

end

if(internalFigures)

    figure(200)

    subplot(2,1,1)

    plot(detectorWnum,detectedSpectrum)

    title('Detected Spectrum')

    xlabel('Optical Frequency (1/um)')

    ylabel('Detected Power (arb. units)')

    subplot(2,1,2)

    plot(interpolatedWnum,interpolatedSpectrum)

    title('Interpolated Spectrum')

    xlabel('Optical Frequency (1/um)')

    ylabel('Detected Power (arb. units)')

    figure(201)

    subplot(2,1,1)

    plot(detectedSpectrum)

    axis tight

    title('Detected Spectrum')

    xlabel('Array Position')

    ylabel('Detected Power (arb. units)')

    subplot(2,1,2)

    plot(interpolatedSpectrum)

    axis tight

    title('Interpolated Spectrum')

    xlabel('Array Position')
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    ylabel('Detected Power (arb. units)')

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function interpolateSpectrum %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  ascanFromSpectrum

function [Ascale,Ascan]=ascanFromSpectrum(inputWnum,inputSpectrum,phaseSub,fftsize)

internalFigures

if(internalFigures)

    figure(202)

    subplot(3,1,1)

    plot(inputWnum,analyticAng)

    title('Phase angle after interpolation')

    xlabel('Optical Frequency (1/um)')

    ylabel('Phase angle (radians)')

end

%Subtract a bias phase

if(phaseSub)

%Get the anyltic signal via the hilbert transform

    analyticSignal=hilbert(inputSpectrum) %Why does it have same num elements as 

spectrum? Seems it should have half?

    analyticMag=abs(analyticSignal)

    analyticAng=unwrap(angle(analyticSignal))

%Calculate the bias phase due to system dispersion

    [biasPhase]=calcSystemDispersion(inputWnum,uncompdepth)

    analyticAng=analyticAng-biasPhase

    analyticSignal=analyticMag.*exp(i*analyticAng)

if(internalFigures)

        figure(202)

        subplot(3,1,2)

        plot(inputWnum,biasPhase)

        title('Phase to subtract')

        xlabel('Optical Frequency (1/um)')

        ylabel('Phase angle (radians)')

        subplot(3,1,3)

        plot(inputWnum,analyticAng)

        title('Corrected Phase')

        xlabel('Optical Frequency (1/um)')

        ylabel('Phase angle (radians)')

end

%transform the analyticSignal to an A-scan with FFT padding

    fullscan=abs(fft(analyticSignal,fftsize))

    Ascan=fullscan(1:end/2)

%calculate the delay scale for the Ascan

    fullScale=fftscale(inputWnum,fftsize)

    Ascale=fullScale(1:end/2)

else
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    fullscan=abs(fft(inputSpectrum,fftsize))

    Ascan=fullscan(1:end/2)

    fullScale=fftscale(inputWnum,fftsize)

    Ascale=fullScale(1:end/2)

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function ascanFromSpectrum %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% background

function [backgroundSpectrum]=background(sampleWnum,sourceIntensity,refarmField)

%Set all of the parameters that aren't needed as arguments because they cant affect 

measurement

zeroDelayPosn

samarmField

uncompdepthNull

imagingIndex=ones(size(sampleWnum))

uncompIndex=ones(size(sampleWnum))

backgroundSpectrum=interfere(sampleWnum,sourceIntensity,imagingIndex,zeroDelayPosn,

uncompdepthNull,uncompIndex, refarmField,samarmField)

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%End function background %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  sampleLambda

%Create an array of vaccuum wavenumbers that are linear in vacuum

%wavelength.

function [sampleWnum]=sampleLambda(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)

waveLow=sourceCenter-detectorRange %vacuum wavelength

waveHi=sourceCenter+detectorRange

wlenrange=waveHi:(waveLow-waveHi)/(samplesize-1):waveLow

sampleWnum=1./wlenrange

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function sampleLambda %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  sampleUnifw

function [sampleWnum]=sampleUnifw(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)

waveLow=sourceCenter-detectorRange

wnumhi=1/waveLow %optical frequency

waveHi=sourceCenter+detectorRange

wnumlow=1/waveHi

sampleWnum=linspace(wnumlow,wnumhi,samplesize)

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function sampleWnum %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%  sampleUnifk

function [sampleWnum]=sampleUnifk(samplesize,wspacing,indexWspacing)

%function [sampleWnum]=sampleUnifk(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)%old function cal 

before 061025 edit

%first figure out the curve that descibes the k-space over the range, then

%come back and sample that uniformly. Uniform in w-space is a very close

%approximation so seems like a good starting point.

%what are the spatial frequencies of the sampled wavenumbers?

kSpatial=wspacing.*indexWspacing %but this is uniform in wnum, not knum

%how to make the endpoints have the same wavenum value, and the total number of points in 

array the same???

endpoints with

unifKspatial=linspace(kSpatial(1),kSpatial(end),samplesize)

sampleWnum=interp1(kSpatial,wspacing,unifKspatial,'spline') %interpolate wnums that fit 

to those knums

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function sampleKnum %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  sampleFD1geometry

function [sampleWnum]=sampleFD1geometry(sourceCenter,detectorRange,samplesize)

filename = 'C:\data\endoFreqDomain\Alex-first try.FD1'

[A, header, Bkgr, Geom] = getFDData2(filename, 1)

% geometry file is a list of decimal pixel indices that correspond to

% equally spaced wavenumbers. Start point =0, end point = 2047.

% Assuming an attempt at spectrometer that is linear with wavelength

% it seems that short wavelength are located on 0 end of file

%Strategy:

% make a matched pair of:

%   -pixel position increasing in wavenumber

%   -uniform wspacing increasing in wavenumber

%then introduce:

%   -a set of pixel positions increasing in wavenumber at finer resolution

%   than original detector which results in the correct number of samples

%   -interpolate the wavenumber associated with each subpixel position

wspacing=sampleUnifw(sourceCenter,detectorRange,2048) %get a group of 2048 equally spaced 

wavenumbers

samIncrement=2047/(samplesize-1) %remember that there are many samples integrated onto 

each detector element

samples=2047:-samIncrement %can consider these as smaller than pixel elements equally 

spaced along the detector

sampleWnum=interp1(fliplr(Geom'),wspacing,samples,'spline') %interpolate wnums that fit 

to each sample position

end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function sampleFD1geometry %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  calcSource

function [sourceIntensity]=calcSource(sourceCenter,sourceBW,sampleWnum)

%using gaussian spectrum in wavelength even though it probably makes more

%sense in wavenumber

sigma=sourceBW/(2*sqrt(2*log(2)))

[dum wnums]=size(sampleWnum)

sourceIntensity=zeros(1,wnums)

count

for wnum=sampleWnum

    waveL=1/wnum

    sourceIntensity(count)=exp(-(abs(waveL)-sourceCenter).^2/(2*sigma^2)) %setup a 

gaussian spectrum

    count=count

end

%This is a good place to normalize the amount of power in the spectrum?

%wont normalize to a specific integrated power, only to a constant, so that

%power in each interval is divided by the number of intervals

sourceIntensity=100000*sourceIntensity/wnums

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function calcSource %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  calcMediaIndex

function [mediaIndex]=calcMediaIndex(media,spectroWnum,coef)

switch media

case 'air'

        mediaIndex=ones(1,length(spectroWnum))

case 'water'

        mediaIndex=calcWaterIndex(spectroWnum)

case 'sf11'

        sf11Sellemeier=[1.7384840E+00 3.1116897E-01 1.1749087E+00 1.3606860E-02 6.1596046

E-02 1.2192271E+02]

        mediaIndex=calcSellemeierIndex(spectroWnum,sf11Sellemeier)

case 'sf66'

        sf66Sellemeier=[2.0784223E+00 4.0712003E-01 1.7671129E+00 1.8087513E-02 6.7949357

E-02 2.1526613E+02]

        mediaIndex=calcSellemeierIndex(spectroWnum,sf66Sellemeier)

case 'nbk7'

        nbk7Sellemeier=[1.0396121E+00 2.3179234E-01 1.0104694E+00 6.0006987E-03 2.0017914

E-02 1.0356065E+02]

        mediaIndex=calcSellemeierIndex(spectroWnum,nbk7Sellemeier)

case 'silica'

        silicaSellemeier=[6.69422575e-1 4.34583937e-1 8.71694723e-1 4.48011239e-3 
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1.32847049e-2 9.53414824e1] %from Schott "lithosil"  deep UV glass

        mediaIndex=calcSellemeierIndex(spectroWnum,silicaSellemeier)

case 'threepoint'

        mediaIndex=calcThreePointIndex(spectroWnum,coef(1),coef(2),coef(3))

case 'lambdaLin'

        mediaIndex=calcEndPointLambdaLinIndex(spectroWnum,coef(1),coef(2))

otherwise

        mediaIndex=ones(1,length(spectroWnum))

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function calcMediaIndex %%%%

%%  calc2endLambdaLinIndex

function [iLambdaLinByWnum]=calcEndPointLambdaLinIndex(sampleWnum,beginIndex,endIndex)

%use a smooth interpolation to find index for points between endpoints and

%midpoint

[dum wnums]=size(sampleWnum)

wavelengths=1./sampleWnum

%repeat first point to avoid negative slope

%iThreePoint= interp1([sampleWnum(1) sampleWnum(2) sampleWnum(int32(wnums/2)) sampleWnum

iLambdaLinByWnum= interp1([wavelengths(1) wavelengths(end)], [beginIndex endIndex] ,

wavelengths,'spline')

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function calcPolynomialIndex %%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  calcThreePointIndex

function [iThreePoint]=calcThreePointIndex(sampleWnum,beginIndex,midIndex,endIndex)

%use a smooth interpolation to find index for points between endpoints and

%midpoint

[dum wnums]=size(sampleWnum)

%find midpoint of wnums

midval=(sampleWnum(1)+sampleWnum(end))

midWnumIndex=find(sampleWnum>=midval,1,'first')

%repeat first point to avoid negative slope

%iThreePoint= interp1([sampleWnum(1) sampleWnum(2) sampleWnum(int32(wnums/2)) sampleWnum

iThreePoint= interp1([sampleWnum(1) sampleWnum(midWnumIndex) sampleWnum(end)], [beginIndex 

midIndex endIndex] ,sampleWnum,'spline')

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function calcPolynomialIndex %%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  calcSellemeierIndex

function [iMaterial]=calcSellemeierIndex(sampleWnum,sellemeierCoef)

%use the Sellemeier formula

%for each glass take the 6 constants A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 from Schott catalog

%in CodeV known as B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3
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[dum wnums]=size(sampleWnum)

iMaterial=zeros(1,wnums)

count

for wnum=sampleWnum

%water equations in some dispute.  Using eq12 from Van Engen et al.

%"Dispersion Measurements with while light interferometry." Applied Optics

%vol 37 p5679 (1998)

    waveL=1/wnum

    iMaterial(count)=sqrt(((sellemeierCoef(1)*waveL^2)/(waveL^2-sellemeierCoef(4)))+

((sellemeierCoef(2)*waveL^2)/(waveL^2-sellemeierCoef(5)))+((sellemeierCoef(3)*waveL^2)/

(waveL^2-sellemeierCoef(6)))+1)

    count=count

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function calcSellemeierIndex %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  calcWaterIndex

function [iWater]=calcWaterIndex(sampleWnum)

[dum wnums]=size(sampleWnum)

iWater=zeros(1,wnums)

count

for wnum=sampleWnum

%water equations in some dispute.  Using eq12 from Van Engen et al.

%"Dispersion Measurements with while light interferometry." Applied Optics

%vol 37 p5679 (1998)

    waveL=1/wnum

    iWater(count)=(1.7604457 + 4.03368e-3*waveL - 1.54182e-2*waveL^2 +(6.44277e-3/

(waveL^2-1.49119e-2)))

    count=count

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function calcWaterIndex %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  interfere

function [sumInterferenceSpectrum]=interfere(sampleWnum,sourceIntensity,mediaIndex,delay,

uncompdepth,uncompMediaIndex,refarmField,samarmField)

[dum wnums]=size(sampleWnum)

[dum depths]=size(delay)

%calculate the path difference between sample and reference and resulting

%interference for each wavelength in range.
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interferenceSpectrum=zeros(wnums,depths)

%add enough air to balance end to end phase difference

phaseDiffSam=2*uncompdepth*(uncompMediaIndex(end)*sampleWnum(end)-uncompMediaIndex(1)

*sampleWnum(1))

depthRef=phaseDiffSam/(2*(sampleWnum(end)-sampleWnum(1))) %assumes that the reference 

path is constant and non dispersive, using air to maintain constant phase at beginning and 

end wavenumber, as long as this evaluates to a constant this is a valid thickness of air

%adjust enough air to constrain constructive interference at mid

%wavenumber at zero delay

phaseSam=2*(uncompdepth*uncompMediaIndex(floor(wnums/2))*sampleWnum(floor(wnums/2)))

phaseRef=2*(depthRef*sampleWnum(floor(wnums/2)))

phaseDiff=phaseSam-phaseRef

phaseAdjust=phaseDiff-round(phaseDiff)

depthAdjust=phaseAdjust/sampleWnum(floor(wnums/2))

pathRef=2*depthRef

for wavecount=1:wnums

for depthcount=1:depths

        pathSam=2*(uncompdepth*uncompMediaIndex(wavecount)+delay(depthcount)*mediaIndex

(wavecount))

        OPD=pathSam-pathRef

        biasTerms=(sourceIntensity(wavecount)*refarmField)+(sourceIntensity(wavecount)

*samarmField)

        interferenceTerm=2*sourceIntensity(wavecount)*(refarmField*samarmField)^0.5*cos

(2*pi*OPD*sampleWnum(wavecount))

        interferenceSpectrum(wavecount,depthcount)=biasTerms+interferenceTerm

end

end

sumInterferenceSpectrum=sum(interferenceSpectrum,2)

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function interfere %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% zeroFillInterp

function [outWnum outSpectrum] = zeroFillInterp(inWnum, inSpectrum, zeroFillFact)

%See article by Dorrer et al

spectLength=length(inSpectrum) %hopefully this is already a power of two.

timeSpect=fft(inSpectrum.*zeroFillFact)

%kill a large low frequency component which gets in the way of zero padding

trimPix

timeSpect(1:trimPix)

timeSpect(end-trimPix:end)

outSpectrum=ifft(timeSpect,spectLength*zeroFillFact)
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%This borrows heavily from Matlab user group posting by John D'Errico Dec 14

%2006.  Seems a littls slow but fits nicely.

interWnum=nan(1,(zeroFillFact)*spectLength)

interWnum(1:zeroFillFact:end)=inWnum

outWnum=inpaint_nans(interWnum)

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function zeroFillInterp %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  interpolate2wspace

function [unifWwnum,interpolatedArray]=interpolate2wspace(sampleWnum,interferedSpectrum,

interpSize,zeroFillPad)

[dum samplesize]=size(sampleWnum)

normFactor=samplesize/interpSize

unifWwnum=linspace(sampleWnum(1),sampleWnum(end),interpSize)

if(zeroFillPad)

    [sampleWnum interferedSpectrum]=zeroFillInterp(sampleWnum, interferedSpectrum, 

zeroFillPad)

end

interpolatedArray=interp1(sampleWnum,interferedSpectrum,unifWwnum,'linear','extrap')

*normFactor %Sometimes may extrapolate the first and last values, which should be pretty 

harmless :)

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function interpolate2wspace %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  interpolate2kspace

function [unifKwnum,interpolatedArray]=interpolate2kspace(sampleWnum,indexWspacing,

interferedSpectrum,interpSize,zeroFillPad)

[dum samplesize]=size(sampleWnum)

normFactor=samplesize/interpSize

unifKwnum=sampleUnifk(interpSize,sampleWnum,indexWspacing)

if(zeroFillPad)

    [sampleWnum interferedSpectrum]=zeroFillInterp(sampleWnum, interferedSpectrum, 

zeroFillPad)

end

interpolatedArray=interp1(sampleWnum,interferedSpectrum,unifKwnum,'linear','extrap')

*normFactor

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function interpolate2kspace %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  fftscale

%note this may be an error if media index is not set by

%calcImagingMediaIndex function, ie dynamic media for animations of media

%change

function [fullScale]=fftscale(interpolatedWnum,fftsize)

[dum interpsize]=size(interpolatedWnum)

kend=interpolatedWnum(end)*calcImagingMediaIndex(interpolatedWnum(end))
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kstart=interpolatedWnum(1)*calcImagingMediaIndex(interpolatedWnum(1))

kinterval=(kend-kstart)/(interpsize-1)

spaceinterval=1/(2*kinterval*fftsize) %this may have factor 2 error or so??? factor 2 

changed from deispersionCalcSellemeir060605.m

fullScale=0:spaceinterval:(fftsize-1)*spaceinterval

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function fftscale %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%  detectorIntegration

function [detectorWnum,detectedSpectrum]=detectorIntegration(sampleWnum,

interferenceSpectrum,detectorSize,fillFactor,spotWidth)

%define the center wavelength of each detector.  Assume that spectrometer

%distorion is defined before sampling, so this is linearly based on the

%samples input.  Ignore spectrometer spot size for a moment and divide

%sampleRange into detectorSize number of bins.  Let assigned wavenumber be

%median wavenumber in range

[dum numSamples]=size(sampleWnum)

samplesPerDetector=int32(numSamples/detectorSize)

sampleCounter=int32(1)

detectorWnum=zeros(1,detectorSize)

for detectorCount=1:detectorSize

    detectorWnum(detectorCount)=median(sampleWnum(sampleCounter:

sampleCounter+samplesPerDetector-1))

    sampleCounter=sampleCounter+samplesPerDetector

end

clear detectorCount

clear sampleCounter

%define "FOV" and "vignetting factors" for each detector as it looks at the

%sample data "object".  ie define a weighting function for each wavelength

%as it should sum to a particular detector element.

%

%fillFactor=pixelWidth/(pixelWidth + deadWidthBetweenPixels)

%spotWidth=0.5= 5um FWHM / 10um pixel dimension

%Define spot and pixel width functions as arrays with sample spacing

%assume triangle function of spectrometer spot diameter. Could easily be

%gaussian or other.

spot=zeros(1,2*samplesPerDetector*spotWidth)

for count=1:ceil(samplesPerDetector*spotWidth)

    spot(count)=double(count)/double(ceil(samplesPerDetector*spotWidth)) %why did I use 

ceil here?

end

maxcount=count

%for count=ceil(samplesPerDetector*spotWidth):ceil(2*samplesPerDetector*spotWidth)

for count=1:ceil(samplesPerDetector*spotWidth)

    spot(maxcount+count)=double(maxcount-count)/double(ceil

(samplesPerDetector*spotWidth)) %why did I use ceil here?
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end

clear count

pixel=ones(1,floor(samplesPerDetector*fillFactor)) %flat detector response over active 

area

%convolve the spot function with the detector

%funtion and use that for the weighting function.

sampleWeight=pixel

[dum sizeSampleWeight]=size(sampleWeight)

leftDir=floor(sizeSampleWeight/2)

%loop through for each element on the detector multiply the interesting

%part of sample array by vignetting factor and sum

detectedSpectrum=zeros(1,detectorSize)

for detectorCount=1:detectorSize

    centerPos=ceil(samplesPerDetector*(detectorCount-0.5))

    leftEdge=centerPos-leftDir

    rightEdge=leftEdge+sizeSampleWeight

if(leftEdge<1) %try to avoid all this evaluation except at edges

        count

for sampleIndex=leftEdge:rightEdge

if(sampleIndex<1)

                currentSample(count)

else currentSample(count)=interferenceSpectrum(sampleIndex)

end

            count=count

end

elseif(rightEdge>numSamples) %try to avoid all this evaluation except at edges

        count

for sampleIndex=leftEdge:rightEdge

if(sampleIndex>numSamples)

                currentSample(count)

else currentSample(count)=interferenceSpectrum(sampleIndex)

end

            count=count

end

else currentSample=interferenceSpectrum(leftEdge:rightEdge)

end

    detectedSpectrum(detectorCount)=sum(currentSample.*sampleWeight)

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function detectorIntegration  %%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% findFWHM

function ascanFWHM=findFWHM(Ascale,Ascan,delays)
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%Find the point corresponding to the delay in the ascan

   delayIndex=find(Ascale>=delays,1,'first')

   startOffset=ceil(0.9*delayIndex) %want to avoid the junk at zero delay 

   [maxVal,maxInd]=max(Ascan(startOffset:end)) %find the PSF peak

   maxInd=maxInd+startOffset

    halfMaxLoI

    halfMaxHiI

    errorInFWHM

%search distal from the peak to find half max

for currentInd=maxInd:length(Ascale)

if(Ascan(currentInd)<maxVal/2)

            halfMaxHiI=currentInd

break

end

if(currentInd==length(Ascale))

            halfMaxHiI=currentInd

            errorInFWHM=1

end

end

%search proximal from the peak to find half max

    currentInd=maxInd

while(currentInd>0)

if(Ascan(currentInd)<maxVal/2)

            halfMaxLoI=currentInd

break

end

if(currentInd==1)

            halfMaxLoI=currentInd

            errorInFWHM=1

end

        currentInd=currentInd

end

%compute separation between half max points

    ascanFWHM=Ascale(halfMaxHiI)-Ascale(halfMaxLoI)

end

%% INCLUDED CODE FROM OTHER AUTHORS

function [lmval,indd]=lmax(xx,filt)

%LMAX   [lmval, indd]=lmax(xx,filt). Find local maxima in vector XX,where

%   LMVAL is the output vector with maxima values, INDD  is the

%   corresponding indexes, FILT is the number of passes of the small

%   running average filter in order to get rid of small peaks.  Default

%   value FILT =0 (no filtering). FILT in the range from 1 to 3 is

%   usially sufficient to remove most of a small peaks

%   For example:

%   [b,a]=lmax(y,2)
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%    plot(xx(a),y(a),'r+')

%   see also LMIN, MAX, MIN

%**************************************************|

%   Serge Koptenko, Guigne International Ltd., |

%   phone (709)895-3819, fax (709)895-3822     |

%--------------06/03/97----------------------------|

x=xx

len_x = length(x)

fltr=[1 1 1]

if nargin <2, filt

else

    x1=x(1)  x2=x(len_x)

for jj=1:filt,

        c=conv(fltr,x)

        x=c(2:len_x+1)

        x(1)=x1

        x(len_x)=x2

end

end

lmval=[]  indd=[]

i % start at second data point in time series

while i < len_x-1,

if x(i) > x(i-1)

if x(i) > x(i+1)    % definite max

            lmval =[lmval x(i)]

            indd = [ indd i]

elseif x(i)==x(i+1)&x(i)==x(i+2) % 'long' flat spot

            i = i + % skip 2 points

elseif x(i)==x(i+1) % 'short' flat spot

            i = i + % skip one point

end

end

    i = i + 

end

if filt>0 & ~isempty(indd),

if (indd(1)<= 3)|(indd(length(indd))+2>length(xx)),

        rng %check if index too close to the edge

else rng

end

for ii=1:length(indd),  % Find the real maximum value

        [val(ii) iind(ii)] = max(xx(indd(ii) -rng:indd(ii) +rng))

        iind(ii)=indd(ii) + iind(ii)  -rng

end

    indd=iind  lmval=val

else

end
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end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end function lmax  %%%%%%%%%%%%%
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APPENDIX D: MICROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES TO IDENTIFY 

CONTRASTING MUCOSAL STRUCTURES IN ULTRAHIGH-

RESOLUTION OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAMS 

OF MOUSE COLON 

 

Alexandre R. Tumlinson, Lida P. Hariri, Jennifer K. Barton 

 

Abstract 

Endoscopic optical coherence tomography has produced images of mouse colon tissue 

containing structures that were previously ambiguously identified. Optical coherence 

tomography, optical coherence microscopy, reflectance confocal microscopy, and 

darkfield microscopy all derive contrast from the intensity of endogenous tissue scatter. 

We have imaged excised mouse colon tissue with these complimentary technologies to 

make conclusions about structural origins of scatter in the mouse colonic mucosa. We 

find hyperintense scattering both from the cytoplasm of epithelial cells and from the 

boundary between epithelia and the lamina propria. We find almost no scatter from the 

portion of epithelial cells containing the nucleus. The observation of non-scattering 

aligned nuclei in near contact to brightly scattering basement layers may explain paired 

hyperintense/ hypointense structures found in optical coherence tomograms. 
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Introduction 

Endoscopic UHR-OCT has provided images of mouse colon that have contrast within the 

colonic mucosa that appears to correlate with regularly spaced, vertically oriented 

structures in this tissue1,2. It is hypothesized that these vertical structures correspond to 

crypt structures in the colonic mucosa which can be seen to have a substantially vertical 

orientation when viewed in cross section in traditional H&E stained histology. 

Additionally, there is a banding that occurs in OCT at the luminal surface that is 

hypothesized to be a monolayer of enterocytes (figure 1). Because the sources of contrast 

in OCT and stained histology are dissimilar, these two modalities can only be compared 

if enough of the structure is obviously discernable from each to make strong spatial 

correlations to identify unrecognized features in OCT. There is however, insuffficent 

resolution and/or contrast in the tomograms to clearly determine the complete outline of 

even a short section of well formed crypts. Additionally it is difficult or impossible to 

achieve exactly correlated OCT and histology at the scale of structures smaller than 

crypts. This leaves the question of which part of the crypt provides the observed contrast.  

Similar structures have been resolved in humans with conventional resolution at 

wavelengths centered (λc) near 800 nm3 and 1300 nm4,5. At both wavelengths, the 

mucosa/submucosa bouandary appears as the most superficial bright boundary visualized 

in the tissue and the region above this bright band is identified as the mucosa. The 

luminal surface of the mucosa is covered by a thin hypointense layer. Below this 

hypointense layer is a thick region with a vertically oriented contrast variation, usually 
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described as colonic crypts. The regions of hyperintensity often form a ring around a 

hypointense ovoid region, reminiscent of a colonic crypt that has been sectioned at an 

oblique angle. A similar pattern was observed in rabbits using ultrahigh-resolution OCT 

endoscopy centered at 1250 nm6. Three dimensional optical coherence microscopy 

(λc=1270 nm) of freshly resected human colon provided evidence that the pores of crypts 

present as hypointense regions, the epithelial cells present as tissue of intermediate 

brightness with weak scattering from the central region of the cell and bright scattering 

from the borders between cells, while the lamina propria presents as the most highly 

scattering tissue component. Near the mucosal surface, the epithelial cells of neighboring 

crypts were virtually in contact, confining the hyperintense lamina propria to thin 

columns of tissue centered between triad rings of cryptic epithelia. Deeper in the mucosa, 

the crypts narrowed and the bright lamina propria became a continuous honeycomb 

containing the isolated rings of epithelia.7 In opposition, recent three dimensional optical 

coherence tomography (λc=1100 nm) of freshly resected colon tissue indicates that the 

superficial epithelial layer shows up much more brightly than the surrounding lamina 

propria.8 In summary, the structures seen in the colonic mucosa of humans, rabbits, and 

mice appear similar in OCT across a broad range of center wavelengths. On the other 

hand, regarding the issue of what tissue types are responsible for crypt contrast within the 

mucosa, there is significant disagreement between the two most conclusive studies 

available. 
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In this work, we aimed to use other optical modalities with sources of contrast that can be 

clearly related to OCT to elucidate the tissue structures observed in tomograms of colon 

tissue. Optical coherence microscopy (OCM), laser scanning reflectance confocal 

microscopy, and darkfield microscopy were used on unstained tissues with the goal of 

discovering the relative amount of backscatter occurring at different structures within the 

colonic mucosa. This knowledge should improve estimations of the size and shape of 

individual crypts observed in tomograms which may prove important diagnostically. 

Further, we hope that the modalities which prove to be successful for identifying OCT 

contrast in colon tissue will provide a template of experiments that can be used on any 

tissue type to provide greater understanding of optical coherence tomograms from that 

tissue. This experiment adds to the information available about the sources of contrast in 

UHR-OCT of tissue in general, and in particular of colonic mucosa.  

A brief review of each of the technologies helps establish the relationship between 

contrast in optical coherence tomography and other microscopic techniques. Diagrams of 

selected techniques are shown in figure 1. OCT illuminates unstained tissue with a low 

numerical aperture beam of broadband near infrared light. Light scattered back from this 

narrow column of illuminated tissue is collected from the same low numerical aperture. 

This geometry helps ensure that the device is primarily sensitive to photons that are 

scattered by a single event in a primarily backscattered direction. An interferometric 

reference arm provides a means to locate the origin of the scatter in an axial direction. 

When multiple scatterers are located within the volume resolution element of the device 

(which is relatively large in the lateral direction) interference results that is observed as 
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speckle. The OCT beam is frequently scanned in a single direction across the sample 

resulting in a two dimensional image. OCT has a large depth of penetration, allowing 

visualization of structures up to 2mm deep without cutting or even touching the tissue. 

Additionally, OCT is readily adapted to small diameter endoscopic application, so in vivo 

data collection on mouse colon is possible. Scatter contrast has been noted to decrease in 

layered tissues with time after resection. 

Scanning laser reflectance confocal microscopy illuminates the unstained sample with a 

high numerical aperture beam of narrowband illumination and collects backscattered light 

from the same high numerical aperture. Resolution is provided by the large gradient in 

illumination intensity provided by the high numerical aperture illumination as well as a 

pinhole on the collection side that restricts the beam paths taken by scattered photons. 

This geometry provides a higher lateral resolution than OCT and is sensitive to photons 

scattered over a broader range of angles. The beam is usually scanned in three-

dimensions over the target. Reflectance confocal microscopy is typically limited to a 

200 µm penetration depth, so thick samples cannot be evaluated non-destructively. 

Endoscopic reflectance confocal microscopes have been developed, however the 

diameter of such devices is too large for use in mouse.9 

Optical coherence microscopy is a hybrid of confocal microscopy and optical coherence 

tomography.7 OCM achieves high lateral resolution with a high numerical aperture lens 

like confocal microscopy, but further narrows the axial resolution with a coherence gate, 

similar to OCT. The structure of the microscope is similar to a reflectance confocal 
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microscope, except that a broadband source is used and a portion of the beam is split into 

a reference arm. The path length of this reference arm is matched to the focal depth of the 

microscope objective. Combining the light from the sample arm and the reference arm 

onto a single detector results in observable interference only within the coherence length 

of the source. The pathlength of the reference arm is then modulated on the order of a 

wavelength by a piezo actuator so that the signal from the sample arm that lies within the 

coherence length is modulated on the detector. The detection electronics are sensitive to 

signal modulated at the frequency of the path length modulation and reject unmodulated 

signal. The modulated reference arm therefore adds a coherence gate that is significantly 

narrower in the axial direction than the confocal gate provided by the moderate to high 

numerical aperture of the objective. Because of this coherence gate, out of plane signal 

rejection is improved and higher sensitivity results. Higher sensitivity results in a deeper 

penetration so that a greater depth through a sample can be observed without sectioning. 

Darkfield microscopy illuminates thin samples with a ring of very high numerical 

aperture illumination that is blocked from direct collection on the opposite side of the 

sample. Light scattered towards the optical axis is collected by the objective. Darkfield 

microscopy is sensitive primarily to photons that are forward scattered at a small angle. 

Out of plane light rejection is poor, so samples must be cut into very thin sections. The 

process of sectioning tissue has potential to cause artifacts that alter the contrast. 
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The intensity and scattering angle of light is dependent on the material and the size of 

scattering particles. The intensity of scattering is strongly dependent on the magnitude of 

mismatch in index of refraction at the surface of particles. Lipids and proteins tend to 

have a significantly higher index of refraction than the surrounding aqueous media. In 

general, smaller particles have a more uniform scattering pattern (anisotropy factor:g~0) 

while large particles tend to be strongly forward scattering (g~1).10 This predicts one 

potential variation in the contrast mechanisms for our various microscopic arrangements. 

That is, given a target containing regions of small and large particles, the ratio of signal 

from the small particles to large particles will be the largest in OCT because of its 

sensitivity to a narrow cone of backscatter, will be slightly less in OCM and reflectance 

confocal because of their wider numerical aperture, and will be lowest in darkfield 

microscopy because it is primarily sensitive to forward scatter. Additionally, boundaries 

between tissue layers may reflect specularly, resulting in a strong signal for backscatter 

sensitive arrangements when the boundary lies normal to the illumination axis.  

Alternative microscopies with similar mechanisms of contrast may help answer questions 

about the origins of contrast in OCT because they have higher lateral resolution, collect 

data in a different orientation, or can be related to traditional histological techniques. 

OCM and reflectance confocal microscopy typically collect en face scans with high 

resolution in the lateral direction. Samples in the axial direction are taken less frequently, 

according to the less impressive axial resolution. Darkfield samples can be collected 

across any plane in which the tissue is sliced. This orientation frequently changes 

inadvertently across a single section due to uncontrolled distortions of the tissue during 
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slicing. Each crypt is a deep pitlike depression lined with epithelium imbedded in the 

lamina propria. In cross section, the crypt looks like an extended “U”. The appearance 

and relative thickness of tissue layers is variable because the section frequently does not 

pass directly through the center of the crypt. Therefore, if we have contrast only for the 

vertical sections, lumens and lamina propria become indistinguishable by scale alone. In 

en face sections, lumens appear as isolated small diameter circles within a continous 

lamina propria. Because the crypt maintains a similar dimension for most of its length, 

sections recorded at various heights along the crypt tend to look similar. Note that if 

resolution or contrast is not sufficient, the continuous nature of the lamina propria may 

not be apparent when crypt spacing is close enough to allow the epithelia of neighboring 

crypts to come into virtual contact. 

Methods: 

Tissue Harvesting and preparation 

Four, eleven month old, female C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Labs) from the same litter were 

euthanized by CO2 inhalation for the purposes of this experiment. Colons from three of 

the mice were used for the darkfield microscopy experiment. Of these three colons, a 

section of one was used for the OCM images.  Colon tissue from a fourth mouse was 

used for the reflectance confocal measurement. Colon tissue was excised, opened to 

expose the luminal surface, and placed in a refrigerator under saline media within ten 

minutes of death for OCM and reflectance confocal measurements. Imaging was 

completed within two hours of tissue excision. Tissue for darkfield microscopy was 
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opened to expose the luminal surface and directly snap frozen by bathing the tissue in 

liquid nitrogen cooled isopentane. Tissue was then cut into longitudingal sections on a 

cryostat to a thickness of 5 microns. Serial sections were collected to compare results 

with traditional hemotoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained slides. Darkfield sections were 

placed on slides without fixation, coverslipped with a glycerol based solution, kept at 4C, 

and imaged within two days.  

OCM 

The tissue was imaged from the luminal side by a previously described optical coherence 

microscope with a 20X water dipping objective submerged in saline.11 The optical 

coherence microscope used a super luminescent diode source with a center wavelength at 

840 nm and 70 nm bandwidth (FWHM). This device yielded 5 µm axial and <1 µm 

lateral resolution. 

Reflectance Confocal 

The tissue was imaged from the luminal side by a laser scanning confocal microscope 

(Zeiss LSM 510) with an 40x/1.3 Oil Immersion objective submerged in saline. A 632 

nm narrow bandwidth laser source was used.  

Darkfield Microscopy 

Imaging was performed on a traditional microscope (Nikon 80i) fitted for darkfield, 

phase contrast, and brightfield microscopy with 10X and 40X objectives. Darkfield 

images were recorded to observe scattering intensity from unstained slides. Phase 
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contrast images were recorded from the same positions on the unstained slides to provide 

higher contrast for tissue structures. Brightfield images were recorded at corresponding 

locations on serial sections of H&E stained slides to highlight comparable structural and 

cellular details from a traditional perspective. 

Results: 

Figures from each optical modality are shown. In each, high scatter from the sample 

results in a large signal intensity represented by a darker pixel shade.   

Optical Coherence Microscopy: 

Optical coherence microscopy produced stacks of en face images (figure 2) from the 

surface down to a depth of about 140 µm before signal is lost. This depth represents 

approximately 70% of the probable thickness of the mucosa. Each 1024 * 1024 pixel 

image spans 250 µm * 250 µm.  Superficial images have a patchy texture with 

hyperintense spots about 13 µm in diameter, probably indicating groupings of axially 

aligned epithelial cells. In deeper sections, crypts are recognized by their ring shaped 

structure. At the center of the ring is a hypointense core about 10 µm in diameter. The 

area immediately adjacent to the core gives the brightest backreflection. Intensity drops 

off smoothly away from this interface. Average crypt center-to-center spacing is 50 µm. 

No bright border is observed surrounding the crypts. The resolution and sensitivity of the 

device are not sufficient to make out details of the structure at any significant depth.  
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Reflectance confocal microscopy: 

Reflectance confocal microscopy produced stacks of en face images (figure 3) from the 

surface down to a depth of about 45 µm before signal is lost. This depth represents 

approximately 25% of the probable thickness of the mucosa. Each 512 * 512 pixel image 

spans 230 µm * 230 µm.  Superficial images have a patchy texture with hyperintense 

spots about 10 µm in diameter probably indicating groupings of axially aligned epithelial 

cells. At a depth of about 15 µm a honeycomb of crypts is apparent. The core of the crypt 

presents as a small, hypointense region (5-10 µm diameter) outlined by a thin (1-5 µm) 

hyperintense ring. In some cases there is a small thickness (1-5 µm) of moderate intensity 

inside the hyperintense ring. Beyond the bright ring is a relatively broad hypointense 

region about 20 microns thick. Average crypt center-to-center spacing is 50 µm. Midway 

between crypt centers is a thin (< 5 µm) region with relatively intense scattering that 

appears to form a boundary between neighboring crypts. The size of the hypointense 

region corresponds closely with the size of the pore observed in histological sections. 

Darkfield Microscopy: 

Longitudinal slicing produced views of colonic crypts that were primarily cross sectional 

with occasional areas of crypts sliced in an en face orientation. Crypts presented in en 

face orientation are easier to interpret than crypts in cross section because there is no 

ambiguity about whether the section contains the center of the crypt. In the en face view 

(figure 4 and 5), each crypt contains a wide (~30 µm), brightly scattering region at the 
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center, surrounded by a hypointense region about 4 µm thick and bordered by a very thin 

hyperintense region at the edge. The very center of the crypt is usually hypointense 

region about 6 µm in diameter but is occasionally hyperintense. Average crypt center-to-

center spacing is 50 µm. Similar regions can be identified in cross sectional views (figure 

7), however the relative thicknesses of regions is highly variable depending on where the 

section intersects the gland. Center-to-center spacing is more variable in cross section and 

at approximately twice the density, consistent with a slice that hits many crypts off 

center, and very few through their centers. Comparison with the H&E stained slides 

indicates that the hyperintense scattering region at the center of crypts corresponds to 

apical portion of epithelial cells including mucin secreting goblet cells. The hypointense 

ring appears to correspond to the basal portion of epithelial cells containing the nuclei. 

Thin bright borders between crypts appear to be caused by boundary between the 

epithelia and the lamina propria. The normally hypointense region at the center of the 

crypt corresponds to an open pore, that may be filled with cellular debris to produce a 

hyperintense center. At the surface of some sections there is good detail on the luminal 

lining of epithelial cells not involved in crypts (figure 7). These are hyperintense at their 

brush border, less intense at level of their nuclei, and again more intense at their base 

below the nuclei. The thickness of this cell layer is 15-20 µm. 

Conclusions 

The images collected from the alternative backscatter dependant optical microscopies 

suggest that strong scattering observed from the colonic mucosa arises both from the 
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epithelia and from the border of the epithelia with the surrounding epithelia. Surprisingly, 

darkfield microscopy shows that the scatter from the epithelia is not uniform across the 

single cell layer. Rather, it appears that apical portions of the cytoplasm may be much 

more scattering due to a greater heterogeneity of refractive index than the basal portion of 

the cell which is largely filled with a single nucleus. The nuclei of epithelial cells not 

involved in crypts tend to sit a little higher from the basal surface than the epithelial cells 

in crypts. These cells show a striped pattern with a brightly scattering apical layer, a 

weakly scattering middle layer, and brightly scattering basal layer.   

Reflectance confocal measurements were consistent with darkfield microscopy in that 

they showed hyperintensity directly adjacent to the crypt pore and at the thin border 

between crypt units. The hyperintensity seen at the border between crypts is perhaps 

more significant because this tissue is certainly not superficial, or exposed to direct 

illumination as may be the case with tissue at the surface of the crypt pore. The 

performance of the specific OCM device used in this experiment did demonstrate 

penetration deeper than the reflectance confocal device used on similar tissue, however  

the resolution and sensitivity were not sufficient to confirm significant findings from 

other modalities  including the scattering found at the border of crypt units or the 

dichotomy in optical scattering within the epithelial layer suggested by darkfield 

microscopy. The data generated by the device used, did however correlate well enough 

with reflectance confocal measurements to alleviate some concerns about the shorter 

wavelength used in the reflectance confocal measurement.   
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The features observed in darkfield microscopy explain some of the features seen in 

optical coherence tomograms, and send us searching for others. Previously collected 

optical coherence tomograms (figure 8) show thin, slightly off-vertical, lines of 

hyperintensity in the mucosa. Directly next to some of these hyperintense lines is a 

similarly thin highlight of hypointensity. Between such lines is an area of diffuse, 

moderate intensity. At the luminal surface, the mucosa exhibits a banded region about 

25 µm thick. The evidence suggests that the very sharp nearly vertical structures are most 

likely scatter from the extracellular basement membrane supporting the epithelia. 

Hypointense lines that are sometimes found in close association with the hyperintense 

structures are likely the basal layers of epithelia containing polarized nuclei. More diffuse 

hyperintensity probably corresponds to the apical portions of epithelial cells in the gland. 

Scattering from the pore of the gland itself is highly variable and may explain the 

prescence of very thin, isolated hypointense lines in an image. The location of the nucleus 

and associated scattering pattern of luminal epithelia not associated with a crypt is 

consistent with the banding seen at the surface of many tomograms. The evidence also 

suggests that the apical surfaces of epithelial cells are hyperintense, and therefore the first 

hypointense band observed on many tomograms is likely a non-cellular layer of lubricant 

or mucous. 

The two dimensional cross sections created by traditional OCT suffer from sampling 

inconsistencies that make it difficult to interpret whether in specific part of the crypt is 

being observed. This may partially explain the inconsistent spacing and presence of 

vertical structures in the mucosa. Another factor that confuses the issue is that crypt 
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visibility is dependent on the compression state of the tissue.12 In a small organ such as 

the mouse colon, which may be undergoing contractions in vivo, the compression state of 

the tissue may be out of the control of the researcher. Three dimensional OCT has clear 

advantages for resolving issues of sampling.  

Using ultrahigh-resolution, three dimensional OCT, it will be very interesting to see if 

crypts in vivo contain the pattern of brightly scattering apical epithelia, weakly scattering 

basal epithelia, strongly scattering crypt borders with the lamina propria expected from 

darkfield microscopy. The thickness of the weakly scattering basal epithelia layer is at the 

limit of lateral resolution of current endoscopic devices. If the bilayered scattering of 

epithelia is confirmed in vivo, this has important consequences for estimating the size of 

crypts, the ratio of epithelial tissue to stromal tissue, and estimating the organization of 

epithelia which normally has nuclei aligned at the basal surface, but which becomes 

increasingly disorganized in neoplastic conditions. 
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Figure 1. Signal in OCT, OCM/reflectance confocal, and darkfield microscopy are 
generated from light scattered by endogenous tissue components. OCT is front-
illuminated with a narrow beam of light and collects light from the same narrow 
collection angle. OCT is primarily sensitive to photons that are scattered directly 
backwards in a single event. OCM/reflectance confocal is nearly identical to OCT 
except that it uses a higher numerical aperture illumination and collection angle. 
OCM/reflectance confocal is therefore sensitive to a slightly wider range of 
scattering angles than OCT. Darkfield microscopy is back illuminated by a high 
numerical aperture ring. Directly transmitted light is blocked on the collection side 
so that darkfield microscopy is sensitive to forwardly scattered photons. 
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Figure 2. Optical coherence microscopy of adult mouse colon recorded with 20x 
water dipping objective with saline immersion.  Dark pixels indicate stronger 
collected scatter. Each 1024 * 1024 pixel image spans 250 µm * 250 µm.  Images are 
separated in thickness by 20 µm for a total penetration depth of 140 µm. Superficial 
image, upper left, has a patchy texture probably indicating the presence of axially 
aligned epithelial cells. In the fourth section, (lower left: 60 µm deep from the first 
section) a pattern of crypts becomes clear. The crypt pore presents as a small, 
hypointense core (white arrows). The area immediately adjacent to the pore gives 
the brightest backreflection. Intensity drops off smoothly away from the surface. 
The depth of the images represents approximately 75% of the probable thickness of 
the mucosa. There is no evidence for a reversal of contrast due to a bright lamina 
propria surrounding the crypts. 
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Figure 3. Reflectance confocal images of adult mouse colon recorded with 40x/1.3 
Oil Immersion objective with saline immersion. Dark pixels indicate stronger 
collected scatter. Each 512 * 512 pixel image spans 230 µm * 230 µm.  Images are 
separated in thickness by 15 µm for a total penetration depth of 45 µm. Superficial 
image, upper left, has a patchy texture probably indicating the presence of axially 
aligned epithelial cells. At a depth of about 15 µm, upper right, a honeycomb of 
crypts is apparent. The approximate outline of one complete crypt unit has been 
circled. Each crypt unit consists of a hypointense center (P) outlined by a thin bright 
ring (A). In some cases this bright ring is displaced a few microns from the surface. 
Beyond the bright ring is a relatively broad hypointense region (B) about 20 
microns thick. At the boundary between crypts is a thin (few microns) region with 
relatively intense scattering (E). 
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Figure 4. Darkfield microscopy (grayscale) of frozen section of adult mouse colon 
recorded with 40x objective compared with a serial section stained with hemotoxylin 
and eosin (color). Dark pixels indicate stronger collected scatter. Crypts are 
presented in en face orientation with a lymphoid aggregate centered in the field of 
view. Each crypt contains a wide, brightly scattering region at the center (A), 
surrounded by a hypointense region (B) and bordered by a very thin hyperintense 
region between crypts (E). The very center of the crypt (P) is usually hypointense 
but is occasionally hyperintense.  
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Figure 5. Darkfield microscopy (upper left) of frozen section of adult mouse colon 
recorded with 40x objective compared with phase microscopy of the same section at 
40X (lower left) and 100X (lower right) and a serial section stained with 
hemotoxylin and eosin (upper right). The phase contrast image highlights similar 
structures, sometimes with better contrast, and encoding the information in a 
different way. Areas of similar optical thickness, and therefore similar refractive 
index, have the same phase and therefore the same intensity. Regions of constant 
refractive index would be expected to produce little scatter and are encoded with a 
single intensity. Areas with abrupt changes in index of refraction would be expected 
to produce a large amount of scatter and are encoded by areas with high contrast at 
high spatial frequency. High magnification phase contrast image identifies the crypt 
pore (P) in this case filled with some scattering material, basal portion of epithelial 
cell (B), apical portion of crypt cell (A), and extracellular material (E) at the crypt 
boundary responsible for scattering between crypts. Nuclei (N) are darkly stained 
with hemotoxylin in the H&E stained serial section. 
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Figure 6. Darkfield microscopy (grayscale) of frozen section of adult mouse colon 
recorded with 40x objective compared with a serial section stained with hemotoxylin 
and eosin (color). Crypts are presented in cross section. Each crypt gland terminates 
in a “u” shape at its base and opens at the surface. There is a wide variety of 
appearance to the crypts in darkfield. From the appearance of en face crypts, it 
seems that crypts that are sliced directly down the center should have the highest 
scatter. Centers of each gland are filled with many small highly scattering particles 
and some larger particles with bright borders. The section intersects with the pores 
(P) of relatively few crypts. This view confirms that each gland core of highly 
scattering material is surrounded by a hypointense envelope. Comparison with the 
stained slide indicates that the large particles with bright borders are likely intact 
mucin granules of goblet cells. The bright area at the center of the crypt 
corresponds apical portion of epithelial cells (A) and to the secreted product of the 
gland. The hypointense envelope again appears to correspond to the basal portion of 
epithelial cells containing the nuclei (B). Thin bright borders between cells appear to 
be caused by bands of extracellular matrix within the lamina propria (E).  
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Figure 7. Darkfield microscopy (top) of frozen section of adult mouse colon 
recorded with 40x objective compared shows good detail of surface epithelia not 
associated with crypts. The apical (Apex) and basal (Base) surfaces are hyperintese 
and separated by a hypointense band through the middle (Mid) of the cell layer. 
This middling position correlates to the position of the nucleus as seen in traditional 
H&E stained histology, which is polarized to the center (CPN) in these epithelial 
cells compared to the basal position (BPN) in crypt epithelia. 
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Figure 8. Ultrahigh resolution tomograms of mouse colon show details within the 
mucosa that require structural explanation. Dark pixels indicate stronger collected 
scatter. The top image was collected with a time domain system with 2.9 µm axial * 
4.4 µm lateral spot diameter with 2 µm lateral sampling, while the below image was 
collected with a frequency domain system with 3.2 µm axial * 10 µm lateral spot 
diameter and 0.7 µm lateral sampling. Both images show nearly vertical, 
hyperintense lines consistent with the border between the crypt epithelia and the 
lamina propria (E). When a thin parallel hypointense line is paired with a 
hyperintense line it probably corresponds to the basally polarized nuclei of crypt 
epithelia (B). When hypointense line in close apposition to a hyperintense line, it is 
likely a crypt pore (P). Broad areas of moderate intensity probably correspond to 
the apical portion of crypt epithelia (A). The surface is hypointense and underlined 
by a double band of hyperintensity which is consistent with a layer of lubricant (L), 
the brightly scattering apical (Apex) and basal (Base) cytoplasm of luminal 
epithelial cells, separated by the weakly scattering nuclei polarized to the center of 
the cells (CPN). Note that the bright line at the surface of the top image is the 
reflection from the endoscope surface and is not caused by a tissue feature. 
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